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Machine learning techniques using artificial neural networks (ANNs) have proven to be effective
tools to rapidly mimic first principles calculations. These tools are capable of sub meV/atom
accuracy while operating with linear scaling with respect to the system size. Here new interatomic
potentials are constructed based on the rapid artificial neural network (RANN) formalism. For
several metals traditionally difficult to model at the atomic scale, this formalism produces accurate
force fields which can be used in molecular dynamics simulations to produce new physical insights.
The RANN formalism, which is incorporated into a LAMMPS molecular dynamics package,
utilizes fingerprints inspired by the modified embedded atom method (MEAM) formalism and
angular screening which enables shorter neighbor lists and improved computational time. It has
been shown that this implementation can replicate speeds comparable to traditional models while
maintaining high agreement ( 1meV/atom) with DFT. This formalism has been used to predict
correct slip modes in Mg and successfully model the challenging structure of zinc for the first time.
Also RANN potentials for titanium and zirconium accurately predict the phase diagrams and triple

points with high accuracy as computed by relative free energy calculation. New Ti and Zr potential
successfully predict the dislocation core structures and slip planes for high pressure phase of these
materials. Due to the RANN’s high fidelity to DFT data and predictive power, these potentials
should be useful in studying the behavior and interaction in large-scale atomistic simulation in
future.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1

General objective
Materials and the difficulties connected with them exist in a wide range of applications and

sizes, from massive structural applications to nanoelectronics. For example, the newest Boeing 787
is the first commercial airliner constructed nearly completely of a composite material rather than
aluminum, thus utilizing a novel material for such an application offers up a lot of potential but also
a lot of problems that must be solved throughout the airplane’s development.[180, 281] Critical
materials in the microelectronic sector are just a few atoms thick at the other end of the length
scale spectrum. For example, the gate oxide in modern computers must function in the billions
of transistors. [41, 238]. Materials problems can also be found in industries that aren’t usually
connected with materials science and engineering. For example, in the pharmaceutical business,
creating a medication for hepatitis C necessitated molecular manipulation of the active component
in order to enhance its bioavailability. [50, 242, 338, 160]. Understanding how materials behave
in terms of fundamental physics enables the creation of predictive theory and simulations in all
of these sectors and applications. The use of continuum simulations is essential in the design of
products and technologies. More predictive techniques and tools with greater accuracy that allow
us to make quantitative predictions about materials are required.
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Figure 1.1: (a) Structural materials - Boeing 787 (b) Late 1990s SiO2’s limits realized. Search
begins for a high-k dielectric to replace it, "The High-K Solution" by Bohr, Chau, Ghani and Mistry.
(c) Molecule with challenging physicochemical properties for a drug intended for oral delivery,
"Discovery and development of telaprevir: an NS3-4A protease inhibitor for treating genotype 1
chronic hepatitis C virus" by Kwong, Kauffman, Hurter and Muller, 2011

Based on their atomic structure, materials may be classified into three primary groups. Materials
such as molecular materials, ceramics, semiconductors, and metals. The contact between molecules
in molecular materials is extremely weak van der wall bonds, whereas the interaction between each
molecule is very strong covalent bonds. Ceramics and semiconductors have ionic bonding, but
metals display a different sort of bonding property. In all of these situations, materials can
be crystalline with long-range order or amorphous, and their characteristics are determined by
their composition and the arrangement of their atoms. The characteristics of materials may be
categorized as their strength as a function of density, and each class of materials appears here as a
little oval.[123, 105, 253]. The forms range from low density and low strength to high strength and
density metallic alloys. The properties of the materials fluctuate dramatically. It is microstructure,
not bonding and composition, that is important; how to produce a material with more or fewer
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Figure 1.2: Materials selection in Mechanical design by MF Ashby, Butterworth Heineman 2005

flaws affects property very substantially. All of this must be understood in order to anticipate how
materials will react.[14, 244, 127].
As the famous scientist Paul Dirac said in his 1929 paper "The fundamental laws necessary for
the mathematical treatment of a large part of physics and the whole chemistry are thus completely
known and the difficulty lies only in the fact that application of these laws leads to equations
that are too complex to be solved" [73].As a result, the emphasis should be on understanding the
approximations and how to solve these equations for the situations of interest. Materials are made
of groupings of atoms, a set of nuclei, and electrons at the quantum mechanical level, and the
state of such a system is entirely determined by its wave function. It describes the condition of
an ion and electron collection.The time evolution of this wave function equation 1.1 is given by
3

Schrödinger. So, if the state of the system is known, calculating the wave function will forecast
the future and explain how the material will behave. Unfortunately, even a supercomputer cannot
answer this problem. [35, 155, 228, 109]. Fortunately, extremely well controlled approximations
may be constructed, allowing us to reduce the equations that need to be solved and make significant
progress. Electrons are now too tiny to be handled conventionally, necessitating the use of a
quantum mechanical description. Because atoms and ions move relatively slowly in comparison
to electrons, who view their environment as static and may equilibrate instantly to the ions’
immediate location. Keeping that in mind, the time independent Schrödinger equation Hψ = Eψ
can be sufficient to described the state. [213, 214]. Now, on the other hand ions are heavier and
most part can be described classically with Newton’s equation of motion F = ma, by which one
can predict how the group of atoms will move.
i~

d
Ψ (r, t) = HΨ (r, t)
dt

(1.1)

Molecular dynamics (MD) is gaining popularity in a variety of scientific fields, with applications
ranging from biophysics to drug design and materials research. Interatomic potentials explain the
interaction of two atoms or an atom with a group of atoms in a condensed phase. Potential must
have both appealing and repelling elements. [241, 125, 113]. TThe potential energy function is a
multidimensional real-valued function that calculates a system’s potential energy as a function of
its atomic locations. As a result, the precision of these potential energy functions is critical. This
function comes in a variety of variations and types, each having a unique bodily motive. For even a
single constituent, a wide range of potentials in many functional forms has emerged[36, 270, 282].
Concept of potential energy surface is founded on the standard born-oppenheimer approximations
4

of quantum mechanics. [55]. If the atomic location, nuclear charges, and total charges of a system
are known, its hamiltonian potential energy is fully specified. It denotes two precise potential
functions. This density functional theory-based computation approach is extremely demanding
and limited to tiny atom configurations and simulation durations. By incorporating physical
approximations, another possibility is created. The analytical potential provides a much simpler
direct relationship between structure and energy and can be estimated in a fraction of the time[310].
Because they were constructed using a set number of physical variables and approximations, these
potentials are commonly referred to be parametric. The basic features of atomic interaction are
reasonably characterized in most situations, although there is a trade-off between precision and
computing expense. [83, 332, 4]. The most significant advantage of classical potential is that it
is quick, scales linearly with the number of atoms, and can mimic millions or billions of atoms in
a realistic manner. The precision and reliability of MD simulation are determined by the quality
of the interatomic potentials. The disadvantage is that one must hand fit basic potential shapes,
therefore the actual issue is transferability.
In another alternative of MD simulation is solving the Schrödinger equation every timesteps
using density functional theory (DFT), that might be really accurate and often don’t scale to more
than 100s of atoms. Machine learning is essential for getting the best of both worlds. Train
a machine learning model using data from quantum mechanics calculations, and create a force
field to execute MD computations. As a result, both precision and speed may be attained. The
flexibility of the number of parameters provides a significant benefit in obtaining an exact potential.
Non-parametric potential should be evaluated quickly and at a cheap computing cost; human effort
should be minimized in their creation; and they should be able to function with simple input. These
5

potentials should not be limited to a single form of atomic interaction, and they should be correct
in their predictions of energy, force, and stress. The first rise in interest in these potentials was
noticed in the 1990s, and many machine learning-based approaches have been used to create these
potentials since then.
Early potential merely relied on artificial neural networks to forecast energy and was limited
to systems with up to six atoms. Since 2007, many methods based on high dimensional neural
networks and convoluted neural networks that are applicable to thousands of atoms have been
available. These techniques are continuously evolving since these potentials have yet to meet
a number of conditions. Deep learning is being used in a novel approach to build a direct
functional relationship between atomic structures and their energy [18, 135, 110, 17]. Apart from
the chosen reference electronic structure technique utilized in their development and a consistent
set of electronic data used in their synthesis, they do not include any physical approximation.
Deep learning potentials are now being utilized in materials science to predict the characteristics
of existing and new structures; nevertheless, there are a few key problems connected with the
development of deep learning potentials.

1.2

Quest of new interatomic potential for MD simulation
Atomistic-scale simulation is critical in the multiscale materials modeling paradigm. Molecular

simulation allowed scientists to acquire fundamental insights into microscopic mechanisms in
materials production, as well as give quantitative analyses to mesocacle[322, 111, 296]. Over the
last decade, due to the advancement of supercomputers modern MD simulations ranges length
scales from single atom to ≈ 10 nm and timescales goes around ≈ 100 ns. It is possible due to the
6

advancement of classical interatomic potentials or force fields. From 1980s after the first manybody potentials for metallic system [59, 60] and bond-order-type potentials for covalent materials
[285, 270, 283, 284] was established, their ability to anticipate most chemical components, binary
and ternary elements, enables researchers to tackle real-world materials problems using computer
simulation. Since then, many functional forms of the potentials have proliferated in order to enhance
the precision and speed with which experimental data may be obtained in computer simulations.
Over the previous decade, another heading has arisen in this field, wherein the interatomic
potentials are developed by machine learning (ML) methods [32, 63, 197, 201, 339]. The first
effort was made in 1990s to improve the accuracy of intermolecular force fields [37]. Due to
limited computing resources at the time, developing ML potentials was rigid. Over the last five
years, ML potentials have burst into an exciting new research direction that has gained acclaim
in computational materials science. In materials research, the emergence and progress of ML
capabilities may be seen as part of a larger journey for data-driven techniques capable of speeding
up the disclosure of novel materials. In simple words, the essential idea behind ML possibilities
is to ignore physical occurrences and seek to predict the predicted energy of the framework by
mathematical introduction between known reference information provided by quantum-mechanical
calculations. This technique denotes a radical departure from conventional options with the goal
of achieving a comparable goal by capturing the basic physical science of interatomic bonding in
the substance under consideration. [26, 249, 62, 222, 61, 212].
Electronic structure methods, which are based on the quantum mechanical treatment of electrons, provide the most exact energy and force calculations. Despite their great accuracy and
profundity, DFT calculations may be used to both elemental and multicomponent frameworks with
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almost similar computing effort. [124, 156]. As a result, DFT estimates are an extremely strong
tool for conducting a thorough examination of materials science [295, 56, 57]. DFT calculations
additionally give admittance to an expansive range of physical properties , going from mechanical
to electronic, magnetic and optical. A significant impediment of the DFT computations is that they
are computationally expensive and scale with the quantity of particles N as N3 At the moment,
static DFT computations are required for frameworks of a few hundred atoms.
In the meanwhile, DFT simulations show that the typical length and time sizes of several materials measurements substantially exceed the scales currently used. Plasticity, fracture propagation,
phase change, and growth are all incorporated into models. The demonstration of such a process
requires access to a large collection of molecules and quantifiable average across a large number
of thermally induced events. Classical interatomic potentials provide a solution by enabling significantly faster MD simulations at the expense of substantially reduced precision. Regardless of
the accuracy trade-off, typical interatomic potential-based models exclude any consideration of
electric, magnetic, or optical characteristics.

1.2.1

Overview of traditional interatomic potentials

Interatomic potentials define the system’s configuration space and express its potential energy
E as a function of the atomic positions. The energy of any atom is simply the summation of
the pair interactions between it and all the other atoms around it. The potential energy surface
(PES) is a 3N-dimensional hypersurface which is addressed by this function. PES helps to
calculate the forces acting on individual atoms i and can be processed for any atomic setup. The
functional form of potential Ei = Φ (Ri, pi ), the energy is invariant to overall translation and
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rotation and to permutations of atoms. The potential function in traditional potential is based on a
physical understanding of interatomic bonding. For metallic system, the embedded-atom method
(EAM) [60, 60, 84], the modified EAM (MEAM) [163] and the angular-dependent potential [193]
potenitals are designed. For strongly covalent materials Tersoff and Stillinger-Weber potentials
were developed [284, 283, 285]. For molecular systems with chemical reactions charge-optimized
many-body potentials [270, 285, 283, 284] , reactive bond-order potentials [44, 45, 172] and reactive
force fields [297, 274] are appropriate. Traditional functional forms of potentials are diverse and, to
a large degree, contradictory due to the variations in the fundamental physical and chemical models
applicable to the various classes of materials. Due to the functional form’s peculiarity, modeling
mixed-bonding and multi-phase systems with metal-ceramic or metal-polymer interfaces offers a
significant difficulty. Additionally, the conventional potentials’ potential function is dependent on
a small number of global fitting parameters.
These bounds are augmented by relying on a data set that is typically composed of experimental
data and a relatively small number of DFT energies. The experimental findings are expressed
explicitly as the material’s real characteristics. The lattice constant, cohesive energy, elastic
constants, point defect formation and migration energies, surface energies, and generalized stacking
fault energies are often included in these characteristics. Conventional potentials are directly related
to these characteristics. When the parameters have converged, they are unambiguously fixed and
may be used to predict the energy and forces in any atomic configurations encountered throughout
the resultant simulations. Due to the potential function’s numerical ease, these calculations are
computationally efficient, effectively parallelizable, and mimic a system with a large number of
particles.
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Figure 1.3: Flowchart of traditional interatomic potential development.

Typically, the loss function that is reduced during potential preparation is the mean squared
deviation of characteristics from their reference values. These variations are taken into account
by assigning weights to various characteristics and taking the role of hyper-parameters. A tiny
reference data set speeds up the training process. However, the obtained potential must be tested
for some actual qualities that were not covered in the preparation data set. A part of the tests,
such as estimating the melting point, need lengthy simulations. The developer modifies the hyperboundaries in order to enhance the testing results. This feedback loop is the most crucial stage
of possibility generation since it is so heavily dependent on human choices that it is difficult to
automate. There are no obvious correlations between the weights of the fitted properties and the
precision of the tested attributes. Choices must be made based on the developer’s experience,
intuition, and awareness of the various difficulties associated with atomistic simulations. The
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confluence of property-based optimization and the reliance on expert knowledge creates an excruciating cycle for developing great potentials. It is proposed that for multicomponent potentials,
the fundamental elemental potentials be preserved and just the parameters of the cross-interaction
functions be fitted. This approach allows for the connection of a single base potential to a large
number of others. Each time a component is introduced to the framework, a new configuration of
cross-interaction functions must be created, which involves considerable effort.
Due to the largely approximated physical models and few changeable parameters, the precision
of the conventional potential is rather limited, despite the fact that the creation of conventional
potentials is contingent on physical discoveries. Numerous subtle effects, such as hexagonal
closed packed structures with a 16 percent higher c/a ratio than ideal, complex dislocation core
structures, specific surface recreations, and phase transformation, are not effectively predicted,
impeding the modeling of a large number of important materials. Si, a complex element, is
anticipated to exhibit both covalent and metallic bonding.[181]. Even traditional potential often
fails to predict complex slip system [316]. There are numerous instances of wrong forecasts by
conventional potentials [204]. Taken together, several predictions along these lines have been
confirmed by experiments and DFT simulations. Despite their inherent limitations, conventional
interatomic potentials typically exhibit a surprising degree of flexibility to atomic combinations
that fall admirably beyond the reference dataset. Physically motivated functional forms of such
potentials aid in predicting significant properties despite their imprecision.
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1.2.2

Machine learning potentials

Traditional potentials target a single set of characteristics, whereas ML potentials transfer the
system’s 3N-dimensional configurational space onto its PES. In the training dataset, the latter
is represented by a discrete collection of DFT energies. The mapping is implemented using a
numerical interpolation technique (regression) with a high number of variable parameters. By
maximizing the regression parameters, the goal of the training is to obtain a smooth PES that
best interpolates between the reference energies. Additionally, the energy gradients at reference
sites as calculated by DFT atomic forces can be employed in the optimization process. Due to
the enormous size of the reference database and the great complexity of the parameter space, the
optimization problem is hard, and it benefits significantly from the application of machine learning
methods. [11, 294].
Most ML potentials, like conventional potentials, are based on the locality of atomic interactions, which divides total energy into atomic energies. . An atom’s local environment is defined
as the set of locations of its n neighbors within a cutoff sphere of radius rc . The potential function
maps the local position vector onto the local energy. The aggregate of these local maps is used
to recreate the overall PES. The locality approximation, like traditional potentials, accelerates
the total energy computation and allows for effective parallization through the system’s spatial
domain subdivision. Figure 1.4 shows the schematic of ML potential work flow. The use of DFT
calculations for tiny super-cells to produce energy estimates for big systems is also justified by
the locality. Local mapping is carried out in two stages. First, the local atomic environment is
represented by another vector made up of local structural characteristics, Gi rather than the position
vector. (Ri ) These parameters are smooth position vector functions that are invariant to coordinate
12

axis translations and rotations, as well as atom permutations. The vector structural parameters
are mapped onto the energy Ei using a selected regression model R in the second stage. As a
R

result, the formula for calculating atomic energy may be used as Ri → Gi →
− Ei . The structural
descriptors Gi have a dual purpose. For starters, they ensure that the PES is invariant and smooth.
The Gi ’s second function is to replace the variable-size position vector Ri with a fixed-length
feature vector K. Behler and Parrinello proposed a critical step: the inclusion of a predetermined
number of local structural descriptors. The overall notion of setting the size of the descriptors
was later expanded to multicomponent systems, despite the fact that they first concentrated on a
single-component system. The total energy computation may be done with a single pre-trained regression R mapping the K-dimensional feature space onto the 1D space of atomic energies, with K
fixed. [12, 11, 10, 267, 153, 170, 114] In general, DFT computations create the reference database
without any experimental input. Without ever using physics-based models, the energy is estimated
by solely numerical interpolation of the reference dataset. The assumption of locality of atomic
interactions and energy invariance under atomic translations, transformations, and permutations
is the only physical input. The potential is taught to approximate the system’s PES rather than a
specific physical characteristic or qualities [211, 76, 154, 229].
The structural parameters at the local level Gi are local fingerprints that represent the local
environment of each atom i in a predetermined number of invariant parameters. [33, 174, 234,
232, 27, 42] The basic premise is that atomic interactions are short-range, and hence the energy
assigned to atom I only depends on its local environment, as previously mentioned. The total
energy is calculated using data from all of the system’s local environments. The following are
some of the most regularly used descriptors:
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• Gaussian descriptors: A smooth cutoff function is multiplied by a combination of two- and
three-body Gaussian functions measuring interatomic distances and bond angles. Behler
and Parrinello suggested a specific instance termed the symmetry functions, although other
functional forms can be just as effective. Because Legendre polynomials constitute an
orthogonal and complete set, it was proposed to describe bond-angle dependency using
them [234, 232, 27, 42].
• Moment tensor descriptors : Radial functions are multiplied by outer products of the position
vectors of nearby atoms to produce moment tensors of various ranks. Contractions of these
tensors generate scalars, which are rotationally and permutationally invariant descriptors.
The moment tensor potentials make use of these descriptors. If all orders are included, these
descriptors constitute a full basis set of polynomials [207, 208, 227, 226, 260].
• Spectral neighbor analysis potential (SNAP) descriptors: On the basis of 4D hyper-spherical
harmonics, the density peaks corresponding to neighboring atoms are enlarged. The local
structural descriptors are produced by the bispectrum created by the expansion coefficients
[287, 58].

For mapping the local surroundings of atoms onto the PES, several high-dimensional regression
models are available. The Gaussian process regression [20, 18, 19], the kernel ridge regression,
[42, 27] the SNAP model [287, 58], the MTP potentials [260] and the artificial neural network
(NN) [268, 30, 29, 33, 266, 12, 11] regression are the most popular options. SNAP and MTP
are linear model, whereas others are very nonlinear. They have a high number of parameters
(≈ 103 ), which have been trained on a DFT database. NNs have the advantage of being very
flexible, material-independent, and universal approximators. NNs are commonly used in materials
science and a wide variety of other sectors of study and technology. The nodes (neurons) in the
majority of NN potentials are organized in layers according to a simple feed-forward design, as
seen in reffig 4. The input layer receives the feature vector, the output layer outputs the energy or
force, and the hidden layers in between provide further parameter changeability and improve the
model’s versatility. There is just one node in the output layer for PES fitting. As with traditional
potentials, the final values of the potential parameters are fixed and form part of the definition
14
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Figure 1.4: (a) Energy calculations with ML interatomic potentials. (b) Neural network feed
forwarding architecture.

of the ML potential. The potential is anticipated to give accurate energy and force estimates for
new configurations by interpolating between the DFT points. The most often utilized optimization
techniques include backpropagation, Levenberg-Marquardt, Davidon–Fletcher–Powell (DFP), and
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) unconstrained optimization processes. Due to the
uneven topography of the loss function, gradient methods frequently become trapped in local
minima. Generally, multiple restarts from varied starting assumptions are required to reach a
deeper minimum.
Numerous approaches have been developed to avoid under- or over-fitting the database. Overfitting is particularly dangerous since it introduces oscillations between the reference points, reducing
the predictive efficacy of the potential. The industry standard is to monitor prediction error on
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a small validation set that is not included in the training set. A divergence between training and
validation errors indicates the onset of overfitting. In a nutshell, machine learning techniques
frequently restrict the hypothesis space for constructing interatomic potential models by three
physiological constraints:
1. Interactions between atoms are short-sighted. In other words, atoms that are near to each
other provide the most significant contributions to the potential energy surface. A maximum
cutoff radius of roughly 4–6 angstrom between interacting atoms is generally employed
to decrease the potential’s computational cost and complexity and to allow linear scaling,
however the cutoff radius can be greater [30]. Long-range interactions can be deliberately
introduced to the short-range potential. [33, 339, 226]
2. Permutations among atoms of the same species and isometric transfor- mations of the system
must not affect the potential energy [131].
3. With regard to atomic locations, the potential energy surface changes smoothly [19].

1.3

Rapid artificial neural network potential
The robust neural network potential, named “ Rapid Artifical neural network, is generated

using the MEAM formalism’s methodology, which includes exponential decay of interaction
strength with distance, angular dependent interactions, and the use of known modulus and nearest
neighbor distance to guide the determination of metaparameters and construct features. The new
pair style supports network topologies of any size and activation function, and the structural
fingerprint computation involves just single looping summations over the neighbor list of a target
atom, resulting in enhanced processing performance. Additionally, angular screening has been
included to improve efficiency by limiting the number of neighbors included, as well as to increase
predictive power by incorporating the physiologically justified phenomena of fingerprint filtering
and smoothing when atoms travel across the radial cutoff. The accuracy gains over prior formalisms
such as MEAM are significantly diminished when the runtime is closer to that of first principles
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calculations; hence, computational efficiency is critical for this formalism. The RANN formalism
has the advantage of requiring comparable computer time to run simulations using developed
potentials as MEAM and being faster than other existing ANN formalisms due to the addition of
angular screening, but the development time should be much shorter due to automated fitting to an
arbitrary number of targets and the availability of numerous free parameters to tune to all targets.

1.4

Dissertation organization
The thesis discusses how to generate RANN potential as well as how to apply this novel

interatomic potential to address difficult materials problems. This thesis focuses on developing
next-generation potential for molecular simulation and modeling in materials where traditional
interatomic potential fails, as well as giving insight on the creation of multi-component potential.
The reader will notice three major recurring themes throughout the thesis:
 The evolution of RANN potential and the limitations of emperical ability to represent certain
materials.
 The accuracy of DFT in conventional MD speed and the quality of RANN potential
 Complex materials problem solved by the potential.

In chapter 2 we demonstrate how to do the necessary DFT calculations for the training database.
First, a quick overview of how the ab initio calculation works, as well as the various parameters
used in DFT simulation and how they affect the results. Then there’s the question of how to prepare
the various structural configurations in DFT code, as well as the correct replication of strictures so
as not to lose accuracy but also to keep computers running in an acceptable amount of time. We
also demonstrated the kind of DFT data generated by Quantum espresso program so that the user
may have a sense of the type of data he or she is training with.
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In chapter 3, we show an implementation of a rapid artificial neural network (RANN) style
potential in the LAMMPS molecular dynamics package.While machine learning approaches have
been successfully used to represent interatomic potentials, their speed has typically lagged behind
conventional formalisms. This is often due to the complexity of the structural fingerprints used
to describe the local atomic environment and the large cutoff radii and neighbor lists used in the
calculation of these fingerprints. Even recent machine learned methods are at least 10 times slower
than traditional formalisms. RANN formalism utilizes angular screening to reduce computational
complexity without reducing accuracy. For the smallest neural network architectures, this formalism rivals the MEAM for speed and accuracy, while the networks approximately one third as fast as
MEAM were capable of reproducing the training database with chemical accuracy. The numerical
accuracy of the LAMMPS implementation is assessed by verifying conservation of energy and
agreement between calculated forces and pressures and the observed derivatives of the energy as
well as by assessing the stability of the potential in dynamic simulation. The potential style is tested
using a force field for magnesium and the computational efficiency for a variety of architectures is
compared to a traditional potential models as well as alternative ANN formalisms. The predictive
accuracy is found to rival that of slower methods. Additionally, the transferability of the formalism
is demonstrated by correctly predicting the Mg phase diagram include the pressure dependence on
melting temperature and the presence of a high pressure BCC phase.
In chapter 4, we presented how the RANN potential can model materials in ways that the
traditional interatomic potential cannot. For example, zinc (Zn), because of its aberrant ratio,
has proven difficult to model using classical interatomic potentials such as the MEAM. The
limitations of existing formalisms in modeling Zn have been overcome here using a machine
18

learned interatomic potential. This potential is trained using a database of DFT calculations
generated using the generalized gradient approximation. The resulting feedforward perceptron
has a minimal architecture with a single hidden layer of 20 neurons. Validation of the network
generated potential demonstrates that the potential correctly reproduced the training database while
also predicting the experimentally observed ratio as a function of temperature. The network is able
to simultaneously predict the correct ratio while also finding the hexagonally close packed structure
as the ground state, which has not been previously demonstrated with semi-emprical potentials.
This potential shows various results which are in good agreement with DFT and experimental
calculation and will be a useful tool in the simulation of Zn at the molecular dynamics scale.
In chapter 5 we presented new neural network potentials capable of accurately modeling the
transformations between the α, β, and ω phases of titanium(Ti) and zirconium (Zr), including
accurate prediction of the equilibrium phase diagram. The potentials are constructed based on
the rapid artificial neural network (RANN) formalism which bases its structural fingerprint on the
modified embedded atom method. This implementation allows the potential to reproduce density
functional theory results including elastic and plastic properties, phonon spectra, and relative
energies of each of the three phases at classical molecular dynamics (MD) speeds. Transitions
between each of the phase pairs are observed in dynamic simulation and, using calculations of
the Gibbs free energy, both potentials are shown to accurately predict the experimentally observed
phase transformation temperatures and pressures over the entire phase diagram. The calculated
triple points are 8.67 GPa and 1058 K for Ti and 4.87 GPa and 934.81 K for Zr, close to their
experimentally observed values. The mechanism of transformation is also observed for each phase
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pair. The neural network potentials can be used to further investigate the behavior of each phase
and their interaction.
In chapter 6 we demonstrate that in Mg, the basal dissociated <c+a> core is glissile at low stress,
completely contrary to previously though of being sessile by traditional interatomic potential.
Magnesium (Mg) activates hc + ai dislocation slip on the second order pyramidal slip plane.
Historically, under c-axis compression there has been a discrepancy in the preferred pyramidal
slip plane as measured by experiments versus atomistic simulations. Here we compare atomistic
simulation results using several interatomic potentials including a novel artificial neural network
(RANN) potential with the aim of determining whether this discrepancy arises from interatomic
potential inaccuracies. The new potential shows better agreement with density functional theory
and experimental calculations than previous interatomic potentials for Mg. With the help of this
new potential, we demonstrate that the basal dissociated hc + ai core is not sessile, as previously
thought, and that constant stress molecular dynamics demonstrate clear preference for the 2nd
order pyramidal system over the 1st order system.
Finally, chapters 6 and 7 summarize the major findings and highlight potential future research
prospects and current advancements in alloy creation.
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CHAPTER II
AB INITIO CALCULATION FOR MACHINE LEARNING BASED INTER ATOMIC
POTENTIAL

2.1

Introduction
It was feasible to comprehend the microscopic characteristics of materials in the first part

of the twentieth century, thanks to the formulation of Quantum Mechanics. The solution of
the Schrödinger equation [252] revealed many of the empirical models used by chemists, for
example, the idea of bond provided in the Lewis model.However, when we consider systems
containing the electron–electron interaction, the correct resolution of that equation presents inherent
problems.In the late 1920s and early 1930s, prior to the advent of computers, various approximation
approaches were developed. The objective was to enable the treatment of multi-electron systems.
As an illustration, consider the Hartree model. [119], which seeks to obtain the observables via
approximate wave function construction and the Thomas–Fermi–Dirac model [286] that attempted
to describe the systems via their electronic density. In 1964 Hohenberg and Kohn [124] published
an article that became the paradigm for the understanding of materials properties, today known as
Density Functional Theory (DFT). The DFT is based on two theorems elegantly demonstrated in
[124]. They showed that in a system with N electrons, (i) the external potential V(r), felt by the
electrons is a unique functional of the electronic density n(r) and (ii) the ground state energy E[n]
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is minimal for the exact density. In other words, by knowing the electron density, we can obtain
the precise energy of the ground state.
E = E [n (r)]

(2.1)

They proposed the addition of an exchange-correlation term to the energy, E xc [n] capable of
mapping the kinetic energy of the interacting electrons T[n] system into a non-interacting picture
Ts [n],
E [n] = Ts [n] + UH [n] + Vext [n] + E xc [n]

(2.2)

where UH is the Hartree potential, and Vext is an external potential. Such new formulation leads to
the famous Kohn-Sham (KS) equations:


1 2
− ∆ + ve f f (r) φ j (r) =  j φ j (r)
2
∫
n (r0)
dr0 + v xc r
ve f f = vext (r) +
|r − r0 |
Õ
2
n (r) =
φ j (r)

(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

j

where j and φ j are the Lagrange multipliers of the variational problem that leads to the KS
equation (equation 2.5) , usually interpreted as the energy levels of the many-electron system and
the Kohn–Sham orbitals respectively, while ve f f and v xc = δE/δn are referred to the Kohn–Sham
effective potential and exchange-correlation potential, respectively. With this set of equations,
a self consistent cycle could be envisaged: one starts with a tentative densityn (r) plugs in a
functional form of v xc and builds the effective potential ve f f . Next, they obtain the eigenvalues  j
and eigenvectors φ j of the Kohn–Sham equations. The electronic density is obtained then from the
set of φ j and the process is repeated until a convergence criteria (usually on the total energy of the
system) is reached.
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Although the DFT is technically accurate, it requires a sequence of approximations to solve
the K–S equations in reality. To begin, the exchange-correlation term contained in equation must
be chosen (2). There are several functionals in the literature, some of which are parameter-free
and others of which are semi-empirical, i.e., contain parameters fitted from data. Following that,
one must decide how to handle the valence and core electrons. In the early days of DFT, only the
so-called all-electron approach was available, which had the disadvantage of limiting the types of
systems that could be simulated. Valence orbitals, on the other hand, govern the characteristics
of solids. Herring presented a strong approach for determining the electrical states of crystalline
materials in 1940 with this in mind. In Herring’s approach, known as orthogonalized plane waves
(OPW), an orbital base is proposed as a linear combination of core states and plane waves [121]. It
was a success on a formal level, but it created serious convergence issues due to the requirement to
orthogonalize the plane waves with the orbitals of the core states. Phillips and Kleinman gracefully
resolved this annoyance. They demonstrated that using the pseudopotential approach, it is feasible
to get the same eigenvalues from the secular equation of the OPW method.[221].
The pseudopotential method led to the possibility of simulation of the whole periodic table.
Such a method basically describes the core electrons and corresponding nuclei in a simplified
manner, by means of an effective potential which the valence electrons are subject to. Some
popular approaches are the projector augmented waves (PAW) [39] norm-conserving and ultrasoft
pseudopotentials (USPP) as developed by Troullier and Martins [292] and Vanderbilt [298]. These
approximations reach accuracy comparable to all-electron methods [167]. Therefore, in the 1970s
the pseudopotentials ab initio methods became the most powerful tool for accurate description of
many-electron systems.
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Another important advance in DFT was the treatment of materials imposing links on translational symmetry, via Bloch’s theorem [38], known at the time as ‘Large Unit Cell’. This procedure
allowed the study of more realistic systems such as surfaces, defects, and impurities in amorphous
systems, clusters, etc. Owing to the seminal work by Ihm, Zunger and Cohen [133] the calculation
of the total energy was also made possible in early 1980.
The landscape of DFT applications and tools is quite diverse, and several features enabling ab
initio calculations of a huge number of systems have been made accessible. Calculating total energy,
evaluating potential energy, and obtaining the energy spectra of crystalline structures, molecules,
and organic compounds is easy using DFT techniques. Metals, semiconductors, and insulators may
all have their band structures routinely examined using plane-wave versions of the DFT equations,
which are obtained by solving the KS equations in reciprocal or electron momentum space. Thus,
DFT provides information about the effective masses of electrons and holes, as well as band
gaps and optical transitions. Stress tensors, bulk modulus, and phonon spectra are all structural
characteristics that may be used to determine the structural stability of a material. Dispersion
interaction is not a component of LSDA or GGA. However, many parametrized models of such
forces have been included into DFT codes [107, 108, 106, 288] allowing a good description of
non-covalent bonding between molecules.
DFT is a mature theory which is currently the undisputed choice of method for electronic
structure calculations. A number of papers and reviews are presented in the literature [51, 48, 141,
155, 217, 47] facilitating the widespread of the theory and, thus, the entry of researchers into the
field of computational solid state physics, materials science, and quantum chemistry. Although the
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implementations of DFT take place in many codes and scopes, it has been shown recently that the
results are consistent as a whole [167].
DFT has become popular in large part due to its favorable trade-off between speed and efficiency,
but in the limit of large systems, it scales as the cube of the number of symmetrically distinct
electrons in the system[103, 194]. As a result, DFT is rarely used for statistical sampling of
thermodynamic averages, to calculate the properties of systems containing more than about 103
symmetrically distinct atoms, or for molecular dynamics simulations more than about 10 ns long.
Most DFT calculations, in practice, are used for significantly smaller time and length scales. Other
quantum mechanical methods generally scale more poorly with system size and/or have a large
prefactor that offsets otherwise favorable scaling [195, 243].
As it has become more practical to generate data using quantum mechanical calculations, it has
become increasingly common to fit interatomic potential models to data generated using density
functional theory or another quantum mechanical method. Ercolessi and Adams demonstrated
that this can be effectively done by fitting the potential to DFT-calculated forces, as a single density functional theory calculation provides both the energy of a given configuration and, with little
extra computational cost, the forces on each of the atoms, generating a total of 3N + 1 points of
training data (before accounting for symmetry constraints) for a system with N atoms.[77] Initially,
this approach was primarily used to parameterize potential models with manually constructed
functional forms, but it has become the foundation for modern efforts in machine-learned potential
models in which the form of the potential is primarily dictated by the machine learning method used
rather than simplified expressions for underlying physical interactions.[20, 287, 260, 247, 130, 161]
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2.2

DFT database for RANN potential
A large training set of electronic structure computations is necessary to ensure that adaptable

RANN models may be applied to a broad variety of atomic settings. For instance, the following
subsections explain the procedure for creating a DFT database for Copper (Cu).

2.2.1

Pseudopotential selection

First-principles Kohn-Sham density functional approaches based on a plane-wave basis set
and the pseudopotential approximation are among the most effective techniques in computational
chemistry and computational material science at the moment. As previously stated, DFT is a
precise formulation. However, we are unaware of the mechanism by which the electron–electron
interactions represented in the exchange-correlation functional occur. The quest of the ’precise’
functional remains a research topic, which Perdew neatly summarizes as akin to climbing the
so-called Jacob’s ladder of DFT approximations [219]. In its first implementation, DFT codes employed the Local Spin Density approximation (LSDA or simply LDA) for the exchange-correlation
functional, described by the corresponding energy
LDA
[n
E xc

↑, n ↓] =

∫

LDA
[n ↑ (r) , n ↓ (r)]
drn (r)  xc

(2.6)

LDA is the exchange-correlation
where n ↑, n ↓ are the uniform spin densities of an electron gas, and xc

energy per electron of that system. The LDA was extremely successful at characterizing systems
with a gradual variation in electronic density, such as bulk metals, and was a major factor in
the rise in popularity of DFT techniques among physicists throughout the 1970s. On the other
hand, the chemical community has resisted LDA adoption due to a few systemic mistakes, such
as overestimation of molecular atomization energies and bond lengths. These limitations were
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somewhat addressed in the 1980s with the introduction of the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA). The exchange-correlation energy is recast in this approximation to account for not only the
spin densities but also their spatial variation.
GG A
[n
E xc

↑, n ↓] =

∫

GG A
[n ↑ (r) , n ↓ (r) , ∇n ↑ (r) , ∇n ↓ (r)]
drn (r)  xc

(2.7)

GG A is the GGA corresponding energy density. One interesting characteristic of the GGA
where  xc

approximation is that it does not require any particular functional form of the exchange-correlation
energy density. In fact, only a number of constraints are imposed in the construction of GGA
functionals. Owing to that, a number of flavours of exchange-correlation functionals within this
approximation are available, namely the Perdew- Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [216], Perdew-Wang
(PW91) [220] and Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) [28, 165] are some examples of very successful
functionals.
To build the DFT database for each interatomic potential, the appropriate pseudopotential must
be chosen. The structural optimization is the initial check. As previously stated, it is prudent to use
either the PAW or USPP pseudopotential with the PBE functional. Any suitable pseudopotential
optimizes the right crystal structure to within a few percent of its experimental value. For Cu, both
USPP and PAW pseudopotential minimized the FCC structure with lattice parameter 3.637 and
3.641 respectively which is close to experimental value 3.62 . But large discrepancy is observed
for Zinc (Zn) , where PBE and USPP pseudopotential minimized the HCP structure with c/a
ratio as 1.89 at 0K, which is > 4% then experimentally observed 1.82, where as PBEsol [218]
pseudopotential gives 1.81 c/a ratio at 0K [204]. Similar case is observed for another high c/a ratio
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HCP structure Cadmium (Cd) [321]. In general once the appropriate pseudopotential is chosen the
next step will be the parameter optimization for further calculation.

2.2.2

DFT parameter optimization

To get high-quality DFT computations, it is necessary to carefully converge their parametrization. This section discusses the relationship between the Quantum espresso (QE) parameters used
in self-consistency calculations and the most relevant parameters. Convergence research in this
area are concentrated on total energy. This may not be the quantity required for the computations
envisioned by the user. Even though the default parametrization described in the manual appears
to result in underconverged results, this is irrelevant for the majority of values. This does, however,
imply that the user must verify that the computations he wishes to compare have comparable
parametrizations. Otherwise, accidental parameter modifications may obliterate distinctions. Additionally, there is no ideal parameter choice that is applicable to all materials. The parameter
requirements are material-dependent since they are reliant on the material’s real physics. Figure
2.1 shows the total energy convergence with various parameter for Cu. In general, smearing should
be kept to a minimum and the k-point mesh should be as big as feasible.Then for gaussing spreading → zero and kpoints → ∞ , one should get the right value, for any quantity. As this is not
computationally feasible, the crucial point is to compromise, choosing the right combination of
smearing and kpoints. For such case, the kinetic energy cutoff at 80Ry, 20 × 20 × 20 k-point grid
and Gaussian smearing with 0.01 Ry spreading will be a good choice for FCC primitive cell. For
bulk structure calculation, the k-points can be chosen as 4×4×4 for a 3×3×3 replication of 4 atoms
unitcell (containing 108 atoms for FCC structure). But one should check the energy consistency
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Figure 2.1: DFT parameters convergence using Cu USPP-GGA pseudopotential for FCC primitive
cell (a) Kinetic energy cutoff, starting from minimum suggested by potential (b) Variation of total
energy change when finer k-point meshes are selected (c) Convergence with available smearing
options in QE DFT code.

of bulk structure with primitive cell when different k-points are used. Another important reminder
is to set for USPP, kinetic energy cutoff (Ry) for charge density and potential is should be set to 12
× kinetic energy cutoff (Ry) for wavefunctions.

2.2.3

Strain data

To get the elastic constants and energy-volume curve, the network should be trained using cell
vector variation. In principle, each of a primitive’s six independent degrees of freedom should
be altered. The variation of axial compression and extension will help the network to identify
C11, C22 &C33 values, shear strain across 3 different faces of an unitcell will help to calculate
C44, C55 &C66 values and C12, C13 &C23 are modulus for dilation. For cubic crystals (FCC and BCC)
there will be 3 independent elastic constants, for hexagonal structure will yield 5 independent elastic
constants. For each of the elastic constant modes 99 data points typically added in the training
database. Figure 2.2 shows the degrees of freedom needs to be varied in an unit cell and the
energy-volume curve from DFT by volumetic expansion and contraction. For an EV curve it is
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Figure 2.2: Degrees of freedom needs to be varied to calculate the elastic constants (b) Energyvolume curve of Cu from DFT.

recommended to add ± 20% strain data of primitive/unit cell and 5% strain for all different strain
mode for elastic constants.

2.2.4

Bulk vibrational modes

A bulk structure is constructed from relaxed unitcells in order to capture the effects of thermal
disturbances. Here, one must be cautious of the supercell’s new dimension. Due to the high
computing cost of DFT, it is recommended to construct the bulk structure within 50-100 atoms in
order to ensure that the RANN potential ultimately captures the atom-atom interaction of a large
system without sacrificing computational time. in ab initio calculation. Depends on the materials
experimental phase diagram, the bulk structure should be included for each of the phases. For
Cu, since the material will only observe FCC phases, so it is recommended to add around 1000
data points from low to high temperature. Atoms can be displaced from their initial ground-state
position by a randomly generated vector within a cutoff distance from 0.1-0.8Å. The cutoff radius
is to match excitation at a given temperature. The energy difference between the perturbed system
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and ground state divided by Boltzman constant will give the temperature of each of the system. For
multiphases materials such as Ti, Zr, all other BCC and ω-phases thermally perturbed structure
should be included in the training database. In general the network should be trained with common
crystal structure’s thermal data. Around 100 data points (approximately 10 data points in 10
different temperature) is sufficient for other common structures. It is also suggested that along with
atom’s displacement the cell vectors should be distorted ≈ 5% from its initial structure to have the
information of thermal expansion. Figure 2.3 shows the atom’s random excitation of Cu. Table
2.1 shows the suggested bulk structure for DFT calculation. The following python code is used to
add random perturbation in FCC bulk structure with 108 atoms in ≈ 50K, where x, y, z’s are the
atomic are in direct/crystal coordinates. The dmax variable in the sample code can be in range
(∈ {0.008 − 0.025}), which will perturb atomic fractional coordinates.
import random
import numpy a s np
n a t o m s = 108
dmax = 0 . 0 0 8
f o r i d i n range ( n a t o m s ) :
x [ i d ]+= dmax ∗ ( 2 ∗ np . random . random ( 1 ) [ 0 ] − 1 . 0 )
y [ i d ]+= dmax ∗ ( 2 ∗ np . random . random ( 1 ) [ 0 ] − 1 . 0 )
z [ i d ]+= dmax ∗ ( 2 ∗ np . random . random ( 1 ) [ 0 ] − 1 . 0 )
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Figure 2.3: Single snapshot of thermal excitation of bulk FCC Cu. In training database the overall
displaced atomic structure is added withing a range of 50K to 1400K (beyond Cu’s experimental
melting point 1358K)

2.2.5

Vacancy and interstitial

Simple defects such as mono vacancy, di vacancy in the first, second, third, and fourth nearest
neighbors, and octahedral, tetrahedral interstitial should be trained into the network. For each
defect, ≈ 100 datapoints are sufficient. Atoms should be displaced around room temperature
(300K; ≈ 0.013 displacement of atom’s initial fractional coordinate). Table 2.2 shows the defect
site of common crystal structure. Since Cu only explores FCC phase, so that defect only in FCC
structure is added in the training dataset. For BCC strcuture It has been known that in two types
of split interstitial atoms h1 1 0i dumbbell and h1 1 1i dumbbell (or crowdion), In comparison to
self interstitial sites in octahedral or tetrahedral position, both have more stable configuration. For
vacancy in the 1st, 2nd,3rd nearest neighbor should be included in the training dataset. Apart of
that cluster of vacancy (remove up to 5 atoms in bulk structure) can also be included.

2.2.6

Free surface

To include the influence of free surface, the network should be trained using varied free surface
and slab configuration. The area of the free surface should be big enough so that the network
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Table 2.1: Suggested replication of unitcell for training database to capture thermal effect.
Structure
Orientation
FCC
[1 0 0]×[0 1 0]×[0 0 1]
BCC
[1 0 0]×[0 1 0]×[0 0 1]
HCP
[1 2 1 0]×[1 0 1 0]×[0 0 0 1]
C6 (ω) [1 2 1 0]×[1 0 1 0]×[0 0 0 1]

No. of atoms in unitcell
4
2
2
3

Replication
3×3×3
3×3×3
3×3×3
3×2×3

No of atoms in bulk
108
54
54
54

has adequate knowledge about surface energy when molecular dynamics will be performed. The
monolayer or slab structure will help the potential to be stable at dynamic loading. The layer size
and slab configuration is listed in Table 2.3 for common crystal structures. The user should include
the amount of vacuum space larger than the cutoff radius, typically ≈ 15 vacuum space is sufficient.
The atoms should be perturbed around room temperature to have rough free surface.

2.2.7

Decohesion energy

The network should be trained with atomistic decohesion energy, which is the energy versus
seperation distance for rigid separation of two blocks of material across specified surface. The
decohesion curve is the cohesieve zone that determines the crack-tip shape during loading. Figure
6.5 shows the decohesion energy curve of FCC [1 1 1] plane. For BCC structure the user should add
decohesion energy of [1 1 1] plane. HCP structures includes [0 0 0 1], [1 0 1 0], [1 1 2 1], [1 1 2 2]
high symmetry plane’s decohesion curve as well. In general the common slip plane’s decohesion
energy data should be in the training dataset. having this atomic environment the current RANN
formalism is physical enough to obtain phyical behavior at sharp crack tip. But if any unphyiscal
crack-tip behavior is observed, it is recommended to add cuboidal and rod structures containing
corner and edges of high symmetry planes.
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Table 2.2: Self defect sites in common crystal structure.
Structure
FCC

Interstitial type

Location

 in unitcell
1 1 1
,
,
2 2 2
1 3 1
4, 4, 4
split
 [1 00]

Octahedral
Tetrahedral
Dumbbell

BCC

Octahedral
Tetrahedral
Dumbbell
Crowdion

HCP

Octahedral
Tetrahedral
Dumbbell

2.2.8

1
, 1, 0
2

1, 21 , 41
split [1 1 0]
 split [1 1 1] 
2 1 1
, , , 2, 1, 3

 3 3 4   3 3 4 

0, 0, 83 , 0, 0, 58 , 13 , 23 , 81 , 12 , 13 , 78
split [0 0 0 1]

Amorphous structure and dimer

To predict behavior around the melting point, and to correctly handle liquid structures, amorphous structures should be added to the training database. These are created by adding atoms
into a fix size box with the limitation that no added atom can be within the 95% of first nearest
neighbor distance of any other atoms. Similarly the dimer data will help the network to predict
highly repulsive force of atoms. Figure 2.5 shows the DFT data of Cu-Cu dimer and a snap shot of
Cu amorphous data.

2.2.9

Data format for calibration

Once the user have the DFT database, the outputs are required to convert in LAMMPS dump
format. The user has the flexibity to increase the weight of any fitting data. A Sample output
format is showed in listing below .
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Table 2.3: Suggested replication of free surface configuration
Structure
Orientation
FCC
[1 1 0]×[1 0 1]×[1 1 1]
BCC
[0 0 1]×[1 1 0]×[1 1 0]
HCP
[1 2 1 0]×[1 0 1 0]×[0 0 0 1]
C6 (ω) [1 2 1 0]×[1 0 1 0]×[0 0 0 1]

No. of atoms in unitcell
4
2
2
3

Replication
1×1×1
2×1×6
2×2×8
2×2×8

No of atoms in bulk
48
48
64
64

ITEM : TIMESTEP e n e r g y , e n e r g y _ w e i g h t , f o r c e _ w e i g h t , n s i m s
1 dummy e n e r g y 1 1 1
ITEM : NUMBER OF ATOMS
2
ITEM : BOX BOUNDS xy xz yz xx yy z z
x l o _ b o u n d x h i _ b o u n d xy
y l o _ b o u n d y h i _ b o u n d xz
z l o _ b o u n d z h i _ b o u n d yz
ITEM : ATOMS i d t y p e x y z
1 1 x (1) y (1) z (1)
2 2 x (2) y (2) z (2)

2.3

Conclusion
The training set described above was sufficient to accurately describe a number of features that

were not explicitly included in the training database; additional data involving novel configurations
could easily be added and the potential retrained if it was unable to reproduce the correct DFT
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6 angstrom

Figure 2.4: ab initio calculation of FCC [1 1 1] decohesion energy.

results in any environment. It’s worth noting that given enough training data from a diverse range
of circumstances, the network may be extended to include all accessible data. Expanded training
sets, on the other hand, may need an increase in the size of the fingerprint or network.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) Snapshot of amorphous dataset of Cu, minimum distance = 2.85Å, which is 95%
of first nearest neighbor distance (b) Potential energy curves Cu.
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CHAPTER III
LAMMPS IMPLEMENTATION OF RAPID ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK DERIVED
INTERATOMIC POTENTIALS

This chapter is adapted from our previously published article: D.Dickel, M. Nitol and C.
D. Barrett; LAMMPS Implementation of Rapid Artificial Neural Network Derived Interatomic
Potentials; Computational Materials Science, vol. no.196, pp. 110481,2021

3.1

Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) and other machine learning techniques are gaining promi-

nence as a method for developing classical interatomic potentials for use in molecular statics (MS)
and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation [337, 12, 268, 30, 75, 258, 130, 64, 18, 153]. Because
of their ability to accurately fit large and complex data sets and because they can be rapidly optimized, ANNs have shown the potential to predict atomic energies and forces more accurately than
most existing classical formalisms [258, 130]. By using density functional theory (DFT), which is
relatively expensive computationally, to produce large training databases for the ANN, potentials
which reproduce this data to high precision at much faster computational speeds can be created.
While only a limited number of large scale dynamic simulations have been performed using these
potentials, static simulations for a variety of materials have been able to reproduce ab initio forces
and energies with chemical accuracy [258, 12, 233, 75].
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ANNs used to model interatomic potentials behave similarly to traditional formalisms with an
energy being defined for each individual atom based on the local atomic arrangement and the
atomic species of it and its neighbors, mapping the local environment directly to numerical values
for the energy and forces. This encoding of the local environment is referred to as the structural
fingerprint. Thompson et al. developed the Spectral Neighbor Analysis Method (SNAP) [287]
which uses machine-learning techniques on components of the local neighbor density. Behler and
Parrinello [29, 33] defined a set of functions based on Gaussians which could be used to generate
the fingerprint. This fingerprint formalism has since been used by a number of authors as the
basis for an ANN. The celebrated Gaussian Approximation Potentials (GAP)[20] have been used
to develop potentials with chemical accuracy for a variety of systems including tungsten [278],
lithium-carbon[86], iron[75] and water[203]. Artrith and Urban used the Behler-Parrinello basis
functions to create a potential for titanium dioxide using an ANN with two hidden layers with 10
neurons each which accurately described the various cystal phases of TiO2 [12]. Artrith, Urban,
and Ceder have also recently proposed an efficient scheme for the generation of machine-learned
potentials for composite materials with many atomic species[13]. Takahahsi et al [280] used a
combination of the Gaussian formalism along with insights from the modified embedded atom
method (MEAM) [24] to generate a fingerprint of several thousand values which was then used to
fit a potential for titanium using linear ridge regression. Recently, a method using the embedding
functions from MEAM has been used to generate potentials for titanium and zinc using a single
hidden layer [66, 204]. Singraber, Behler, and Dellago [266] recently presented the n2p2 neural
network package which uses the Behler symmetry functions in the construction of the fingerprint.
This package has been used to develop a number of potentials including for Al-Cu [185] and Mg
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[273].
While the optimal structural fingerprint and network architecture for an ANN is still unclear and
indeed is probably strongly dependent on the material system being examined, there is a need
to be able to perform large scale dynamic calculations with these potentials. Additionally, while
machine learned potentials greatly outperform ab initio calculations in terms of efficiency, they still
lag behind conventional formalisms such as the embedded atom method (EAM)[60] and MEAM,
which have been the standard for analysis of metals since their introduction over 25 years ago.
Additionally, MEAM takes advantage of angular screening to limit the size of the neighbor list and
incorporate the known shielding effect to improve performance. To this end, we have created an implementation of a rapid artificial neural network (RANN) potential formalism for use in LAMMPS
[224]. This implementation accepts arbitrary Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) architectures and
structural fingerprints of arbitrary size. Sample potentials have been generated from the MEAM
based structural fingerprints with angular screening, though novel functions or fingerprint types
can be added independently. Section 2 of this paper reviews the formalism for ANN interatomic
potentials and provides the specific structural fingerprints implemented including a discussion of
the use of angular screening. Section 3 describes the framework which has been implemented in
LAMMPS. Section 4 demonstrates a number of simple static and dynamic calculations using an
ANN potential. In particular, conservation of energy is shown along with accurate calculation of
the forces and pressure, and a comparison is done between the computational efficiency of this
potential style as compared to other common styles for metal systems. It is demonstrated that,
for the network architectures capable of reproducing a magnesium training database to within
1meV/atom, performance approximately one third as MEAM can be achieved. Additionally, the
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performance of the potential as a function of neural network architecture and neighbor list size is
considered.

3.2

Artificial Neural Network Architecture
Most machine-learned interatomic potentials make use of MLPs to predict the energy of

individual atoms in a system given their environment. Details of the training and optimization of
these networks in reference to ab initio data can be found elsewhere [12, 66, 32], but the general
structure of a network as an interatomic potential is as follows. The energy of a particular atom
i, determined by its environment, is the last of N layers of the neural network. The values for
any particular layer, An , after the first is determined by the previous layer and the weight and bias
matrices Wn and Bn :
Zlnn =

Õ

+ Blnn
Wlnn ln−1 Aln−1
n−1

(3.1)

Alnn = g n (Zlnn )

(3.2)

ln−1

Where ln is the number of neurons in layer n and g n (x) is a nonlinear activation function. The input
layer, A0 is given by the structural fingerprint of the local atomic environment. The ouput layer,
ZN , will always contain a single node, representing the energy, and so WN will always be a row
vector and BN always a single number.
A number of different functions can be used to describe this structural fingerprint. Behler and
Parrinello [33] consider two types of fingerprint functions: radial symmetry functions which are
a pairwise sum of Gaussians, and angular terms over all triplets of atoms. For the RANN style,
however, we use the fingerprint style introduced by Dickel, Francis, and Barrett, motivated by
the Modified Embedded Atom Method (MEAM) formalism [24, 25, 163], with the addition of
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angular screening. This style seems particularly relevant for metal potentials for the same physically
motivated reasons that the MEAM formalism is effective. In this style, two different kind of input
fingerprints are considered. First, simple pair interactions are considered and summed over all the
neighbors of a given atom. For a given atom labeled i, we define a set of pair potentials interactions
with the form
Fn =

Õ ri j
ri j
rc − ri j
( )t e−αn re fc (
)Si j
re
∆r
j,i

(3.3)

Where j labels all the neighbors atoms of i within a cutoff radius rc , t is an integer, different for
each member of the pairwise contributions to the fingerprint, re is the equilibrium nearest neighbor
distance, Si j is an angular screening term described below, and αn are metaparameters, which can
be tuned to better optimize the potential. In principle, αn are related to the dimensionless α used in
the MEAM formalism which is related to the bulk modulus of the material [163]. fc (x) is a cutoff
function which smoothly varies the weight of the interaction from 1 for atoms inside the cutoff
radius to 0 once ri j > rc where ∆r defines the width of the transition. The cutoff function used
here is the same as employed in MEAM and is given by








1,
x
>
1












fc (x) = (1 − (1 − x)4 )2, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1














0,
x
<
0





(3.4)

The second kind of fingerprint function considers three body terms, with a form similar to the
partial electron densities used in MEAM. There are two parameters, m and p which can be varied
to generate more inputs for the fingerprint:
G m,k =

Õ

cosm θ jik e−βp

ri j +rik
re

j,k
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fc (

rc − ri j
rc − rik
) fc (
)Si j Sik
∆r
∆r

(3.5)

where θ jik is the angle between ri j and rik , m is a non-negative interger and βk is a set of
metaparameters which determine the length scale of the different terms. For large numbers of
neighbors, it can be more efficient to calculate this as a sum over a single list of neighbors as
follows.
Õ

G0,k =

e

r
−βk riej

!2
fc (ri j )Si j

(3.6)

j

G1,k =

Õ Õ
α1

G2,k =

G m,k =

α1

α2

...

2
ri,j

j

α1 α2 α3
Õ ri,j
ri,j ri,j

Õ
α1,α2,α3

ÕÕ

ri,j

j

α1 α2
Õ Õ ri,j
ri,j
α1,α2

G3,k =

α1
r
ri,j
−βk riej

j

3
ri,j

αm
α1 α2
Õ Õ ri,j
ri,j ...ri,j
αm

j

m
ri,j

e

rc − ri j
fc (
)Si j
∆r

!2
(3.7)

e

ri j
re

rc − ri j
fc (
)Si j
∆r

!2

−βk

e

ri j
re

rc − ri j
)Si j
fc (
∆r

!2

−βk

e

r
−βk riej

(3.8)

rc − ri j
))Si j
fc (
∆r

(3.9)
!2
(3.10)

where riαj m is the x, y, or z component of ri j for αm = 1, 2 or 3, respectively. A simplification
can be made by noting that many of the terms in the three body interactions are redundant. In
G2,k for example, there will be a calculation for xy as well as for yx. By taking advantage of this
redundancy, we can reduce the number of terms that need to be calculated for G m,k from 3n to
(n+1)(n+2)
.
2

The simplified expression for G m,k now reads:
G m,k =

Õ
α1 ≥α2 ≥...≥αm

αm
α1 α2
Õ ri,j
ri j
ri,j ...ri,j
rc − ri j
n!
e−βk re fc (
)
m
n x !n y !nz ! j
ri,j
∆r

!2
(3.11)

where n x , n y , and nz are the total number of x-, y-, and z-components in the set (α1, α2, ..., αm ),
respectively. Note that which of these forms (Eq. 3.5 or Eq.3.11 will be more efficiently calculated
will depend on the length of the neighbor list and the magnitude of m. Structural fingerprints of
arbitrary size can be constructed by varying the number of different n, m, and k used giving more
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or less information to the ANN. For the potentials tested here, we have used consecutive values for
n and m and totaling ntot and mtot respectively (n ∈ (−1, 0, 1, ..., ntot − 2), m ∈ (0, 1, ..., mtot − 1)). A
particular ANN potential will consist of a fixed structural fingerprint, number and length of each
hidden layer, weight and bias matrices for each layer and activation functions for each layer. For
the potentials considered here we have used the following activation functions:

g n (x) =

g N (x) = x

(3.12)

x
9
+
log(e x + 1) for n < N
10 10

(3.13)

The size of the weight and bias matrices will depend on the length of the fingerprint and the length
of each hidden layer.
As discussed above, one of the major computational barriers in the implementation of ANN
methods is the large neighbor list included in the calculation of the structural fingerprint. In order
to obtain good convergence with DFT results, cutoff radii used can be larger than 12 Å[273], which
for the ground state of Mg includes over 300 atoms. By comparison, recent MEAM potentials
for Mg [315] have used a cutoff distance of 5.875 Å, which includes only 38 atoms in the ground
state. Since the computation time scales at least linearly with the number of neighbors, minimizing
the length of the neighbor list without sacrificing performance should be a key goal for optimal
efficiency. The radial screening function fc can accomplish this, but leads to nonphysical results
at large separations (see, for example [315]). Angular screening, whereby the effective interaction
between atoms is reduced or eliminated by the presence of an atom located between them can
effectively limit the neighbor list in a similar way without the unphysical results. Such a method
has been utilized by MEAM [25], and the same screening method has been employed here. Briefly,
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the screening between two atoms is determined from the product of all the screening interactions
by other atoms in the neighborhood:
Ö

Si j =

Sik j

(3.14)

k,i,j

where Sik j is calculated from a geometric construction considering the ellipse formed by the 3
atoms with ri,j one of the axes. The screening parameter, Cik j is then given by:
Cik j = 1 + 2

ri2j rik2 + ri2j r j2k − ri4j
ri4j − (rik2 − r j2k )2

(3.15)

and then screening value is
Sik j = fc



Cik j − Cmin
Cmax − Cmin


(3.16)

where fc is the same cutoff function used for the radial cutoff and Cmax and Cmin are metaparameters
which can be tuned to determine which neighbors can be excluded from calculations.
The effect of including angular screening can be demonstrating by considering the change of an
individual fingerprint as the length scale is changed continuously. For this example, we consider
the value of a single fingerprint for a Mg atom in a perfect bulk hcp lattice as the lattice parameter is
changed continuously. In the absence of angular screening, the value of the fingerprint will change
rapidly at particular values of the lattice constant as new neighbors enter the radial screening
distance. If angular screening is included with metaparameters such that, for example, only 3rd
nearest neighbors are ever included regardless of lattice parameter, the change in the value is considerably smoother. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the difference between the two cases. Not only is the
unscreened value more expensive to calculate as it requires more neighbors for most cases, it can
also be seen that the predictive power of the model is hampered as the relation between two states
which are physically similar – ideal 3D lattices with different lattice constants, given markedly
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Figure 3.1: A sample value for a fingerprint in the presence (orange) and absence (blue)of angular
screening as the volume of a cell is changed isotropically. Because the neighbor list frequently
changes without angular screening, the curve is seen to be less smooth, requiring more data to
provide predictive information to the ANN.

different trends and values as the number of neighbors changes. This can be overcome through
the action of the neural network and precise cancellation among different fingerprint terms, but the
quality of fit and the extrapolative power of the screened functions appears more natural. Indeed
unphysical deviations at relatively moderate isotropic compressions, as seen for example in [273]
can be avoided entirely through angular screening as the fingerprint values change continuously in
the screened case even at high compression.

For the full network, forces are calculated by taking a gradient of the energy over the entire
system. This includes the individual ANN contributions from every atom in the system, so the
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force on atom i is determined not only by the ANN output of that atom, but of all of its neighbors
as well.

3.3

Numerical Implementation
The ANN potential file written for LAMMPS includes all of the details of the neural network.

It begins with a header which lists the types and numbers of fingerprints to be used. While we have
only included the two varieties, the bond power and radial power terms, Fn and G m,k , in this work,
the LAMMPS potential style can be expanded in a straightforward way to include other descriptors.
For each of the types used, the potential file then specifies the number used and any metaparameters.
For Fn this includes the range of values for n as well as the metaparameters αn , rc , Cmax , Cmin and
re . For G m,k , mtot and ktot are given along with the metaparameters βk , re , rc , Cmin , and Cmax . Note
that while we use the same cutoff radius and angular screening parameters for both varieties, they
can in principle be different as every fingerprint type has its own set of metaparameters. Next, the
network architecture is specified by giving the total number of layers and the length of each layer.
Figure 3.2 shows a sample header for the potential file. Following the header is the weight and bias
matrices for each layer and finally the activation functions used for each layer. Using the potential
file, the ANN subroutine then calculates the feature list for every atom and uses these to calculate
the energy and force for every atom in the usual way. The subroutine and potential file also have
the capability of assigning multiple ANNs to different atoms types to be used for multi-element
simulations. In this way, the framework can be used for arbitrary structural fingerprints as inputs
to arbitrary MLP architectures for systems with an arbitrary number of element types.
The subroutine is included as a normal pair-style in LAMMPS called ‘rann’ and can be called in
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the usual way:

pair_style rann
pair_coeff * * potential_file.nn Element1 Element2 ...

3.4

Validation and Benchmarking
With the pair style implemented in LAMMPS, several potentials were fit for a reference

database for magnesium (Mg). The database, containing over 300,000 atomic environments was
constructed using the open-source density functional theory (DFT) software, Quantum Espresso
[99]. The configurations used to train the networks are shown in Table 3.1. These configurations
included simple triaxial strain perturbations of the low energy SC, FCC, BCC, and HCP phases
of Mg along with larger supercells with atoms displaced from equilibrium to mimic the effect of
thermal excitation. Free surface data and vacancy data, with atoms also perturbed from equilibrium
positions were also included to improve stability. Effective temperatures up to 1000K were included
in the thermally excited database. Training of the network was carried out by minimizing the
RMSE of the system energies compared to the DFT results using the Levenerg-Marquadt method
[168, 186]. 10% of the training data from each configuration type was left out of training and used
for validation. The most significant variation however, came in the size and construction of the
fingerprint used as the input layer. Along with the number and type of fingerprints included, the
most important factor in determining accuracy and efficiency was the number of atoms included
in the neighbor list. This is a function of the cutoff radius rc and the angular screening parameter
Cmin . Table 3.2 summarizes the different fingerprints considered and the RMSE for both the
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Table 3.1: DFT simulations used to generate training and validation data for the Al potential.
Training database attempts to consider all relevant low energy structures which may be encountered
during MD simulations.
Sample Description
Atoms per simulations Number of Simulations Total atomic environments
SC cubic cell w/ strains up to ±15%
1
500
500
FCC primitive cell w/ strains up to ±15%
1
500
500
BCC primitive cell w/ strains up to ±15%
1
500
500
HCP unit cell w/ strains up to ±10%
2
2700
5400
FCC 2x2x2 orthogonal supercell
32
500
16000
BCC 3x3x3 orthogonal supercell
54
500
27000
HCP 3x3x3 primitive supercell
54
2000
108000
HCP 4x3x3 primitive supercell with vacancy
67
100
6700
HCP 0001 free surface
54
500
27000
54
100
5400
HCP 1010 free surface
Totals
8100
307000

training and validation datasets for each potential. As can be seen, even the smallest architectures
had RMSE of less than 3 meV/atom and the best were less than 1 meV/atom. Table 3.2 also includes
computational performance for a sample calculation which will be described in detail below.

3.4.1

Validation of the potential

Tests of the validity of the potential and its implementation in LAMMPS were all performed
using the 13 member input fingerprint with a single hidden layer containing 20 neurons. The
metaparameters for this potential are shown in Table 3.3. Cmin was chosen exclude atoms beyond
the third nearest neighbors in the equilibrium hcp Mg structure. First, to confirm agreement with
first principles results beyond the RMSE in energy, the bulk properties of hcp magnesium were
tested for this potential. Table 3.4 shows a comparison of these bulk properties among the sample
ANN, the first principles database, and experimental results. Agreement can be seen on the simple
bulk properties targeted.
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As an initial test of the fidelity of the implementation, a number of simple structures were
generated and tested to confirm that the forces and energies were correct and in agreement with
one another. As a simple test, we displace a single atom from its equilibrium location in a
minimized HCP Mg lattice. Figure 3.3 shows the force on the displaced atom as a function of
displacement as predicted by the ANN and by numerical differentiation of the energy. Agreement
is seen between the two measures demonstrating that forces are correctly predicted by the algorithm.

As a second test, a periodic fcc cubic unit cell was generated and allowed to relax following
a conjugate gradient minimization scheme. Symmetry is maintained by the structures throughout
minimization. The simulated cell is then uniaxially compressed 10% in the x direction and slowly
pulled in tension to a total positive strain of 10% and the changes in energy and stress tensor are
examined. The results are shown in Figure 3.4. We see, again, that the numerical derivative of the
energy as a function of strain agrees exactly with the stress calculated by the algorithm.
Having demonstrated that the pair style correctly reproduces the energy, forces, and stresses in
static configurations, we now confirm that dynamic behavior can also be correctly produced. A
dynamic simulation was carried out with a 256 atom periodic hcp system (4x4x4 orthogonal unit
cells). The system was initialized from the equilibrium ground state with atoms given a random
velocity distribution producing an average temperature of 300K. The system was then allowed to
evolve at constant energy and volume. Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of the kinetic, potential and
total energy of the system. We see that total energy is conserved.
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3.4.2

Predictive Capabilities

To demonstrate the usefulness of the RANN formalism to address applications which cannot
be considered by DFT and where classical semi-empirical potentials may fail, we use the potential
described above to predict the high pressure behavior of Mg. We note first that the training database
is not expanded beyond the training database Table 3.1 to describe this behavior and the the results
are a pure prediction with no additional fitting required to match to experimental results.
We first consider the melting temperature of Mg as a function of pressure. In order to determine
this value in simulation, the lattice constant predicted by the potential as a function of temperature
and pressure is first found by time averaging a bulk 3D periodic system allowed to evolve under
constant pressure and temperature conditions for 1 ns for each temperature and pressure considered.
Using this information, a large supercell of hcp Mg is constructed with lattice constant matching
the desired pressure and approximate melting temperature. One half of the box is superheated to
well above the melting temperature to generate a liquid phase and then cooled creating a two phase
system with approximately uniform temperature. The system is then allowed to evolve at constant
energy and volume. By tuning the total energy, both phases will stabilize and exist for an extended
period of time without the entire system melting or solidifying. The average temperature is then
averaged over 1 ns to determine the equilibrium melting temperature. If significant mismatch
is found between the assumed temperature used to determine the initial lattice constant and the
melting temperature, the process is iterated with a closer value for the lattice constant until they
agree with 1K.
Experimental measurements [78, 271] show a significant increase in melting temperature from
923K at zero pressure increasing to approximately 2000K at 20 GPa. The RANN potential predicts
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a zero pressure melting temperature of 914K, an error of less than 1%. As the pressure increases,
the potential predicts a similar steep increase to that observed experimentally, with the melting
temperature increasing to over 1800K at 20 GPa, as shown in Figure 3.6.

As a second high pressure prediction, we consider the transformation from hcp to bcc which
has been shown to occur at pressures over 40 GPa. [271] suggest a equilibrium phase transition to
bcc which occurs around 50 GPa at 0K with slightly lower pressures required for transformation at
higher temperature (≈ 45 GPa at 700K). The 0K prediction of the RANN potential can be calculated
by considering the relative enthalpy as a function of pressure for the equilibrium structures. Fig
3.7 shows the difference in enthalpy between the hcp and bcc phases as a function of hydrostatic
pressure and the potential is found to predict a phase transition at ≈52 GPa, in good agreement with
experiment. The transformation was then studied dynamically. An hcp Mg supercell containing
3328 atoms was allowed to evolve at a temperature of 700K under a hydrostatic pressure of 45
GPa for 1 ns. After approximately 25 ps, the structure spontaneously transforms to from hcp to
bcc as identified by common neighbor analysis[126, 81] (See Fig. 3.8). The transformation follows a simple martensitic shear-and-shuffle motion with the hcp and bcc axes oriented as follows:
(21̄1̄0)hcp ||(111)bcc , (0001)hcp ||(01̄1)bcc .

3.4.3

Computational Efficiency

While ANN potentials have the capability to reproduce experimental or first principles results
with greater accuracy than traditional formalisms, if the computational performance suffers too
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greatly, the benefits become negligible. The speed at which the ANN pair style will perform
depends on the size and complexity of the structural fingerprint, the number of neighbors within
the cutoff radius and the network architecture.
As a benchmark of the performance, we compare the performance of the Mg ANN potential to
an magnesium Modified Embedded Atom potential[315] and a recent n2p2 style neural network
potential [273]. To test the speed of the MEAM potential and the various NN potentials, a sample
system of hcp magnesium containing 4000 atoms was minimized and each atom given a random
velocity matching a distribution with a temperature of 300K. The systems was then allowed to
evolve at constant energy and volume for 1000 timesteps. The number of timesteps calculated
per second is shown in Table 3.2. Calculations were performed on one core of a Intel Xeon
E5-2690 2.0GHz processor. We see that all of the potentials are slower than MEAM, with a strong
dependence on the number of neighbors considered and on the cutoff radius rc , but the fastest
potential, used in the validation study, runs approximately 1/3 as fast as MEAM and four times
faster than competitive n2p2 potentials. As can be seen the first columns of Table 3.2, there is a
strong dependence on the cutoff radius even when the same number of atoms are included due to
the angular screening parameter. This is due to the computational time required to calculate the
angular screening needed to remove atoms from the neighbor list. This is still seen to be more
efficient than considering all the atoms within the larger cutoff radius.
For the size of networks considered here, the computation time is dominated by the calculation of
the structural fingerprint with the propagation through the network only a limiting factor for the
smallest fingerprints and largest architectures. This suggests that, assuming the structural fingerprint contains sufficient information to describe the relevant configurations, it is more efficient to
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increase the size of the network to increase the accuracy of the potential, using this formalism,
rather than expanding the fingerprint. This is particularly true for extending the length of the cutoff
radius. While a large cutoff radius is often desirable and is used in existing ANN potentials as it
should improve the smoothness of the potential as atoms move away from the target atom, the high
computational cost of increasing the neighbor list suggests that ideally only first, second, and possibly third neighbors should normally be considered for metals. Angular screening combines both
of these aspects, limiting the number of neighbors in bulk settings while still allowing relatively
long-range interactions for studies involving voids, free surfaces, or fracture.
The RANN formalism presented here has the advantage of requiring similar computer time as
MEAM to run simulations using the developed potentials and, thanks to the additional of angular
screening, faster than other existing ANN formalisms, but the development time should be considerably smaller, as fitting to an arbitrary number of targets is automated with many free parameters
available to tune to all available data.

3.5

Conclusions
We have presented an implementation of the Rapid Artificial Neural Network (RANN) in-

teratomic potential pair style for use in the LAMMPS molecular dynamics code. The potential
is suitable for static and dynamic calculations, conserving total energy and correctly calculating
the pressure and forces of bulk solids. Such potential styles have been shown to be capable of
reproducing training data from first principles calculations at a level which exceeds previous semiempirical formalisms [258, 130, 153]. The developed pair style is capable of accommodating
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network architectures of arbitrary dimension and activation function, and the calculation of the
structural fingerprint requires only singly looped summations over the neighbor list of a target
atom, improving computational efficiency. Angular screening has also been introduced both to
improve efficiency by limiting the number of included neighbors and to improve predictive power
by introducing the physically motivated phenomenon of shielding and smoothing fingerprints as
atoms move through the radial cutoff. Computational efficiency is of particular importance for this
formalism as the improvements in accuracy over existing formalisms such as MEAM are greatly
diminished if the runtime is closer to that of first principles calculations. As such, we demonstrate
that for a network with 13 input fingerprints and a cutoff radius of 6.0 for the neighbor list, and
angular screening restricting interactions to third nearest neighbors in bulk HCP the implementation performs at one third the speed of MEAM. Larger networks, fingerprints, or neighbor lists will
hamper this performance, with the most significant cost associated with increasing the neighbor
list through the length of the radial cutoff. Ultimately, a flexible, scalable formalism for ANNs,
which can utilize the native parallel processing available in LAMMPS has been demonstrated with
a formalism which produces high accuracy potentials which operate on speeds comparable to those
of MEAM.
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atomtypes:
Mg
mass:Mg:
24.305000
fingerprintsperelement:Mg:
2
fingerprints:Mg_Mg:
radial_0
fingerprints:Mg_Mg_Mg:
bond_0
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg:radial_0:re:
3.190995
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg:radial_0:rc:
6.000000
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg:radial_0:alpha:
5.520000 5.520000 5.520000 5.520000 5.520000
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg:radial_0:dr:
2.809005
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg:radial_0:o:
-1
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg:radial_0:n:
3
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg_Mg:bond_0:re:
3.190995
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg_Mg:bond_0:rc:
6.000000
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg_Mg:bond_0:alphak:
1.000000 2.000000 4.000000 6.000000 9.000000
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg_Mg:bond_0:dr:
2.809005
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg_Mg:bond_0:k:
5
fingerprintconstants:Mg_Mg_Mg:bond_0:m:
7
screening:Mg_Mg_Mg:Cmax:
2.800000
screening:Mg_Mg_Mg:Cmin:
0.800000
networklayers:Mg:
3
layersize:Mg:0:
40
layersize:Mg:1:
20
layersize:Mg:2:
1

Figure 3.2: Sample header for the neural network potential style. The header specifies the different
element types as well as the style and number of fingerprints used for each type. Metaparameters
needed for each style are also included as well as the overall network architecture.
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Table 3.2: Input Fingerprints considered in this work. ktot and mtot are the total number of values
uses for k and m in Eq. 3.11. For the pair-style input, ntot was always 5. All ANNs contained a
single hidden layer of 20 neurons. #SF is the total number of structural fingerprints for a particular
potential and rc and Cmin are the radial cutoff and angular screening parameter that determine the
number of neighbors considered in calculation of the fingerprints. #NN is the number of neighbors
included in a calculation of bulk HCP Mg at the equilibrium lattice constant. RMSE values are for
the full training and validation databases and are given in meV/atom. Calculation speed is given
in timesteps/second. The starred entry was used for validation tests.
ktot
*3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
5
5
5
MEAM [315]
N2P2 [273]

mtot
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

#SF
13
13
13
13
13
13
17
17
17
20
20
20

rc Cmin
6 0.49
8 0.49
10 0.49
12 0.25
12 0.49
12 0.70
12 0.25
12 0.49
12 0.70
12 0.25
12 0.49
12 0.70

#NN
20
20
20
38
20
18
38
20
18
38
20
18

Training RMSE
0.90
0.67
0.69
0.89
1.09
0.93
0.80
0.71
0.80
1.57
2.80
2.88

Validation RMSE
2.25
1.64
1.71
1.71
1.05
1.08
1.03
1.38
1.06
2.95
3.08
3.10

Calculation speed
21.77
15.74
10.71
5.56
8.26
9.34
5.07
8.04
8.75
4.91
7.88
8.32
61.963
5.12

Table 3.3: Metaparameters of the benchmark potential used for validation.
ntot
ktot
mtot
α
βk
rc
Cmin
Cmax

5
3
4
5.52
1,2,9
6
0.49
2.90
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Table 3.4: Properties of bulk magnesium as determined by experiment, the DFT database used for
the fitting of the potential, and the 13-20-1 neural network used in this study.
Property
Experiment DFT
a (nm)
3.209 [251] 3.194
c (nm)
5.211 [251] 5.184
c/a (nm)
1.623
1.623
Ec (eV)
1.51 [251]
1.45
C11 (GPa)
63.5 [265]
61.6
C12 (GPa)
25.9 [265]
23.8
C13 (GPa)
21.7 [265]
21.2
C33 (GPa)
66.5 [265]
64.3
C44 (GPa)
18.4 [265]
17.3
∆Ehcp→ f cc (meV/atom)
13
∆Ehcp→bcc (meV/atom)
29
Ev (eV)
0.796
Basal (0 0 0 1) (mJ/m2 )
550
2
624
Prism (1 0 1 0)(mJ/m )
2
Pyr. I (1 0 1 1)(mJ/m )
640
2
Pyr. II (1 1 2 1)(mJ/m )
732
◦
α(0 − 100) C
26 [43]
Cp (0 − 100)◦ C
25.6 [43]
Tm
923[43]

ANN
3.196
5.189
1.623
1.46
63.4
24.3
18.5
62.9
18.4
11.3
27.12
0.887
529
592
622
716
25.2
25.92
910

Figure 3.3: (left) The force as determined by the numerical derivative of the system energy (solid
red) and the calculated force (dashed black) as a single atom is displaced in the (1120) direction in
a 4x4x4 hcp Mg lattice. (right) The difference between derivative and direct force calculation.
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Figure 3.4: (left) The xx component of the stress tensor (solid red) and the derivative of the
system energy (dashed black) as uniaxial tension/compression is applied in the x direction. (right)
Difference between derivative and stress calculations.

Figure 3.5: The potential, (red) kinetic, (black) and total (blue) energy relative to the 0K minimum
for a 4x4x4 hcp lattice of magnesium atoms with initial velocity distribution producing a temperature of 300K. The system was allowed to evolve under NVE conditions. Conservation of energy
can be observed for this system.
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Figure 3.6: The melting temperature of Mg as a function of pressure as measured experimentally
[78] (blue) and predicted by the RANN potential (red).

Figure 3.7: The relative enthalpy as a function of pressure at 0K for the hcp and bcc phases
as predicted by the RANN potential. A equilibrium transformation is predicted at 52 GPa, in
agreement with experiment.
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Figure 3.8: The dynamic transformation from hcp (red atoms) to bcc (blue atoms) at a pressure of
45 GPa and temperature of 700K.
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CHAPTER IV
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK POTENTIAL FOR PURE ZINC

This chapter is adapted from our previously published article: Mashroor S. Nitol, Doyl E.
Dickel and Christopher D. Barrett. Artificial neural network potential for pure Zinc. Computational
Materials Science, vol. 188, 2021, pp. 110207 .

4.1

Introduction
Zinc(Zn) has played a very important role in industrial applications due to its high rigidity. Zn

casting is commonly used to make electrical, automotive, and hardware equipment. Because of
its durability, cost effectiveness, corrosion resistance and versatility Zn alloys are often the choice
for larger items where a higher volume of materials is required to make a part. Also, Zn is the
main additive in the commonly used aluminum 7075 alloy (5.6 wt%) [128, 334]. Although it
has been a popular alloying element, understanding of its materials response at an atomistic scale
has been unavailable, as it has been a challenge to produce an interatomic potential for pure Zn.
The underlying reason is the anomalous c/a ratio of Zn. Most hexagonally close packed(HCP)
q

8
metals have c/a ratios which deviate from the ideal value
3 ≈ 1.633 by less than 4%. But
under ambient condition Zn has a c/a ratio 16% greater than ideal [144]. The result is that the
bond length in Zn’s densely packed HCP plane is ≈ 10% less than the bonds of the neighbors in
layers above and below that plane [92]. This has created difficulty for quantum mechanical codes
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in predicting accurate configurations by occupying minimizing structural energy. It has therefore
proven difficult for ab initio calculations to predict even the correct ground state structure for Zn
[302, 91].
However, an earlier attempt has been carried out using an Embedded Atom Method (EAM) [60]
based potential [246] for molecular dynamics simulation to investigate nanoparticle growth where
the c/a ratio was halfway between ideal and the experimentally observed 1.856 [90, 100]. Later,
the second nearest neighbor Modified embedded atom method (2NN MEAM) [22, 163] was used
to create potentials for pure Zn. Despite efforts to produce an accurate MEAM potential, it has
been demonstrated that the formalism cannot simultaneously predict a c/a ratio greater than ideal
and an HPC ground state [21]. To the authors’ best knowledge two MEAM based Zn potential
have been reported to date. One [139] gives a c/a ratio close to the ideal ratio which is 16% off
from experimentally observed ratio but the correct energy ordering with the HCP phase being the
lowest energy state. However, in the case of HCP metals, the correct c/a ratio controls the active
deformation modes as well as mechanical response [259, 159]. Another one is very recently proposed [69], which gives correct c/a ratio but the face centered cubic (FCC) phase to be the lowest
energy state . The lack of a reliable interatomic potential makes it challenging for researchers to
understand dynamics in atomistic details for this very important metal.
To understand the structure and dynamics of materials, experiments are traditionally conducted
which require high end equipment and time allowing for the study of only a small number of
materials. A large number of materials remain undiscovered [239]. To more rapidly understand
the underlying behavior of materials at the atomistic scale empirical potentials are used which
are often derived using a top down approach of deriving empirical laws by fitting experimental
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measurements. As an alternative, bottom up approaches to fitting interatomic potentials identify
the model from first principle results without directly relying on empirical parameters. Throughout
the time the development of computational methods gives flexibility to the researchers to explore
structure, configuration and phase space using density functional theory (DFT), Monte Carlo simulations (MC), and molecular dynamics (MD). This being said, these techniques produce a large
amount of data which allows machine learning to become an exciting tool in materials science.
In recent years significant research has been carried out to identify new materials, designing nano
structures using the database from first principle calculations. [248, 104, 94, 256, 267, 142, 255].
Machine learning in material science is mainly focused on supervised learning, where a standard
fitting procedure or algorithm is used to fit desired target quantity. The input of the model is the
translation of raw data into certain features. Measuring a cost function the data are trained by
optimizing the model’s performance. The raw database used to create the features in the model
should maintain the four principles: findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable or FAIR [304]
Numerous interatomic potentials have been reported recently which achieve DFT accuracy in a
classical formalism. Linear regression models have been used to calculate potential energy surfaces
for Mg [257] and gaussian approximation potentials (GAP) for BCC-Fe [75], carbon and silicon
[20] have been created. Popular artificial neural network (ANN) potentials based on Behler and
Parrinello [33] fingerprints were used for Al-Mg-Si alloy [153], TiO2 [12], carbon [145], sodium
[80], zinc oxide [11], germanium telluride [268], copper [10] and gold [40]. This type of machine
learning force field lacks a direct physical basis or physical law in its implementation despite their
accuracy, using numerical methods to reproduce the training data. The lack of standard formalism
of analyzing metals and inability to perform large scale dynamic calculation calls for a new formal64

ism to be implemented. Recently, a MEAM based machine learned inter-atomic potential (MLIP)
for titanium (Ti) has been developed with the goal of making potentials more transferable and
physically motivated [280], improving computational performance. Using a similar formalism, a
neural network potential for titanium was developed using a MEAM inspired structural fingerprint
[66]. In this present work we have chosen the same methodology to create our structural fingerprints. The presented Zn potential will allow researchers, for the first time, to study the static and
dynamic behavior of Zn at the atomistic scale using a potential which is able to reproduce even its
most basic physical properties.
We present here an interatomic artificial neural network potential for Zn. The potential successfully
reproduces the DFT training base within chemical accuracy and performs at speeds comparable
to existing classical MD formalisms. The current potential correctly predicts the c/a ratio of the
HCP ground state as well as the energy ordering of the high symmetry phases, an improvement
over all previous interatomic potentials reported for Zn. The paper is written as follows: Section
II provides a brief description of the architecture and structural fingerprint used in the MLIP, Section III provides detail of the training data and fitting procedure, Section IV gives the results and
validation for the Zn potential with DFT and experimental results. Section IV provides a summary
and discussion of this work.

4.2

Structural Fingerprints and Artificial Neural Network Architecture
Following the work of [66], a multilayer perceptron artificial neural network is used to create

the potential. At its most basic level, a MLIP neural network maps an input layer consisting of
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a structural fingerprint which describes the local atomic environment of an individual atom to a
predicted energy of that atom at the output layer. The accuracy and reliability of artificial neural
network based potentials strongly depend on how the atomic configurations or the input of the
network is presented. The structural fingerprint used here to describe local atomic environment is
created based on MEAM formalism, with the intention of making the potential more physically
motivated. A short description of the fingerprint is described below.
There are two types of features used to create the fingerprint. First, to get the pair interaction from
the central atom to local neighbors, an exponential decay is used following the structure of the
partial electron density used in MEAM. This behavior follows from quantum mechanics where in
the ground state, the electron density of an atom is known to exponentially decrease as a function
of the distance from the nucleus. The two body term used in the fingerprint is described as follows:
An =

Õ  ri j  n
j,1

re

ri j

e−αn re fc ri j



(4.1)

where ri j is the distance from central atom i to its neighbor j, re is the equilibrium nearest neighbor
distance in the ground state, and fc is the same cutoff function as used in MEAM to keep the
features local. The computational time cubic scales with this cutoff distance. n is taken as ∈
{−1...3} giving 4 2-body term features. α is the potential parameter from MEAM [140] which
is related to the equilibrium atomic volume Ω0 , bulk modulus B0 and cohesive energy Ec in the
ground state, calculated as:
α=

r

9B0 Ω0
Ec

(4.2)

In this work, α is calculated from experimental values as described in MEAM [69], but this is in
principle a meta parameter in the ANN which can be modified to improve computational efficiency
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Table 4.1: Meta parameters value
Variable parameters
m
n  

Values
∈ {0...7}
∈ {−1...3}

re Å
α
βk  

2.6489
6.95
1,2,6,9

rc Å
∆r

6.0857
rc − re

or predictive capability. Cutoff distance rc is taken as 6.085 Å with the width of the cutoff ∆r as
shown in table 3.3 on page 57. In addition to the pair potential style features, three body terms
are also included in the fingerprint to get the effect of coordination, which is angle dependency
in MEAM. The effective electron density in MEAM contains angular contribution to make the
potential more applicable to materials with directional bonding [163]. The three body term is
calculated following the form:
Amk =

Õ

cosm θ jik e−βk

ri j +rik
re


fc ri j fc (rik )

(4.3)

j,k

θi jl is the angle between ri j & ril , βk is a set of variable parameters for various decreasing rates of
the angular terms. m is taken as ∈ {0...7} and with 4 different βk gives 8×4=32 3-body features.
The meta-parameters used to create fingerprints are as follows:

An ANN is constructed by mapping each layer An to the next layer by
Zn = Wn An−1 + Bn

(4.4)

Where Zn is the linear transformation calculated with weighted sum of the inputs to neuron, with
weight matrix Wn and bias matrix Bn . A0 is the structural fingerprint defined above. Zn is related
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to the layer An by an activation function used to break linearity. The ANN used here consists of
a single hidden layer A1 with 20 neurons before the output layer. In the first layer,the non linear
sigmoid activation function is used as an activation:
A1 = g (Z) =

Z
9
+ log (e z + 1)
10 10

(4.5)

The final or output layer is denoted as A2 = Y and no activation function is used to determine
this layer. The full network architecture is 37x20x1, with 37 features being used to construct the
structural fingerprint. In training the network, determining the weight and bias matricies, W and
B, 10% of the data is held out at random from each of the sample sets to be used for validation.
The predicted value from the output layer is compared to the known energy from DFT. The error
function commonly known as the loss function is used to update weights to minimize this error
function. The Levenberg -Marquardt (LM) [186, 168, 112] algorithm is used to train the network.
This method has been shown to be more effective than gradient descent methods in minimizing the
loss function [12]. To reduce overfitting and improve model’s performance a regularizer is added
to loss function as follows:
m
L

 1Õ


λ Õ
[1] [1]
[L]
[L]
(i) (i)
J W , B , ...W , W
=
L Ŷ ,Y
+
WL
m i=1
2m i=1

2
F

(4.6)

Here L is the loss function and λ is regularization parameter. The loss function L is the mean
squared error loss in nonlinear regression between predictions from output layer (Ŷ ) known outputs
(Y ) from database. Here the addition of Frobenius norm is denoted by the subscript F, which
is equivalent to the squared norm to matrix. The regularizer helps to keep the magnitude of
individual weights small. The regularizer value of λ used is 10−4 . The smaller λ value will reduce
the regularization effect and a larger value will affect large weights more. 4.1 shows that the
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convergence for validation is not over fitting. Here root-mean-square error (RMSE) of training and
validation data is 1.9901 and 2.1517 meV/atom respectively. Here RSME value defines the mean
square error of training and validation convergence of the last epoch. The high accuracy of the
validation set confirms that the potential is not overfit and this high level of accuracy should be
maintains across the structures spanned by the database.

4.3

Training database
A fairly large database is needed to ensure the wide range of atomic environments. The

energies of different structures are calculated by DFT using Quantum Espresso [99] with the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation functional and PBEsol [218] ultra
soft pseudo potential [298]. A number of pseudopotentials were tested to determine agreement with
experimental data. It has been observed previously that calculations using the popular GGA (PBE)
[216] pseudopotential fail to reproduce the experimental c/a ratio for high density k -point meshes
[302]. Inclusion of electron correlations at the level of coupled cluster theory are in accordance
with experimental values [93, 91, 254]. GGA-PBEsol improves lattice parameters and shows better
convergence than the PBE pseudopotential at coarse mesh K− points grid. Table 4.2 shows relaxed
structure of the Zn HCP unitcell for different k point grids created using the Monkhorst-Pack [196]
method. It is seen that PBEsol pseudopotential also does not converge rapidly to a stable ground
state configuration but does give better predictions at these mesh densities than PBE. An 18×18×18
grid, displaced by half a grid step was selected for calculations of the HCP unitcell, with equal
densities being selected for larger supercells (6×6×6 grid for a 3×3×3 HCP supercell). For all
DFT calculations, the kinetic energy cutoff is taken as 90 Ry and 0.02 Ry as a gaussian spreading
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Table 4.2: Relaxed lattice parameter of Zn unitcell at different K-points mesh using PBEsol and
PBE pseudopotential (Experimentally observed value at 40K : a(Å) : 2.6590, c(Å) : 4.8632,
c/a ratio : 1.829 [209])
K points (shifted)
18×18×18
20×20×18
20×20×20
22×22×22
24×24×24
26×26×26

PBEsol
c/a ratio a(Å)
1.813
2.616
1.842
2.606
1.837
2.607
1.842
2.606
1.821
2.613
1.834
2.609

c(Å)
4.743
4.801
4.791
4.801
4.759
4.784

PBE
c/a ratio a(Å)
1.904
2.646
1.913
2.636
1.887
2.645
1.929
2.631
1.878
2.638
1.923
2.641

c(Å)
5.038
5.042
4.991
5.075
4.954
5.078

for brillouin−zone integration. In all DFT calculation Marzari−Vanderbilt [187] type smearing is
used.
The training database is created in a manner that should allow the MLIP to reproduce various
distorted lattice structures, thermal perturbation, defects and free surfaces. Table B.1 summarizes
the systems used in the database. These include lattice distortions up to 15% from equilibrium
for primitive cells of common crystal structures including simple cubic (sc), face centered cubic
(FCC), body centered cubic (BCC) and hexagonally close packed(HCP) structures. Most of the
distorted structural data are within the elastic region (6%) so as to correctly predict the elastic
behavior of pristine structures. A few highly distorted (≈ 15%) structures are added to correctly
predict the transition to isolated atoms. While the non-HCP structures are not observed experimentally in Zn [325], they are included to increase the transferability of the potential following
multistate MEAM [23]. The distorted data is created by hydrostatic volumetric compression and
expansion of unitcell maintaining constant c/a ratio as well as uniaxial deformation along a and c
axis with various c/a ratio. In both cases all degrees of freedom of cell vectors around equilibrium
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state are disturbed which helps the network to identify elastic response of the bulk structure. A
total of 5100 atomic environments are used in the lattice distortion database. To include the effects
of thermal perturbations, 3×3×3 supercells of HCP and BCC (54 atoms)and 2×2×2 supercells of
FCC (32 atoms) are created with atoms displaced from their relaxed ground-state position by a
randomly generated vector within a cutoff distance ranging from 0.1 − 0.5Å. The cutoff radius
was determined to match excitation at a given temperature. The temperature of a given system
was estimated by the per atom difference of energy between the perturbed system and the ground
state divided by Boltzmann constant k B . Perturbations were chosen to sample temperature in the
range ≈ 100 − 700K which includes the experimental melting point (693K). To further predict
behavior around the melting point, and to correctly handle liquid structures, amorphous structures
are added to the training database. These are created by adding atoms into a fix size box with the
limitation that no added atom can be within the first nearest neighbor distance (2.62 Å) of any other
atoms. This process is repeated until no atoms can be added to the cell. To have the information of
thermal expansion small structural distortion ≈ 5% were applied to each of the thermally perturbed
structure. A total of 125,340 atomic environments are performed in 2520 simulations for thermally
perturbed and amorphous data.
In order to include information about interstitial defects, 200 simulations were carried out. Tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial were inserted in a bulk 3×3×3 HCP supercell containing 54
atoms. About 100 simulations were performed with a vacancy generated by removing 5 atoms in a
supercell initially containing 72 atoms in a 4×3×3 HCP supercell. These defective environments
help the network to predict behavior of the metal around these common defect structures. Finally
to include the effects of free surfaces, we choose a {0001} crystallographic orientation supercell
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containing 54 atoms, where a 10 Å vacuum layer has been inserted in the Z direction. This creates
a slab of 6 atomic layers with a relatively large area of free surface. The vacuum helps to avoid
interactions in c direction. We note that, a large database with a variety of atomic configurations is
useful for the potential to predict some behavior outside the database in MD calculation. It will be
seen later that some structures that have not been explicitly included in the training database will
nevertheless be accurately predicted by the network.

4.4

Validation
In order to test the performance of the ANN potential produced here, it is necessary to compare

its predictions of fundamental material properties to experimental or first principles calculations.
All molecular dynamics calculations are done using the ANN implementation in the LAMMPS
software package [67]. This implementation has been shown to perform at rates comparable to
existing classical formalisms. In this section we show that the ANN potential shows significant
improvements over existing potentials for Zn as it both finds the correct c/a ratio for the HCP
strcuture and predicts it as the lowest energy state. We show below that the ANN potential
reproduces various fundamental properties including the phonon spectrum, lattice parameter dependence, general stacking fault and twin boundary energy at a level of DFT accuracy and greatly
surpasses the accuracy compared to existing MEAM potentials (labeled as MEAM(Jang)[139] and
MEAM(Dickel)[69] hereafter) for Zn.

4.4.1

Fundamental material properties

Table 4.4 shows several basic properties of pure Zn such as cohesive energy, lattice parameter,
elastic constants, common structural energies, defects, and surface energy as determined by ex72

periment, DFT, two MEAM potentials and ANN potential. The cohesive energy, lattice parameter
and low energy structures are implicitly incorporated in the training database for the ANN potential. We note, however, that the DFT prediction for the lattice constant is less than is observed
experimentally by almost 2%. This can be corrected in the ANN by a simple rescaling, increasing
the meta parameters re , rc , and δr by the same fraction. This has been done and allow for excellent
agreement with experiment despite the discrepancy with DFT. It can also be seen that the ANN
potential predicts the correct trend in c/a ratio as a function of temperature [209], which will be
discussed in more detail below.
The potential had a difficulty of finding C44 and C12 elastic constants. While the error in C12
is quite large, the relevant elastic constant giving the response to an actual stress field is C66, which
is much more closely approximated. Additionally, we have calculated the change in energy as a
function of strain for the C12 mode and compared it with DFT. The results are shown in Fgure
4.3a-b. While the actual curvature at the minimum does not agree between DFT and the ANN,
the actual change in energy is approximated well along the whole curve. This is due to the fact
that the DFT result is highly anharmonic. Anharmonicity in these curves should be reflected in
a temperature dependence on the elastic constant, so while the 0K elastic constants greatly differ
between DFT and ANN, the prediction at temperature should, on average, be much closer.
Point defects and free surface energies are calculated and compared with DFT results. Despite
the absense of a mono vacancy in the DFT training data set the ANN is still able to accurately
predict its energy. The energy of four high-symmetry surfaces are compared by taking 6 layers
of atoms with 10Å vacuum space. The good agreement with DFT data allow the potential to
investigate physical and chemical processes such as fracture and crystal growth at the atomistic
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scale. As mentioned above, only the basal surface is included in the database but the ANN potential
finds DFT accurate results for the other surfaces without them being in the training database.
Table 4.4 also shows good agreement for basal plane stacking fault energies between DFT
and the ANN potential. Specific heat and solid-liquid phase transformation temperature are also
reported and compared to experimental data. To calculate melting temperature a simulation is
constructed containing a solid-liquid interface following [65, 68]. The simulation is constructed
with one half of the cell containing 8064 atoms of solid HCP Zn and other half with 10368 atoms
in a liquid state. Both phases are then allowed to evolve under constant energy and pressure
conditions. The interface between the two phases moves such that one phase grows and the other
shrinks, but the constant total energy of the system prevents it from entirely melting or solidifying.
After the interface stabilized, the average temperature and pressure was measured by averaging
over 1 ns of simulation time to give the melting temperature.
Figure 4.2 shows the energy vs volume curve for HCP structures of Zn determined by MEAM
and ANN potential. The curve is smooth over a suitable range of volumetric compression and
expansion. The current potential clearly predicts DFT results compared to MEAM potentials. It
should be noted that, due to the finite cutoff radius energy the potential is unable to accurately
extrapolate to arbitrarily large strains. Therefore a single training point is added to the database
containing only one isolated atom. Adding this single data helps the ANN potential to get the
correct cohesive energy and interpolate correctly to the isolate state. Although the ANN potential
correctly predicts all of the fundamental proprieties described above, if any property is not suitably
predicted, the database can be augmented with appropriate configurations and refit. Figure 4.3
shows that ANN potential finds the lowest energy state in HCP structure. The error in structural
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energy difference from HCP to FCC and BCC is 7.41% and 1.08% respectively compared to DFT.
This satisfied our motivation of finding experimentally observed ground state at atomistic scale
with correct c/a ratio.

4.4.2

Phonon dispersion

Figure 4.4 compares the phonon spectra obtained with the two potentials and results from
DFT calculations. Since phonons play an important role in a significant number of the physical
properties of solids i.e, as the thermal conductivity, agreement between the empirical potential and
ab initio results is important for correct thermal and mechanical behavior. The phonon spectrum for
the ANN does differ significantly from the DFT prediction. This would have the most significant
consequences for thermal transport effects such as the thermal conductivity or the heat capacity.
However, conductivity in metals will be dominated by electronic effects, which are not considered
by empirical potentials, and, as shown in Table IV, the heat capacity is well reproduced by the
potential. More subtle issues could occur around phase transformations or for alloys, but as Zn is
only known to exist in its hcp structure, this is not a concern for normal applications.

4.4.3

Force calculation

In the ANN, forces are calculated by direct differentiation of the ANN equation and ab initio
calculations also give the forces acting on individual atoms. Figure 4.5a shows the force components
in the x, y, and z directions from both DFT and ANN for the thermally perturbed HCP database.
4.5 shows the error distribution of the same database from figure 4.5a. The error is within ±2 eV/Å
. Figure 4.5c shows the angle between the predicted and actual force vectors is less than 10◦ on
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average. The RMSE between the force vectors from DFT and the ANN predicted value is 0.23
eV/Å

4.4.4

Variation of a and c with temperature

Most HCP metals, having a c/a ratio within 4% of the ideal close packed value, maintain
a relatively constant c/a ratio as a function of temperature [146]. However, in the case of Zn,
the behavior is significantly different. While both a and c increase linearly with temperature, the
growth in c is much faster than a causing the c/a ratio to increase from 1.826 at 0K to over 1.89 at
the melting temperature [209]. Figure 4.6 shows the variation of a and c with respect to temperature
from experiment as well as for the ANN potential and on of the potentials available in the literature.
MEAM(Dickel) shows the opposite behavior of the experimentally observed trend while the ANN
potential closely mirrors the experimental behavior at a slightly smaller lattice constant. A slight
anomaly is observed for temperature < 160K for ANN potential compared to experiments for a
axis. At lower temperature ∈ {0, 160K }, a axis keeps constant value for experiment, where as ANN
potential slightly increases with a slope of 3.04 × 10−5 in that temperature range. Following the
work of [209] the lattice parameters are fitted by least-squares equation p(T) = p0 + p1 · T. Table
4.5 summarizes the fitting equation parameters obtained from [209] and a comparison of ANN
and MEAM(Dickel) potential. The homogeneous behavior of ANN potential with experiments
makes the potential further suitable for large scale simulation to investigate dislocation properties
and other dynamics.
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4.4.5

Generalized stacking fault energies

Generalized stacking fault energies (GSFE) are important to understand the slip behavior of
crystalline solids. Correct GSFE energy is required to achieve accurate deformation slip in plastic
region. Figure 6.2 shows the GSFE energy curves along specific directions for the basal, prismatic,
pyramidal I and pyramidal II planes. In all the cases, the current ANN potential show reasonable
agreement with DFT calculations. This is in contrast to previous MEAM potentials. In particular,
the lower energy FCC state for the MEAM potential results in a negative stacking fault energy
along the partial dislocation direction in basal plane. The stable stacking fault energies, as shown in
Figure 6.2 are nearly identical with DFT. This despite the fact that stacking faults were not explicitly
included in the training database. The unstable stacking fault energies for the 13 [11̄00]{0001} partial
basal and stable stacking fault in 16 [11 − 20]{101̄0} prismatic plane are slightly lower than DFT
values by 25% and 16% respectively. Minimum energy to the I2 stable stacking fault energy
suggests a tendency for dislocation dissociation on that plane. Both pyramidal I hc + ai and II
planes show stable SF and unstable SF energies that are much higher than those for basal and
prismatic planes. According to Frank’s rule [122] dislocation dissociation is likely due to the large
hc + ai Burgers vector. It is also suggested from previous DFT calculation [316] that hc + ai
dissociation on the pyramidal II plane is greatly inclined over pyramidal I plane, in accordance
with experimental results[34, 230, 289]. The good agreement of this ANN potential with DFT
result for pyramidal II hc + ai slip plane should allow accurate modeling of plasticity in atomistic
simulation.
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4.4.6

Twin boundary energy

At the atomic scale, plasticity depends strongly on the ease of formation of planar defects such
as twins. We therefore calculated the twin boundary (TB) energy with DFT and compare with
MEAM(Dickel) the prediction from the ANN. Full periodic boundary conditions were applied in
our DFT calculations for both twins, and therefore, two twin boundaries exist in each supercell. In
each supercell 7 layers of atoms were created. Table 4.6 shows commonly observed twin system
for HCP Zn structure. It is seen that without explicitly any data of twin boundary in the training
dataset, the potential still finds accurate energies in comparison to DFT.

4.5

Conclusion
Zn, having a highly distorted c/a ratio, makes it a unique element to model compared to other

commonly used HCP metals [144]. Although it is a very important alloying element, the lack
of a reliable interatomic potential has made it difficult for researchers to investigate the dynamics
of Zn at the atomistic scale. It has been reported recently that limitations of the popular MEAM
formalism [22] prevent the creation of potentials for HCP structures with c/a ratio higher than
ideal [21]. Even at the electronic scale, ab initio studies have shown shown that it is difficult
to reproduce the experimentally observed structure, indicating discrepancies in the ground state
[302]. A relatively new pseudopotential, PBEsol [218], closely reproduces the experimentally
observed structure for Zn. We have used this pseudopotential to construct a database for the fitting
of an artificial neural network. The database used to train the network contains a wide variety of
environments that should allow reproduction of distorted lattices for various low energy crystal
structures, including elastic behavior, thermally excited structures, free surface and point defect
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structures. To construct the ANN, we have used a structural fingerprint motivated from by the
MEAM formalism by Dickel, Francis, and Barrett, which was used to create a neural network
potential for Ti [66] and which has been implemented in LAMMPS for large scale simulations
[67]. The resulting ANN has only 37 input neuons in the structural fingerprint and a single
hidden layer containing 20 neurons. We have shown that the potential successfully reproduces the
ground state structure of Zn and closely follows the experimentally observed trend in c/a ratio as
a function of temperature. The potential reproduced the DFT validation database with a RMSE
of 1.9901 meV/atom and successfully predicts elastic properties, various point defect energies,
generalized stacking fault energy curves, surface energies and forces. Although much of the data
used for validation is not included explicitly in the training database, the potential is nevertheless
capable of accurate prediction for these structures. The presented ANN potential is by far the
most accurate classical forcefield for Zn of which the authors are aware. In addition to continuing
to demonstrate the power of the ANN formalism to produce efficient and accurate potentials for
otherwise challenging material systems, the potential will allow researchers to study Zn at the
atomistic scale for a number of applications including plasticity at a variety of temperatures as the
c/a ratio changes dramatically from 0K to melt. This potential should prove to be a useful addition
for ANN type potentials for this important but challenging metal.
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Figure 4.1: Convergence of the network
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Table 4.3: DFT database used for features in input layers of ANN potential.
Sample description

Simple cubic cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
FCC primitive cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
BCC primitive cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
HCP unit cell w/ strains up to ± 10%
FCC 2 × 2 × 2 orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
BCC 3 × 3 × 3 orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
HCP 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
HCP 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
with one tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial
HCP 4 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
with vacancy cluster
Amorphous
HCP {0001} free surface
Total
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Atoms
per
simulation
1
1
1
2

Number
of
simulation
500
500
500
1800

Total
atomic
environment
500
500
500
3600

32

500

16000

54

500

27000

54

1500

81000

55

200

11000

67
57-62
54

100
20
500
7203

6700
1240
27000
81139

Table 4.4: Fundamental material properties of pure Zn using following units cohesive energy Ec
(eV), lattice parameter a, c (Å), bulk (B), shear (G) and elastic modulus C11, C12, C13, C33, C44, C66
f
(GPa), structural energy differences ∆E (eV/atom), vacancy formation energy Ev (eV), octahedral
and tetrahedral self interstitial energy (eV), surface energies of basal {0001}, prismatic {101̄0} ,
pyramidal I {101̄1}, pyramidal II {101̄2} plane (mJ/m2 ), stacking fault energy (mJ/m2 ), specific
heat Cp (J/mol K), melting point (K). The absolute percentage errors of ANN potential are calculated
with respect to DFT database.
Properties
Ec
a
c
c/a ratio at 0K
c/a ratio at 300K
B
G
C11
C12
C13
C33
C44
C66
∆EHCP→FCC
∆EHCP→BCC
f
EV
Eoctahedral
Etetrahedral
(0001)
Esur
f

DFT
1.31
2.615
4.74
1.813

Exp
1.35 Experimental cohesive energy by Ref. [240]
2.654 Experimental lattice constants by Ref. [209]
4.851 [209]
1.826 [209]
1.857 [209]
75.1 [162]
44.8 [162]
179.09 [7]
37.5[7]
55.4[7]
68.5 [7]
45.95 [7]
70.80 [7]
0.025 [72]
0.087 [72]
0.44 [72]

91.22
56.47
217.38
43.96
58.59
79.56
46.35
76.71
0.025
0.092
0.61
1.04
2.32
468.33

510 [182]

MEAM(Jang) MEAM results by [139] MEAM(Dickel) MEAM results by[69] ANN
1.09
1.35
1.35
2.78
2.667
2.653
4.50
4.941
4.809
1.619
1.852
1.813
1.623
1.806
1.851
70.51
76.68
93.19
40.38
35.20
36.82
133.43
151.6
175.52
47.02
46.7
79.41
41.51
56.5
63.15
122.42
67.8
76.28
34.14
45.2
31.21
43.20
52.4
48.05
0.0092
-0.036
0.027
0.079
0.045
0.093
0.44 [101]
1.52
0.72
1.07 [72]
3.77
1.02
3.98
6.52
2.31
448
524
463.50

Error(%)
2.96
1.43
1.43
0
2.11
53.35
23.85
44.64
7.22
4.3
48.51
59.64
7.41
1.08
15.27
1.96
0.43
1.04

(101̄0)
Esur
f

1547.28

1105.22

3159.33

1484.98

4.19

(101̄1)
Esur
f

1380.75

536.26

2210.58

1172.53

17.75

1420.04
64.84
120.14

481.72
14.85
169.4
26.4
690

1726.69
84.31
204.60
25.92
696

1313.15 8.13
70.39
7.88
123.29
2.55
23.41
558.59

(112̄2)
Esur
f
I1 basal stacking fault
I2 basal stacking fault
Cp (0 − 100)◦ C
Tmelt

25.4 [72]
692 [136]

Table 4.5: Fitting equation comparison of temperature effect on lattice parameters (Å) for experiments [209], ANN and MEAM(Dickel) [69]
Fitting equation
a(T) = p0 + p1 · T
Parameters
Expt.
ANN
MEAM
p0
2.655
2.653
2.667
p1
2.86×10−5 1.39×10−5 1.60×10−4

c(T) = p0 + p1 · T
Expt.
ANN
MEAM
4.8511
4.809
4.941
3.10×10−4 3.78×10−4 -1.41×10−4

c/a(T) = p0 + p1 · T
Expt.
ANN
MEAM
1.8263
1.813
1.852
9.9 ×10−5 1.33 ×10−4 -1.6 ×10−4

Table 4.6: Twin boundary (TB) energy for pure Zn
TB energy (mJ/m2 )
DFT
ANN
MEAM(Dickel)
{101̄2} mirror reflection 233.18 294.41 769.154
{112̄2} mirror reflection 1770.87 1929.51 8912.824

Twin system
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Figure 4.2: (left) Cohesive energy as a function of atomic volume for HCP crystallographic
structure. Although the MEAM(Dickel) potential predicts the correct cohesive energy, as shown
in Table 4.4, it finds the FCC state to be lower energy. (right) Cohesive energy for different BCC,
FCC and HCP structure using ANN potential where the circled markers and solid line represents
DFT and ANN potential respectively. The potential finds HCP as ground state structure and the
structural energy difference is calculated by ANN potential for HCP → FCC and HCP → BCC is
0.027 and 0.093 eV/atom respectively.

Figure 4.3: (left) Tensile and (right) shear strain comparison between ANN and DFT
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Figure 4.4: Phonon dispersion curves for Zn HCP structures according to (left) DFT and (right)
ANN potential
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Figure 4.5: (a) Force vectors comparison of DFT and ANN potential for thermally perturbed HCP
non-orthogonal supercells structure (b) Difference of force vectors between ANN and DFT (c)
Histogram of angular variation of force vectors
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Figure 4.6: Lattice parameters dependence as a function of temperature for Expt.[209], ANN and
MEAM(Dickel) [69]
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.7: Comparison of Generalized stacking fault energy curves between DFT, ANN and
MEAM(Dickel) potentials for the following planes (Solid black circle, red
 and blue dashed lines
1
are from DFT, RANN and MEAM (Dickel) respectively): (a) basal 3 11̄00 (0001) (b) basal




partial 13 112̄0 (0001) (c) prismatic 13 112̄0 87
101̄0 (d) pyramidal I 31 hai [1 1 2 0] (11-21) (e)
pyramidal l hc + ai 31 [1 1 2 3] (11-21) (f) pyramidal II hc + ai 31 [1 1 2 3] (11-22) planes

CHAPTER V
MACHINE LEARNING MODELS FOR PREDICTIVE MATERIALS SCIENCE FROM
FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS: AN APPLICATION TO TITANIUM AND ZIRCONIUM

This chapter is adapted from our previously published article: Mashroor S. Nitol, Doyl E.
Dickel and Christopher D. Barrett. Machine learning models for predictive materials science from
fundamental physics: An application to titanium and zirconium. Acta Materialia, 2021 [205].

5.1

Introduction
Titanium(Ti) and Zirconium (Zr), group IV elements with similar structural and mechanical

properties, plays a key role in military, automotive, and aerospace applications. Due to their high
strength to weight ratio (Ti) and corrosion resistance (Zr) such metals are useful in nuclear reactors
and numerous chemical applications [327, 303, 117]. Both of these metals, hexagonally-close
packed (hcp) under standard temperature and pressure, undergo diffusionless transformations to a
body-centered cubic (bcc) structure at high temperature and to an ω phase under high pressure. In
the absence of external pressure hcp α−Ti transforms to bcc β− at 1155K [74] with the transition
temperature decreasing to 900K under high pressure (≈7 GPa). α−Ti undergoes a pressure-driven
transformation to the non-closed packed hexagonal ω− phase first observed by [138]. The ω
phase of titanium is actually suspected to be the ground state structure at 0 pressure. At 0 GPa,
experimental results suggest the transition temperature between α - ω is found between ≈ 132 K
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[324] - 380K [262], although significant hysteresis at low temperature due to the metastability of
ω phase has made an exact determination difficult. Density functional theory (DFT) results have
suggested transition temperatures of 186K [189] and 152K [129]. The experimentally observed
triple point for the three phases has been measured as 9 GPa, 940 K [324], 8.0±0.7 GPa and
913±50 K [290] and 7.5 GPa, 913 K [330]. At room temperature, the α/ω transition is estimated
to occur at a pressure of 2±0.3 GPa [290, 330]. In Zr, the α − β phase transformation occurs at
1136K and the triple point is seen at a pressure of 4.9GPa and temperature of 953K [333]. Unlike
Ti, α−Zr is the ground state phase at zero temperature and pressure. The transition from α to ω
has been observed at pressures ranging from 2.0–6.0 GPa, varying with temperature, and occurs
around 2.2 GPa at room temperature [299, 137, 262]. The mechanism for transformation between
the α and ω phases for both metals has been the subject of considerable research, with two different
orientation relationships being observed experimentally. The Silcock mechanism [237, 237] has
the orientation relationship (OR) (0001)α || (11 − 20)ω and (11 − 20)α || (0001)ω , and the TAO-1
mechanism[291] has OR ((0001)α || (0 − 111)ω and (11 − 20)α || (01 − 11)ω ) . Both of these ORs,
Silcock[231, 3, 336, 169] and TAO-1[79, 335], have been observed in experiment. ab initio calculation indicates that for pressures below 10 GPa, TAO-1 has lowest energy barrier for both Ti and
Zr [88, 98, 329]. The β − ω transformation temperature for Zr is sensitive to pressure allowing ω−
Zr to transform into β-Zr at room temperature at extremely high pressures (35±3 GPa), [317, 318],
while ω− Ti is stable up to extreme pressures where it can transform to γ−Ti (orthorhombic) at
118 GPa [300].
The structural and mechanical properties in extreme conditions under high pressure and temperature has been a matter of extensive research for several years [151, 328, 291]. To thoroughly
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investigate the mechanical properties and behavior of such allotropic materials at the nano-scale,
the most effective tool is molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations based on semi-empirical interatomic potentials (SEIPs). In the last 15 years several classical SEIPs has been developed in an
attempt to understand the phase stability and transformation behavior of Ti and Zr. [147] developed
a modified embedded atom method (MEAM) potential [163] which included of second nearest
neighbour interactions, which focused on the α phase and was incapable of predicting transformation to either the β or ω phases. In 2008, a spline-fitting method based on MEAM, here referred
to as MEAM(Henning), was developed for Ti by [120] which was able to capture the correct 0K
energy differences among the three phases and dynamically demonstrate transformations among
them. Ko et al. produced a MEAM potential for Ti (MEAM(Ko)), which accurately reproduced
the α − β transformation as part of a potential for the for Ni-Ti alloy [152]. To calculate the
phase transition conditions both of these works (Henning and Ko) relied on dynamic heating and
cooling of systems at atomistic timescales, with Ko et al. demonstrating a large hysteresis (over
800K) in the transformation behavior, indicating significant overheating and cooling [68], obscuring the true transformation temperatures for these potentials. [65] (MEAM(Dickel)) determined
the equilibrium transition temperatures using a relative free energy calculation [191, 68, 166] and
demonstrated that both potentials overestimated the α − β transition temperature, each by several
hundred degrees. The same work also produced a new MEAM potential and used the same method
to demonstrate that it predicted a transformation temperature within 5K of the one observed experimentally. It was, however, not able to predict the ω phase. To date, no SEIP has been demonstrated
to correctly predict the equilibrium stability of all three phases for Ti in the correct regions of phase
space. While Zr has attracted similar interest particularly with regard to the behavior of interfaces
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and the plastic behavior of the ω phase [157], there does not appear to be an SEIP available for it
which can reproduce any of the correct phase behavior. In general, SEIPs suffer from inflexibility
and limited accuracy due to the limited number of fitting parameter, particularly for materials with
a large number of allotropes, such as Ti and Zr, where the local environment can vary extensively.
Improved computational tools for ab initio calculations have allowed researchers to use density
functional theory (DFT) to explore underlying mechanism of transition among the multiple phases
of Ti and Zr [169, 157, 88]. However, DFT methods are prohibitively costly for systems of more
than a few dozen atoms, making large-scale dynamic simulations impractical. However, machine
learning (ML) tools have been introduced in material science to develop DFT accurate interatomic
potentials (IPs) to model materials at a larger scale. ML potentials based on Gaussian approxiamation (GAP)[75], kernel ridge regression [130, 337], spectral neighbor analysis (SNAP) [287]
and artificial neural network (ANN) potentials based on the Behler and Parrinello [33] fingerprints
have been developed for bcc iron [199], Mg [273] Al-Mg-Si alloys [153], TiO2 [12], carbon [145],
sodium [80], zinc oxide [11], germanium telluride [268], copper [10], gold [40], and Ti [280],
among others. Despite the ability of these formalism to accurately reproduce the DFT data used
to train them, the lack of physical motivation for the structural fingerprint can increase computational complexity and limit transferability, leading to the development of ANN potentials with
fingerprints motivation by the MEAM formalism [280, 66, 67, 204, 206]. To demonstrate that ML
potentials could be effectively used for allotropic materials, [337] recently developed a Zr potential
using kernel ridge regression to reproduce the Zr phase diagram. However, this potential failed to
clarify the unstable phonon of bcc Zr at low temperature. [235] improved on this deficiency by
introducing a MLIP based on the GAP model, which only focused on achieving DFT accuracy for
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the elastic constant and phonon frequencies. While faster than DFT, GAP potentials are still orders
of magnitude slower than classical SEIPs [225]. Another attempt was carried out based on-the-fly
machine learning force fields by [175] to improve the phonon spectra and reproduce the α − β
phase transition temperature. For each of the MLIPs, phase transitions were determined using
dynamic simulation of changing temperature and pressure causing the same uncertainty and hysteresis as was seen with SEIPs, with some cases only observing the transformation in one direction
to predict the transition temperature. To the authors’ knowledge no potential, either SEIP or MLIP
has been reported which reproduces the experimental phase diagrams of Ti and Zr for all three
phases using reliable methods, such as free energy calculations, to determine the transformation
conditions.[166, 191].
We present here MLIPs for both Ti and Zr using the recently introduced Rapid Artificial Neural
Network (RANN) [67] potential style. This style, incorporated in a LAMMPS [223] molecular
dynamics package subroutine, utilizes angular screening and fingerprints inspired by the MEAM
formalism, allowing for shorter neighbor lists and improving computational time without loss of
accuracy. It has been shown that this implementation can replicate speeds comparable to traditional
models while maintaining high agreement (≈1meV/atom) with DFT. This formalism has been used
to predict slip modes in Mg [206] and successfully model the structure of zinc [204] for the first
time. The developed potentials for Ti and Zr, as a pure prediction, determine the phase diagrams
and triples points to high accuracy using a relative free energy calculation. Additionally, the phonon
spectra of both elements, including instabilities in the β phase are reproduced. Mechanisms for
each transformation are also observed in dynamic simulation. Based on their accuracy and speed,
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these MLIPs should be able to provide extensive information on the nanoscale behavior of both of
these important metals.
The significance of this is that these ANN forcefields correctly capture physics outside of their
training set, indicating that the ANN has truly approximated the guiding equations for the material
system. This predictive ability is not present in empirical forcefield models. If the same techniques
continue to succeed at higher length and temporal scales, they will usher in a revolution in materials
science. This would enable fully predictive material design where computational models derived
only from the fundamental equations of physics are used to identify new material recipes and
processing techniques which are then synthesized and validated experimentally.

5.2

Methods
Artifical neural networks (ANNs) were trained independently for elemental titanium and zir-

conium using a database of density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The databases were
designed to contain information on stress and thermal perturbations of the three bulk phases as
well as point and surface defects so that the ANNs could accurately reproduce the breadth of physically realistic scenarios which might be reproduced in simulation. These were constructed using the
open-source Quantum-Espresso [99] software. The generalized gradient approximation with PBE
parameterization[218] was used with ionic cores being described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials.
Plane wave energy cutoffs of 90 Ry were used for both Ti and Zr. A 20×20×20 K-point grid was
used for calculations of hcp, bcc, fcc and ω primitive cells, with equal densities in K-point space
being used for larger supercells. Energies for each of the simulations in the training database were
converged to 1e-8 Ry/atom. Each database contained over 10,000 simulations and comprised over
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300,000 unique atomic environments. Particular details of the structures for which calculations
were performed can be found in the Supplementary Material.
The ANNs were of the feed-forward perceptron type and used an L 2 norm of the DFT system
energies with regularization as the loss function:
m 
L

 1Õ
2
λ Õ
WL
J W [1], B[1], ...W [L], W [L] =
Ŷ (i) − Y (i) +
m i=1
2m i=1

2
F

(5.1)

Here Ŷ is the prediction of the energy from the output layer of the ANN and Y the energy given
by DFT, λ = 1e − 4 is the regularization parameter and m is the number of training points.
While forces can additionally be calculated by differentiation of the ANN and included in the loss
function, they have been excluded here as their inclusion dramatically increases the time required
to train potentials. As they are not trained over, forces can also be included as a validation target
to help determine the quality of the potential. Training of the weights and biases followed the
Levenberg-Marquardt[198] algorithm with 90% of the simulations of each type (Table 1 in the
Supplementary Material) used in the training algorithm with 10% held out for validation.
Each ANN contained a single hidden layer of 20 neurons. The structural fingerprints used as
input layers for each network were based on the RANN formalism [67] with the Ti network using
an input layer containing 45 fingerprints and the Zr containing 37.
All molecular static (MS) and molecular dynamic (MD) simulations using the ANN potentials
were performed using LAMMPS [223] with the RANN pair style[67]. Calculation of the I1 ,
I2 , E, and T2 stacking fault energies, generalized stacking fault energies and γ-surfaces allowed
relaxation of atomic positions in the direction normal to the slip plane. Simulations of dynamic
phase transformation from the β phase were performed using a 3D periodic system of 2048 atoms
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under NPT conditions. The α-ω two phase system contained 6048 atoms evenly split between
the α and ω regions and evolved under NPT conditions. The interface was oriented normal to
(0 1 1 0)ω ||(1 1 0 0)α following [263] with (0 0 0 1)ω ||(1 1 2 0)α .
While direct observation of the phase transformations at the MD scale are useful to understand
transformation pathways and mechanisms and the rates of interface motion, they are not effective
at determining the equilibrium phase transformation conditions. The presence of energetic barriers
along transformation pathways can delay the transformation, particularly in pristine single crystal
systems, to timescales well beyond what can be simulated in MD. As a result, attempts to measure
the temperature and pressure at which transformation occur typically show large hysteresis effects
with significant overheating and undercooling depending on the direction of the transformation[68,
152]. In order to more accurately determine the equilibrium phase diagram for a potential from
MD results, we calculate the relative Gibbs free energy of phases as a function of temperature and
pressure and use the change in sign as the marker of the equilibrium phase transition. The change
in free energy with temperature can be calculated using the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation[166]:
∂

G
T

∂T

!

=−
p

H
T2

(5.2)

where G is the Gibbs free energy, T is the temperature, p is the pressure, and H is the enthalpy.
The enthalpy of a phase at a given temperature and pressure can be readily calculated from MD
simulation. Phase enthalpies were calculated by averaging the energy of a 3D periodic cell of 2048
atoms in the given phase under NPT conditions for 1ns. To determine the relative free energy of
two phases, a reference phase is required with which phase equilibrium can be easily established.
For the determination of the phase diagram used here, we use the liquid phase as the reference,
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although other phases could in theory be used[166]. By calculating the melting point of each
phase as a function of pressure as well as the enthalpies of each phase for various temperatures and
pressures, ∆G can be determined by integrating equation 5.2:
1
G (Tmelt )
∆G =
+
T
Tmelt

∫
T

Tmelt

H (T 0) 0
dT
2
T0

(5.3)

The melting temperature for each phase was determined by creating a two phase solid-liquid system
of 18432 atoms which was allowed to evolve under constant energy conditions with the volume
controlled to produce the desired pressure. The initial total energy of the system was controlled
to ensure the stability of both phases (neither complete melting or solidification was observed).
After the interface stabilized, the average temperature was measured over 1 ns of simulation time
to determine the melting temperature. This temperature is both the equilibrium Gibbs free energy
used as a reference point for integration of equation 5.2 and the actual melting temperature of each
phase predicted by the potentials. As the β phase melting temperature is the highest, its value
represents the actual melting point predicted by the potentials.

5.3

Results
The optimized RANN potentials agreed with the system energies from the training database

with a RMSE of 1.77 meV/atom and 2.54 meV/atom for Ti and Zr respectively. Table 5.1 shows
the agreement of the ANNs with both DFT and experiment for a number of simple mechanical
properties including lattice constant, cohesive energy, and elastic constants for all three phases.
Additionally, the ANNs were used to predict the energy vs volume curves for each phase as well
as the forces acting on individual atoms under thermal perturbation from the equilibrium structure
for each phase. The comparison between DFT database and ANN prediction are shown in figure
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A.2 and indicate a RMSE in the forces, which were not used in the training, of 0.248 eV/ (Ti) and
0.230 eV/ (Zr). The energy-volume prediction by the ANN correctly reproduces the small energy
difference between the α and ω phases and indicates the ω phase will be the equilibrium phase at
high pressure. The ANN predicts ω will be the equilibrium phase at zero temperature and pressure,
in agreement with experiment and first principles studies [324, 262, 189, 129] for Ti and predicts α
Zr will transform to ω at a pressure of 1.73 GPa, similar to experimental measurements[137, 262].
In order to demonstrate not only agreement with the training data, but also that the potentials
reproduce important mechanical properties, figure 6.2 shows the generalized stacking fault energies
in the basal, prismatic, pyramidal I and pyramidal II planes as predicted by the RANN potentials as
well as existing classical potentials which have been used to model Ti and Zr allotropes and results
from DFT. Additionally, the γ-surface for the basal plane is shown in Figure 5.3. Both potentials
so clear improvements in describing plastic behavior over the existing potentials which attempt to
capture phase transitions. Dislocation core structures are were also considered and are shown in
the Supplementary Material.
With accurate predictions for the MS calculations for all three phases, we next consider the
dynamic evolution of the phases at temperature. By cooling a large, 3D periodic supercell of β-Ti
or Zr at zero pressure, a martensitic transformation to the α phase is observed. The transformation
follows a simple shear-and-shuffle mechanism with the [1 1 0] β direction aligning with [0 0 0 1]α
and [1 1 1] β aligning with [1 0 1 0]α . If the same β phase structure is cooled at high pressure
instead, the β phases transforms to ω with the (0 1 1 0)ω plane growing along βh1 1 1i direction.
Figure 5.4 shows the evolution from a pure bcc structure to either the hcp or hexagonal structure
depending on the applied hydrostatic pressure.
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The transformation from the β phase to either α or ω is caused by the imaginary values of
phonon frequencies at low temperature along the T-[110] branch at the N point and the L- 23 [111]
phonon respectively[337, 120]. This phonon instability, reproduced by the ANN potentials (See
Supplementary Figure 1), indicates that the transformation will happen spontaneously with virtually
no thermal barrier below the temperature at which the phonons become unstable. For the direct
transformation between the α and ω phases, however, modeling of the transformation pathways
indicate that the presence of an energetic barrier at 0K [88, 329]. Such a barrier allows both the α
and ω phases to be metastable for extended periods of time in regions of the temperature-pressure
space where they are not the equilibrium phase[262]. To facilitate the transformation between these
phases on MD length and time scales, a two phase system was constructed with half the system an
α grain and the other half ω. By varying the temperature and pressure under which the system was
allowed to evolve, transformation of the entire system to either the α or ω phase could be observed
for both Ti and Zr. The motion of the interface for both cases is shown in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.6 shows a few examples of the relative free energy calculated using the Gibbs free
energy method at zero pressure. The sign change in ∆G indicates a transition in the equilibrium
phase diagram. Applying this method over the entire temperature and pressure range of interest,
a complete equilibrium phase diagram is developed for the Ti and Zr ANN potentials. Figure
A.1 shows these phase diagrams in addition to experimental data. Agreement between the two
is excellent with the zero pressure α-β transitions being predicted to occur at 1132 K and 1092
K compared to 1155 K and 1136 K observed experimentally for Ti and Zr respectively, errors of
2.0% and 4.02%. The ANN for Ti predicts a transition from ω to α at 80K, within the bounds
established experimentally and predicted by ab initio calculation [262, 189, 129]. As pressure is
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increased at a temperature of 300 K, the transformations to ω are predicted to occur at 2.4 GPa
for Ti and 3.0 GPa for Zr compared to the experimental bounds of 2±0.3 GPa and 3.4 GPa. The
triple point for Ti among the three solid phases is predicted to occur at 1058.5 K and 8.7 GPa
within the experimentally established bounds (900-1100 K and 8-9 GPa). Similarly, The potential
for Zr gives a prediction of 934.8 K and 4.87 GPa, within the experimental range (950-1050K
and 5-6 GPa). The slopes of the individual transition lines are also seen to agree closely with
experiment. Of particular note, the β-ω transformation is observed to be relatively insensitive to
pressure for Ti while for Zr, the temperature decreases rapidly as pressure increases. The ANN
models successfully reproduce these trends to high accuracy. It should be noted that these results
are pure predictions of the ANN models and were not explicitly used in their training.

5.4

Conclusion
In this current study we present new neural network potentials using the RANN [67] style,

for the transition metals Ti and Zr. Both potentials reproduce the DFT training data to less
than 5meV/atom accuracy and accurately predict fundamental materials properties for all three
experimentally observed phases at near classical MD speed. The presented potentials are able
to predict, without additional fitting, the experimentally observed transition temperature among
all three phases for both metals to high accuracy using a calculation of the relative free energy,
avoiding the ambiguity associated with direct dynamic observation. Dynamic transformation
among all three phases as well as melting are also reproduced with these potentials allowing them
to be used to study the mechanisms and kinetics of each transformation in simulation.
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The ANNs’ predictions agree exceptionally well with experimental and first principles results.
The range of training data available to the ANNs consisted only of bulk structures for the experimentally observed phases, as well as fcc and simple cubic structures. The atoms in these structures
were perturbed randomly from their equilibrium sites to simulate the effect of finite temperature
fluctuations, and simulations included vacancies and free surfaces for a few high symmetry orientations. Given this coordinate data and the accompanying system energies, the ANN models were
able to correctly predict atomic forces, transformation pathways between phases, and the motion of
the α-ω interface. Most impressively, the ANN predicted the equilibrium phase diagram. The reproduction of all these properties not included in training indicates the ANN potentials have a high
degree of predictive power. Additionally, each phase transformation was reproduced dynamically
in simulation under the correct temperature and pressure conditions.
The behavior of all three phases are relevant for many applications. The majority of Ti
alloys rely on the presence of both α and β phases to optimize performance and control of the
microstructure is key to producing the desired material properties[143, 89, 132]. Shock loading
of both Ti and Zr leads to the formation of the ω phase, large amounts of which are often retained
even after unloading[200]. It has also been proposed that the formation of ω grains plays a role in
the β-α transition in real materials[8]. Previous effort to reproduce the atomistic properties of Ti
and Zr were unable to reproduce the full phase diagram with sufficient accuracy to meaningfully
study the complex interactions among these phases, with most only able to reproduce the α and
possibly β phases, albeit with incorrect thermodynamics[147, 120, 152, 65]. Thus, these new
accurate potentials enable much needed direct simulations of the phase transitions and accurate
microstructures in Ti and Zr materials.
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Looking more broadly, this work showcases a new powerful method of obtaining phase diagrams
for a wide variety of metals. The prediction of phase diagrams is an active area of research which
is mostly dominated by CALPHAD, an empirical method calibrated to experimental and DFT
data[177]. Additionally, the cluster expansion method can compute phase transitions entirely
from first principles, though its success requires extensive prior knowledge of the existing phase
structures. Empirical atomistic potentials have also been used to study phase transitions, but
their accuracy tends to be unreliable[68]. Unlike previous methods, the ANN potentials are full
material models, capable of reproducing both static and dynamic properties, based entirely on first
principles. Moreover, developing reliable ANN potentials tends to be easier than other methods.
The main difficulty is the required computational time to develop a DFT database for the material
in question which adequately samples that material’s phase space. Thus, we expect this technique
to be invaluable in alloy design for complex materials in which the complete phase diagrams are
not known experimentally.
Overall, the success of the ANN potentials lends credence to the concept that any material has a
governing equation which describes all its properties based on certain input variables. This implies
that the governing equation may be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a closed form computation. The methods employed here can be used to rapidly develop accurate atomic-scale potentials
for practically all materials. This will enable not just phase transitions, but many other properties
to be accurately studied at the atomic scale for the first time. If similar techniques can be used to
model higher scales with the appropriate input variables and approximation schemes, macroscale
structural behavior may become fully predictable based on fundamental physics. Remarkably, the
reliability of this method of scaling and approximating appears to be unreasonably good based
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on uncertainty analysis, as has been previously noted even for empirical models. Although much
work is still needed to fully understand this, it appears that effects of the renomalization group can
explain this windfall [306].
This work also has implications regarding how neural networks and similar techniques can be
applied to revolutionize other fields. Neural networks enable an unprecedented sophistication in
efficiently approximating solutions to untenable systems of equations. This has been previously
demonstrated, for instance, to solve problems in turbulence modeling [87] and heat flow [279].
More significantly, they work in situations where the general system of equations itself is unspecified
and only specific solutions are known. This has been demonstrated for image recognition [236],
handwriting recognition [183], game play strategy [264], and medical diagnosis [178]. In some
ways, this has revealed new frontiers of the unknown; there is much yet to be discovered regarding
the use and function of neural networks themselves. However, to science as a whole, the advent of
neural networks is similar to the advent of computers. What once required long hours of manual
computation and analysis can now be replaced by faster automated technology.
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Table 5.1: Fundamental material properties of Ti and Zr at different phases using following units:
cohesive energy of HCP phase Ec (eV), lattice parameter a (Å), elastic modulii Cx y (GPa), structural
energy differences ∆E (meV/atom), SFEs (mJ/m2 ), melting point of different phases (K). All DFT
results are from the current study. Absolute percentage error compared to DFT are shown in
parenthesis.
Properties
Ti
Ec
aÅ
c/a ratio
C11
C33
C44
C12
C13
∆Eα→ω
∆Eα→β
∆Eα→ f c c
∆Eα→a15
∆Eα→s c
∆Eα→d c
I1 SFE
I2 SFE
E SFE
T2 SFE
Tm
Zr
Ec
aÅ
c/a ratio
C11
C33
C44
C12
C13
∆Eα→ω
∆Eα→β
∆Eα→ f c c
∆Eα→a15
∆Eα→s c
∆Eα→d c
I1 SFE
I2 SFE
E SFE
T2 SFE
Tm

Exp
4.85 [150]
2.951 [16]
1.586 [16]
176.1 [85]
190.5 [85]
50.8[85]
86.9 [85]
68.3[85]

6.25 [150]
3.231[215]
1.603[215]
155.4[85]
172.5 [85]
36.3[85]
67.2[85]
64.6 [85]

DFT
α
4.85
2.946
1.586
176.8
192.22
41.18
82.71
74.61
-3.33
111.63
58.11
152.44
415.57
1474.65
172
287
433
298

6.25
3.231
1.598
147.78
168.29
25.41
70.66
65.51
0.17
84.62
42.34
137.95
882.34
2407.08
149
194
264
202

ANN
4.85 (0.0)
2.946 (0.0)
1.578 (0.51)
175.16 (0.94)
196.02 (1.94)
39.14 (5.21)
81.60 (1.36)
74.17 (0.59)
-3.33
112.13
58.79
35.62
802.44
1537.54
162 (5.81)
263 (8.36)
404.2 (6.65)
267 (10.4)
1515.18
6.25 (0.0)
3.231 (0.00)
1.604 (0.13)
151.27 (2.31)
167.03(0.75)
30.86 (17.66)
63.52(11.24)
64.50 (1.56)
0.14
84.95
40.39
130.01
881.73
2047.64
117 (27.35)
158 (22.78)
242 (9.09)
167 ( 20.95)
1323.14

Exp

DFT
β

ANN

3.306 [16]

3.26

3.26 (0.0)

134 [85]

88.91

84.19 (5.6)

36 [85]
110[85]

41.72
111.83

38.1 (9.51)
115.57 (3.24)

1914

3.573

3.574 (0..03)

82[85]

84.2

87.95 (4.26)

29 [85]
91.4 [85]

34.67
88.68

39.84(12.97)
88.46 (0.24)
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DFT

4.59
0.621
198.41
246.12
53.85
84.13
52.92

1825.14

3.57 [16]

2128

Exp

1888.16

ω

ANN

4.58 (0.21)
0.622 (0.16)
205.33 (3.37)
251.89 (2.29)
53.49 (0.67)
87.80 (4.18)
48.97 (8.07)

1106.44

5.039
0.623
168.53
195.31
31.41
70.79
46.16

5.044 (0.06)
0.625 (0.32)
169.48 (0.56)
198.12(1.42)
33.89 (7.31)
59.14 (19.69)
54.93 (15.96)

1086.02

(a) Ti

(b) Zr

Figure 5.1: (right column) Force vector comparison between DFT and ANN potentials for Ti (a)
and Zr (b) for thermally perturbed α, β and ω supercells. (left column) Cohesive energy of Ti and
Zr as a function of volume. The potential finds ω as ground state structure for Ti with the energy of
the α phase 3.3 meV higher than ω and the cohesive energy of the β phase 99.3 meV higher than α.
In Zr, ω is found to be the ground state structure with an energy 0.15 meV below α and 84.7 meV
below β. Here, green, red and blue color reflects β,α and ω crystalline structures respectively. The
discrete points in the Energy-volume curves are the results of DFT calculations used in the fitting
of the RANN potentials.
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Ti

Zr

Figure 5.2: GSFE curves for basal, prismatic, pyramidal-I, and pyramidal-II slip in Ti (top) and Zr
(bottom) for the new RANN potentials and existing empirical potentials. Here, MEAM1, MEAM2,
MEAM3 and EAM Ti potentials refer to Dickel et al [65],Ko et al[152], Hennig et al. [120], and
Mendelev et al. [191] respectively. For Zr, the EAM potential is from Mendelev et al.[190].
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Figure 5.3: Basal γ-surfaces for Ti (left) and Zr (right) using the RANN potential. The potentials
show good agreement with ab initio calculations for both Ti and Zr by Yu et al. [326] and Clouet
[54] respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Phase transformation of Ti (top 2) and Zr (bottom 2) ANN potentials from β to α and
ω under isothermal, isobaric conditions. The Ackland-Jones modifier [2] is used in OVITO to
identify crystal structures[275], which interprets the ω phase as alternative β and α layers. (shown
in bottom most figure)
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Figure 5.5: The motion of the α/ω interface as a function of temperature and pressure for Ti and
Zr. The interface are created using Silcock pathways following recent ab inito and experimental
studies [169]. Atoms are colored as in 5.4.
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Figure 5.6: Relative Gibbs free energies as calculated using equation 5.3 for a few sample phase
pairs at 0 pressure: (top)α − β Ti, α − ω Ti, and (bottom) α − β Zr
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Figure 5.7: Phase diagram of Ti and Zr. The solid markers are the points calculated directly
from the relative free energy equation. The hollow markers are taken from experiment [324, 331].
For both potentials blue, red, black, and green colored markers represent the four different phase
boundaries between α, β, ω, and the liquid phase. The β-liquid coexistence points were determined
from the melting point calculations used to establish the Gibbs free energy reference.
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CHAPTER VI
UNRAVELING MG hC + Ai SLIP USING NEURAL NETWORK POTENTIAL

This chapter is adapted from our manuscript under review: Mashroor S. Nitol, Sungkwang
Mun, Doyl E. Dickel and Christopher D. Barrett. Unraveling Mg hc + ai slip using neural network
potential, Philosophical Magazine, 2021 [206].

6.1

Introduction
Over the last decade Magnesium (Mg) has been studied extensively because of its low density

and high specific strength. Mg’s poor ductility and formability at room temperature limit application
to create structural components. This is because the stress required for basal slip is significantly
lower than that for non-basal slip (pyramidal II) and twinning, creating plastic anisotropy, which
in turn leads to sharp textures, and eventually failure arises due to strain localization. Therefore,
extensive work has been done attempting to either suppress twinning or encourage pyramidal slip
with various alloying and processing strategies.
Plastic deformation inducing hci axis contraction is achieved mainly by dislocation glide
on pyramidal II {1 1 2 2} plane in the hc + ai direction. In 1960-70’s experimental studies using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques concluded that deformed specimen confirmed
the presence of pyramidal II [1 1 2 3](1 1 2 2) slip system [272, 210, 307, 323]. The reason they do
not provide more ductility at room temperature may be partially attributed to a very large Burgers
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vector, and partially to the non-planar dissociation of the edge components [312]. Wu et a [312]
claims that the edge hc + ai dislocations are sessile, but it is not clear whether the observed activity
of the hc + ai can be attributed only to screw components and short-lived edge components which
have not yet dissociated.
This might suggest that hc + ai dislocation cannot provide the needed ductility for industry,
but they have been observed to provide much more ductility under certain circumstances. hc + ai
dislocations become much more active at elevated temperatures [5], and in rare-earth containing
Mg alloys [134]. This may be due to enhancing the favorability of cross-slip onto the pyramidal
I plane [6, 311] to get around the sessile edge components, although other ideas have been raised
as well [134]. Despite advancements so far, magnesium alloys have not become ductile enough
to achieve market penetration for mass production. This may be attributed to a persistent gap in
understanding of the interactions between the various slip and twinning mechanisms at the atomic
scale and how they enable or prohibit plasticity.
In particular, the complex interplay between pyramidal I slip and pyramidal II slip is not fully
elucidated. Some recent studies have shown at room temperature under quasi static compression
along hci axis, pyramidal hc + ai dislocations glide on 1st order [319] or both pyramidal planes
[250, 82, 245]. On the other hand, experiments of compression along [0001] axis [148, 95, 49,
173, 277] and ab initio [115, 96, 321, 316, 314] support the argument that the pyramidal II plane
is dominant over the pyramidal I plane.
The claim of dominance of hc + ai slip on Pyr. II planes from ab inito and experimentally
observation has not generally been confirmed by atomistic calculations. Embedded-atom method
(EAM) [60] potentials [176, 276] (referred as EAM(Liu) and EAM(Sun) respectively hereafter)
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have been studied to investigate to study plasticity behavior of Mg single crystal. Research [320,
261, 96] to study plastic behavior of pure Mg, specially hc + ai dislocations using both EAM(Liu)
and EAM(Sun) potentials have failed to predict dislocation core structures as well as generalized
stacking fault energy, Peierls stress well enough to properly distinguish between the two similar
slip modes. Later popular second nearest neighbor modified embedded-atom method (MEAM)
[24, 164] potentials [146, 315] show an improvement in dislocation core structures compared
to prior EAM potentials. Among the two MEAM potentials, Wu et al.[315] (MEAM(Wu))
showed advantages in fracture studies. Without doubt, MEAM(Wu) shows excellent DFT accuracy.
However, performing simulations with methods like those used by Fan et al. [82] demonstrate that,
similar to the MEAM(Kim) potential, it preferentially nucleates slip on 1st order pyramidal planes.
This suggests that the hc + ai properties are sensitive to the simulation mechanism, since
molecular statics indicates that the MEAM(Wu) potential does prefer the Pyr. II plane [312]. In
particular, very high strain-rates with a lack of pre-existing hc + ai defects leads to a necessity to
rapidly nucleate and move hc + ai defects at extreme stress. In this setting, it appears that Pyr. I is
preferred. This may have no bearing on quasistatic properties of magnesium, since at stresses and
strain-rates corresponding to typical experiments, the Pyr. II is preferred. It is also possible that the
MEAM(Wu) potential and the others simply do not capture the two similar hc + ai mechanisms
with sufficient fidelity to properly distinguish them.
In order to resolve the challenges regarding the interplay between Pyr. I and Pyr. II slip and
their interactions with other mechanisms, it is critical to have reliable potentials and to make the
right measurements with them to gain insights for higher scales. To further probe this issue, we
tested multiple potentials to observe preferable slip planes in hci axis compression deformation,
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with pre-existing hc + ai dislocations. We focus here on using molecular dynamics rather than
molecular statics to compare the slip modes. Since the energies of Pyr. I and Pyr. II are very
similar, subtle effects like raising the temperature or applying loading can have a pronounced
effect on the results. Therefore, we deem the best way to find which mechanism is preferred and
how the dislocation evolves to be directly simulating it at stresses and temperatures comparable to
experiments.
We used the MEAM(Wu) potential in addition to a new rapid atomistic neural network (RANN)
potential for Mg. Machine learning based interatomic potentials show outstanding performance in
DFT accuracy for pure Mg [70], Al-Mg-Si alloys [153], TiO2 [12], carbon [145], sodium [80], zinc
oxide [11], germanium telluride [268], copper [10], gold [40], and Ti [280]. Physically motivated
features based on the MEAM formalism have been introduced [280] and successfully show DFT
quality result for Mg as well as Ti [66] and Zn [204]. Here we use the same methodology to
create our structural fingerprints and used a feed-forward artificial neural network (RANN), as
in [66]. Since the fingerprints can capture almost DFT-level accuracy, we were confident that if
a sensitivity to interatomic potential exists for the preference of hc + ai slip plane, the RANN
potential should elucidate it. The RANN potential formulation has been incorporated into Largescale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [223] software by Dickel et al
[67] which shows it can run near the speed of MEAM for lightweight RANN potentials.

6.2

Development of the rapid artificial neural network potential for Mg
A multilayer perceptron artificial neural network is used to create the potential following the

work of [204]. The machine learned interatomic potential maps an input layer consisting of a
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structural fingerprint which describes the local atomic environment of an individual atom to a
predicted energy of that atom at the output layer. The structural fingerprint used here to describe
local atomic environment is created based on MEAM formalism, with the intention of making the
potential more physically motivated. The reader is referred to [204] for a more thorough derivation
and detailed description of structural fingerprints. A short description is as follows: There are two
types of features used to create the fingerprint. First, the pair interaction from the central atom to
local neighbors with an exponential decay is used following the structure of the partial electron
density used in MEAM. This behavior follows from quantum mechanics where in the ground state,
the electron density of an atom is known to exponentially decrease as a function of the distance
from the nucleus. Here n is taken as ∈ {−1...3} which gives 5 two-body features, α is calculated
from the experimental bulk modulus as described in MEAM [69], but this is in principle a meta
parameter in the RANN which can be modified to improve computational efficiency or predictive
capability. The neighbor cutoff distance rc is taken as 6 Å with the width of the cutoff ∆r as shown
in Table A.2. The cutoff distance covers at least fifth neighbors as suggested by the MEAM (Wu)
potential. Although the larger cutoff distances compromises computational efficiency, it provides
better accuracy. In addition to the pair potential features, three body terms are also included
in the fingerprint to get the effect of coordination, which is angle dependency in MEAM. m is
taken as ∈ {0...7} and with 4 different βk gives 8×4=32 3-body features. The RANN used here
consists of a single hidden layer with 20 neurons followed by the output layer. The full network
architecture is 37x20x1 neurons, with 37 features being used to construct the structural fingerprint.
The meta-parameters used to create fingerprints are as follows:
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Table 6.1: Meta parameters value
Variable parameters
m
n
re ()
α
βk
rc ()
∆r

Values
∈ {0...7}
∈ {−1...3}
3.1936
5.52
1,2,6,9
6.0
rc − re

In training the network to determine the weight and bias matrices, 10% of the data is held out
at random from each of the sample sets to be used for validation. The predicted value from the
output layer is compared to the known energy from DFT. Here root-mean-square error (RMSE)
of training and validation data is 1.96 and 2.03 meV/atom respectively. The high accuracy of the
validation set confirms that the potential is not overfit and this high level of accuracy should be
maintained across the structures spRANNed by the database.
A fairly large database is needed to ensure the wide range of atomic environments. The
energies of different structures are calculated by DFT using Quantum Espresso [99] with the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation functional and PBEsol [218]
ultra soft pseudo potential [298]. An 24×24×24 kpoint grid, displaced by half a grid step was
selected for calculations of the hcp unitcell, with equal densities being selected for larger supercells
(4×4×4 grid for a 3×3×3 hcp supercell). For all DFT calculations, the kinetic energy cutoff is taken
as 90 Ry and 0.02 Ry as a gaussian spreading for brillouin−zone integration. In all DFT calculation
Marzari−Vanderbilt [187] type smearing is used. The training database is created in a manner
that should allow the MLIP to reproduce various distorted lattice structures, thermal perturbation,
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defects and free surfaces. Table B.1 summarizes the systems used in the database. These include
lattice distortions up to 15% from equilibrium for primitive cells of common crystal structures
including simple cubic (sc), face centered cubic (fcc), body centered cubic (bcc) and hexagonal
closed packed (hcp) structures. Most of the distorted structural data are within the elastic region
(6%) so as to correctly predict the elastic behavior of pristine structures. A few highly distorted
(≈ 15%) structures are added to correctly predict the transition to isolated atoms. While the non-hcp
structures are not observed experimentally in Mg they are included to increase the transferability
of the potential following insights from multistate MEAM [23]. The distorted data is created by
hydrostatic volumetric compression and expansion of unitcell maintaining constant c/a ratio as
well as uniaxial deformation along a and c axis with various c/a ratios. In both cases all degrees of
freedom of cell vectors around equilibrium state are disturbed which helps the network to identify
elastic response of the bulk structure. A total of 8600 atomic environments are used in the lattice
distortion database. To include the effects of thermal perturbations, 3×3×3 supercells of hcp and
bcc (54 atoms)and 2×2×2 supercells of fcc (32 atoms) are created with atoms displaced from
their relaxed ground-state position by a randomly generated vector within a cutoff distance ranging
from 0.1 − 0.5. The cutoff radius was determined to match excitation at a given temperature.
The temperature of a given system was estimated by the per atom difference of energy between
the perturbed system and the ground state divided by Boltzmann constant k B . Perturbations were
chosen to sample temperature in the range ≈ 100 − 1000K which includes the experimental melting
point (922K).
In order to include information about interstitial defects, 200 simulations were carried out.
Tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial were inserted in a bulk 3×3×3 hcp supercell containing 54
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atoms. About 100 simulations were performed with vacancies generated by removing 5 atoms in
a supercell initially containing 72 atoms in a 4×3×3 hcp supercell. These defective environments
help the network to predict behavior of the metal around these common defect structures. Finally to
include the effects of free surfaces, we choose a [0 0 0 1] and [1 0 1 0] crystallographic orientation
supercell containing 54 atoms, where a 10 Å vacuum layer has been inserted in the Z direction.
This creates a slab of 6 atomic layers with a relatively large area of free surface. The vacuum
helps to avoid interactions in hci direction. We note that, a large database with a variety of atomic
configurations is useful for the potential to predict some behavior outside the database in MD
calculation. It was observed, as detailed in the results, that some structures that have not been
explicitly included in the training database are nevertheless accurately predicted by the network.

6.3

Molecular dynamics methodology
To understand the preference of slip planes we carried out bulk MD simulations with compres-

sion along the c-axis at room temperature (300K). Additionally, a few simulations were performed
with simple shear on the pyramidal slip planes for comparison. All MD simulations were performed using LAMMPS to understand the mechanical behavior of pure Mg. Figure 6.6 shows a
schematic of the simulation box and loading direction. A timestep of 1 femtosecond is utilized
throughout the simulations. Visualization of defect nucleation in deformed structures is carried
out via the common neighbor analysis modifier within OVITO visualization software [275].

6.3.1

Strain-rate controlled simulations

For the strain-rate controlled simulations, the box is constructed with dimensions lx = 16.11
nm, ly = 22.24 nm, and lz = 20.97 nm, having a 2nm spherical nano void into the center of
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the simulation box to control the initiation of plasticity and lower the applied stress required for
plasticity. The box initially contains 318559 atoms. Here the box is orientated in z axis parallel
to [0 0 0 1] direction, where x and y axes are parallel to h2 1 1 0i and h0 1 1 0i directions. The
system is first relaxed anisotropically followed by an equilibration at constant ambient pressure and
a constant temperature of T = 300 K (NPT) with Nosé-Hoover style non-Hamiltonian equations
of motion. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed in all three directions. Finally, the box is
compressed along (0 0 0 1) direction at a constant strain rate of 108 s−1 using a canonical (NPT)
ensemble. Here no pre-existing dislocations were present because we wished to observe which
mode nucleated and how it propagated and cross-slipped after nucleating.

6.3.2

Stress controlled simulations

For the stress-controlled simulations, hc + ai dislocation cores were manually inserted into
the domain in edge, screw, and mixed configurations on both pyramidal planes. The dislocations
were introduced using the analytical displacement field for straight dislocation lines in the isotropic
approximation. In the edge and mixed configurations, the dislocations were explicitly introduced
as partials of type [2 0 2 3]/6+[0 2 2 3]/6 separated on the basal plane. Since they are spread out of
the plane of glide, this also required removing a layer of atoms from the basal plane between them.
The initial separation distance was 8. As noted by Wu et al [312] the cores will spread or shrink
dynamically, but this width appears to be typical compared to dynamic relaxation.
Approximately 80,000-100,000 atoms were used for these simulations with the box being
periodic in the dislocation line direction with a depth of ≈ 11 and the other dimensions free
surfaces. After conjugate-gradient relaxation, the box is equilibrated for at least 1ps and then
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compression on the hci axis or shear on the pyramidal plane is applied. Loading is applied at
constant stress using a canonical (NPT) ensemble using values ranging from 25MPa to 2000MPa.
Results were characterized primarily by observing the movement and evolution of the dislocation
core in comparison to the applied stress state.

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Molecular static results
6.4.1.1 Energy of state
The energy of state of the HCP unitcell is shown in the figure A.2 using three distinct potentials.
Over the elastic area of ±20% stretches of unitcell, the RANN potential is trained. The data was
accurately replicated by the potential. The NNP63 potential, on the other hand, could not duplicate
DFT results after a 10% compression of the unitcell and showed an unphysical result after a 10%
tensile area.

6.4.1.2

Fundamental materials properties

We show below in Table 7.2 that the RANN potential reproduces various fundamental properties including the lattice parameter dependence, generalized stacking fault energies, free surface
energy and twin boundary energy with high accuracy and compared well to existing NNP63 and
MEAM(Wu) potentials for Mg. All these potentials agree closely on the lattice parameter, elastic
constants, phase transition energy compared to DFT and experimental results. Without explicit
inclusion of twin boundary, mono vacancy, stacking fault and pyramidal free surfaces in training
database, the RANN is still able to accurately predict those energy with high accuracy. MEAM(Wu)
predicts lower pyramidal I and II free surface energies, whereas RANN are predicts nearest to DFT
results, indicating it would be the best potential to investigate physical and chemical processes
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Figure 6.1: Energy of state of HCP unitcell using 3 different interatomic potentials. The NNP63
potential is from recently published machine learning potential using n2p2 [31] framework. The
MEAM potential by Wu et al [315], which predicted DFT quality results as carried out here.

such as fracture and crystal growth at the atomistic scale. It is important to highlight that NNP63
is explicitly trained for all free surface and vacancy configurations, but RANN is not. Although
the RANN potential correctly predicts all of the fundamental proprieties described above, if any
property is identified which it does not suitably predicted, the database can be augmented with
appropriate configurations and refit.

6.4.1.3

Generalized stacking fault energies

The generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE) is one of the best metrics indicating how well
atomistic potentials capture various slip modes. Therefore, we focus on how well our new potential
reproduces them compared to others. Notably, GSFE curves were not included in our training
database but were used for validation.
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Here, the GSFE is illustrated for the (1 0 1 1) pyramidal I plane in the 13 [1 1 2 3] and the 13 [1 1 2 2]
pyramidal II plane in the 13 [1 1 2 3] direction. Stacking fault energies for basal plane (0 0 0 1) in the
1
3 [1 1 0 0]

and 31 [1 1 2 0] directions, the 13 [1 1 2 0](1 0 1 0) prismatic plane are illustrated in figure

6.2. The basal plane in 31 (1 0 1 0) has lowest stacking fault energy, which is consistent for all three
potential. For each cases, additional relaxation applied normal to the fault vector. The DFT data
suggests that the hc + ai dislocation has lower elastic energy in pyramidal I plane. Recently similar
calculations were carried out [71] leading to conclusions that hc + ai forms more easily on the
pyramidal I plane. However, these conclusions seem contrary to experimental observations. To
fully quantify the preferred hc + ai plane, dynamic loading simulations with molecular dynamics
is better than inferring conclusions from GSFEs alone.

6.4.1.4

Dislocation core structure

Figure 6.3 shows the core structures of the Pyr. I screw, Pyr. II screw, and Pyr. II edge
dislocations with coloring by the Nye tensor components. The Nye tensor was calculated using
the formulation of [118] as implemented by atomman [1]. See [273] for comparable DFT results.
As noted by [273], numerous very similar core structures exist for these dislocations with slightly
varying energies. Our structures were obtained by repeatedly minimizing and annealing to find
the lowest energy structure. The difference between Pyr. I and Pyr. II in DFT is still very difficult
to obtain reliably. Overall, our potential agrees well with the DFT data. The Pyr. II screw core
structure is dissociated into two partials with one of the two centered higher than the other, while
the DFT data shows them level. [273].
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6.4.2

Dislocation energies

The total dislocation energy per unit length within a cylindrical region of radius r centred at
the dislocation core can be written as [122, 312]:
Etot = Ecore + Kln

r
rmin

; r > rmin

(6.1)

r
Here, Estruc is the dislocation energy within a minimum radius rmin around the core region. Kln rmin

is the elastic energy between rmin and r from the core region. The constant K is measured by the
anisotropic elastic constants, Burgers vector b, and dislocation line direction. The prefactor, burgers vector, and line direction are all the same for each plane. As a result, the total energy difference
between any two structures is directly calculated using the difference in their total energies observed
at vast distancesr > rmin far from the complex core area.

r
for rmin = 6b calculated by RAAN potential for hc + ai
Figure 6.4 shows Etot versus ln rmin

dislocations in Pyr.I and Pyr.II planes. We illustrate the lowest energy configurations for the Pyr. II
edge and Pyr. I mixed which are in both cases for the dislocations to dissociate on the basal plane
with an I1 fault in between them. The calculation of the elastic contribution to the dislocation
energy is obtained as follows. The energy factor of a dislocation for first-order pyramidal system
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{1 0 1 1}; b® = 31 h1 1 2 3i
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and
Kscrew = b
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(6.3)

The screw dislocation’s elastic pre-factor is the same for Pyr. I and Pyr. II dislocations.
These results agree well with previous values obtained using MEAM(Wu) [314, 312, 313].
Importantly, the Pyr. I screw dislocation has higher energy than the Pyr. II screw, which indicates
that cross slip to Pyr. II should be more favorable than cross-slip to Pyr. I. Moreover, the Pyr. I
mixed dislocation has quite low energy, but is not glissile, indicating that Pyr. I dislocation loop
movement would be very difficult to maintain since the glissile configuration would tend to either
move into a lower energy sessile orientation, or cross slip to a lower energy plane.
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6.4.2.1

Decohesion energy

Fracture is a complicated process that involves significant multiaxial stresses near the fracture
tip and atomistic areas ranging from totally decohered to mildly damaged flawless crystals. Any
interatomic potential has a significant problem in capturing correct fracture behavior, much alone
avoiding completely unphysical activity at the crack tip. EAM, MEAM, and the machine learning
GAP Fe potential are all physically driven potentials that yield unphysical crack tip behavior despite
generating reasonable predictions for many other material characteristics and flaws.
To anticipate appropriate fracture behaviors, we first look at atomistic decohesion energy, which
is defined as the energy against separation distance for stiff separation of two blocks of material
across a given surface. Figure 6.5 plots the decohesion energy against normal separation distance
for the basal, prismatic, pyramidal I, and pyramidal II planes using DFT, RANN, NNP63, and
MEAM. The DFT data was included in the training set in NNP63. In RANN, only the basal
decohesion DFT data was included in the training dataset. The energy at maximum separation is
double that of the unrelaxed surface energy, and the MEAM potentials exhibit variations similar to
those reported for fully-relaxed surfaces. NNP63 findings, on the other hand, typically accord well
with DFT, with the exception of basal decohesion. Except for the MEAM potentials under basal
separation, the greatest cohesive stress coincides to the maximum slope in the decohesion curve
and is well-captured by all potentials. Prior to complete separation, NNP63 has a modest energy
maximum. RANN potential improves in such extreme case as well.
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6.4.3 Molecular dynamics results
6.4.3.1 Strain-rate controlled simulation of hci-axis compression
At low temperature and low stress, TEM studies [95] show that sessile dislocations are primarily
aligned with the [1 0 1 0] direction which the resultant of pyramidal II hc + ai slip. The current
simulation results are consistent with experiments carried at room temperature, where under hciaxis compression ultra pure Mg strain hardens rapidly in a very low flow stress regime ≈ 250M Pa
[210, 49, 277] (shown in figure 6.6. As flow stress increases the resolved shear stress increases and
affects the dislocation cross-slip rate. At very high deformed state the energy barrier for cross slip
from pyramidal I and II planes and vice versa is equal.
Figure 6.7 shows results from the compression simulations for each of the three potentials. Each
of the potentials nucleated hc + ai slip profusely which over the course of the simulation gradually
led to dense stacking faults throughout the simulation box. We selected one of the first dislocations
and depicted a representative slice of the box cutting between the leading and trailing partials on
the basal plane. Viewing hc + ai dislocations on the basal plane allows easy identification of the
slip mode as the twelve 1st order planes and twelve 2nd order planes intersect the basal plane at
6 unique angles each. These intersections make two hexagonal patterns as shown in Figure 6.7.
Notably, the hc + ai dislocations cross slip extensively, even in cases when the Burgers vector
content cannot be preserved and so a stair-rod dislocation is formed at the planes’ intersection.
Thus dislocations on all 24 planes are often observed in a single simulation originating from what
was once a single dislocation line.
Evidently, the EAM potential deforms only on the 1st order pyramidal plane, the MEAM
(Wu) potential deforms preferring the 1st order plane, and the RANN potential prefers the 2nd
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order plane. This suggests that the RANN potential is more compatible with experimental data.
However, these results are not conclusive because the high stress and strain-rates employed here
are both far greater than the relevant experimental conditions. Notably, neither the 1st order or
2nd order pyramidal dislocations are able to relax to their lowest energy configuration as described
by [312, 313] because of the high stress. Therefore, to supplement these results, we turn to
stress-controlled simulations.

6.4.4

Stress-controlled simulation of hci-axis compression

Since much greater stresses are required to spontaneously nucleate hc + ai dislocations at MD
timescales than are required for them to migrate, these simulations are initiated with the dislocations
already present. Using first the MEAM (Wu) potential, we applied hci-axis compression to a hc + ai
screw dislocation. Since the dislocation is screw, it can glide on either the 1st order or 2nd order
plane. Our results showed some movement on both planes, but the potential clearly showed that
the 2nd order plane was preferred, in agreement with experiments. The RANN potential showed
the same, as illustrated in figure 6.8. Notably, the cross slip energy barrier is affected by the depth
of the simulation cell, which in our case was 11 . A deeper box should show less propensity to
cross-slip from Pyr. II to Pyr. I, although the barrier for cross slip from Pyr. I to Pyr. II should not
be much affected [314]. Thus, the easy cross-slip back and forth illustrated here is scale-sensitive.
To generate a pure edge dislocation on the 1st order pyramidal plane with periodic boundaries
requires approximation because the dislocation line direction is irrational. We can approximate
it as [7 18 11 4], which lies in the (1 0 1 1) plane at an angle of 89.96◦ from the Burgers vector.
However, we find that the mixed dislocation with a line direction [1 2 1 0] is better to study because
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it can dissociate on a single basal plane rather than a series of basal planes with steps. Notably,
the MEAM and RANN potentials both indicate that this mixed dislocation dissociates on the basal
plane like the 2nd order edge dislocation. However, unlike the case of the 2nd order dissociation,
the reaction [2 1 1 3]/3→[2 0 2 3]/6+[2 2 0 3]/6 produces partials which do not lie in the plane of
glide. This suggests that the basal plane dissociation makes the 1st order edge and near-edge
hc + ai dislocations significantly more sessile than the 2nd order edge dislocation.
Results from the MEAM (Wu) potential support this supposition. Under loading, the 1st
order dislocation core emitted a Shockley partial on the basal plane, further pinning its motion.
In fact, the dislocation only began moving at 2GPa of compressive stress. Shortly thereafter, it
spontaneously nucleated a (1 0 1 1) twin. The two partials remained in the twin boundary. The
RANN potential showed very similar results, but with a lower yield of 950MPa. The two potentials
showed exact agreement in that the dislocation moved two planes and then nucleated a (1 0 1 1)
twin. This (1 0 1 1) twin nucleation mechanism may be important if it can occur more infrequently
at low stresses.
Using the MEAM potential, the 2nd order pyramidal edge dislocation was activated by 450MPa
of compressive loading. This is lower than the value reported by Wu el al [312], but similar. The
2nd order dislocation core moved by emitting a Shockley partial on top of the I1 fault between the
two initial partials. The effect of a Shockley partial gliding on top of an I1 fault is that a trailing I1
fault is created on the subsequent basal plane. Thus, this movement enables the entire dissociated
hc + ai structure to migrate by one plane in a glissile fashion. This glissile motion of the basal
dissociated hc + ai dislocation has not been previously reported, to our knowledge. The process
takes the following form:
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[2 2 0 3]/6 → [0 2 2 3]/6 + [1 0 1 0]/3
(6.4)
[0 2 2 3]/6 + [1 0 1 0]/3 → [2 2 0 3]/6
Thus the Burgers vectors of the two partials switch values by emitting and absorbing the
Shockley partial respectively. Since the hc + ai dislocation is pure edge, the Shockley partial is
pure screw. As the I1 fault shifts from one basal plane to the next, it enables the dislocation cores
to shift, moving in the 2nd order pyramidal plane. Thus the whole hc + ai assembly shifts in the
2nd order pyramidal plane without changing structure or climbing. This is similar to the process by
which the non-planar dissociated dislocation can form from a planar dissociated one, as described
by [312].
These simulations were repeated with the RANN potential with surprising results. Despite
the two potentials agreeing closely on most properties, particularly the GSFE curves and relaxed
dislocation structures, the RANN potential indicates that the 2nd order pyramidal edge dislocation
will slowly glide at compressive stresses as low as 25MPa. Notably, even as the stress is increased,
the dislocation velocity is very low since the movement process is so complex. At a shear stress
of 25MPa, the dislocation moved at ≈ 70m/s. The two potentials agreed exactly regarding the
mechanism by which the dissociated core migrated, which is depicted in Figure 6.9.
Additionally, the Wu (MEAM) potential indicated that resolved stress on the basal plane could
cause one of the partials to dissociate in the form:
[2 2 0 3]/6 → [0 0 0 1]/2 + [1 1 0 0]/3
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(6.5)

where the Shockley partial is emitted opposite to the I1 fault. Similarly to the case of the 1st order
hc + ai dislocation which had greater propensity for this reaction, the result was a drastic increase
in the stress required to move the core.
In order to further study this significant disagreement between the MEAM (Wu) and RANN
potentials, molecular dynamics simulations of the Pyr. II edge dislocation were also done with
NNP63. These simulations also showed the Pyr. II dislocations gliding by the same mechanism at
25MPa, in exact agreement with RANN. Notably, NNP63 also showed the emission of a Shockley
partial opposite to the I1 like that observed with the MEAM (Wu) potential, but, unlike the MEAM
simulation, it later was reabsorbed and the dislocation moved again.

6.5

Discussion and Conclusions
Overall comparison of the new RANN potential with previous potentials indicates that for many

properties, its performance is similar. The new potential agrees with DFT data as well or better
than previous potentials for nearly every property measured, but previous potentials showed good
agreement already. The differences in movement of Pyr. II edge dislocations were pronounced
with the RANN potential indicating easy motion of hc + ai cores. The MEAM potential required
450MPa in hci-axis compression while the RANN potential required only 25MPa. This is very
significant since until now, the basal dissociated hc + ai dislocation has been thought to be sessile.
Simulations with the NNP63 potential agreed with RANN that these cores can move at 25MPa.
This raises the important question, if the dissociated hc + ai dislocations are actually mobile,
why are long straight edge hc + ai segments observed along the [0 1 1 0] direction in TEM? RANN
and NNP63 potentials suggest that the answer to this is not that the edge segments are entirely
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sessile but that they do move much more slowly than the screw hc + ai dislocation, and in fact
tend to get slower over as the partials spread apart from one another and the I1 fault grows. This
is exacerbated by occasional emission and re-absorption of Shockley partials which temporarily
prevent movement. The complex dynamics of the edge hc + ai dislocation motion may be better
appreciated by examining in detail the results from a single simulation with the NNP63 potential.
Figure 6.10 shows this process as observed with the NNP63 potential and a shear stress
of 50MPa. Initially (a), the structure has two partials: [2 0 2 3]/6 and [2 2 0 3]/6, separated by
approximately 8 on the basal plane. This structure migrates upward steadily by exchanging
screw Shockly partials with a Burgers vector [0 1 1 0]/3. Eventually, one [2 0 2 3]/6 partial moves
several basal planes above the other, leaving a trailing fault partially on the Pyr. II plane and
partially on the basal plane (b). This fault is migrated upward and shortened by the screw
Shockley partials which follow the path of the fault, cross-slipping between the basal and Pyr.
II planes. The trailing partial then emits a mixed Shockley dislocation (c), which prevents it
from migrating further upward and produces a prismatic partial. This reaction has the formula:
[2 0 2 3]/6 → [0 0 0 1]/2 + [1 0 1 0]/3 The leading partial also stops moving upward since there
is not sufficient stress for it to break free from the trailing partial. Eventually, the leading partial
moves back down to near the trailing partial and also emits a mixed Shockley dislocation (d), with
the formula: [2 2 0 3]/6 → [0 0 0 1]/2 + [1 1 0 0]/3.
After a while, this structure rearranges by several rapid movements. These cannot be seen clearly
individually, but can be identified by the product dislocations and the changes in their positions,
along with the knowledge that no climb is involved. First, the right prismatic partial moves
downward and combines with the right Shockley partial: [0 0 0 1]/2 + [1 0 1 0]/3 → [2 0 2 3]/6.
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This hc + ai partial then glides on the 2nd order pyramidal plane upward to the basal plane it
was one before, but displaced from its exact initial position to the right by the vector [2 1 1 0]/3.
Next it again dissociates: [2 0 2 3]/6 → [0 0 0 1]/2 + [1 0 1 0]/3. Finally, the prismatic partial
moves downward again to the same basal plane as the left prismatic partial, which was unchanged
throughout the whole process. The result after all of this, is that the two Shockley partials are
on one basal plane, and the two prismatic are two layers lower, also on the same basal plane.
Moreover, the prismatic partials are further apart from one another than initially by [2 1 1 0]/3,
or about 3.2. The dislocations on the upper basal plane then move to the left, completing the
dissociation, hc + ai → hai + hci, as seen in Figure 6.10.e. This dissociation is expected to
increase the total core energy, based on calculations with the MEAM (Wu) potential, and NNP63
does not maintain it for long before reaction again to recombine the hai and hci.
The process of this reaction is very similar to the complex zigzag motion which produced the
dissociation. The hai dislocation moves back closer to the hci such that the right Shockley partial
is on the same prismatic plane as the left prismatic hci/2 (f). Then the left prismatic partial glides
upward two layers, and then combines with the right Shockley partial: [0 0 0 1]/2 + [1 0 1 0]/3 →
[2 0 2 3]/6. This hc + ai partial then glides back downward to the original basal plane, displaced
from its original position by [2 1 1 0]/3. It then dissociates again, emitting a Shockley partial on
this plane: [2 0 2 3]/6 → [0 0 0 1]/2 + [1 0 1 0]/3 (g). The prismatic partial then glides upward two
layers again to combine with the other Shockley partial: [0 0 0 1]/2 + [1 1 0 0]/3 → [2 2 0 3]/6.
Meanwhile, the lower Shockley partial glides to the right and combines with the other prismatic
partial: [1 0 1 0]/3 + [0 0 0 1]/2 → [2 0 2 3]/6. The newly formed hc + ai partial then glides
upward to the same basal plane as the left hc + ai partial, recovering the standard basal dissociated
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core structure, but spread now to a width of 26, as seen in Figure 6.10.g. This structure should
still be glissile by the exchange of screw Shockley partials, but no more movement was observed
before the simulation terminated.
Overall, during the course of the simulation, the core moved on the pyramidal plane, a distance
of ≈ 50 in 170ps. This averages to 30m/s, which is slower than RANN predicted. This speed did
not appear to increase significantly at higher stress, since the limiting process is the nucleation
of the Shockley partial on the basal plane. Shear stress on the basal plane could accelerate the
nucleation of the Shockley, but an alternating stress would be required to produce consistent
movement since movement up one basal plane requires a Shockley with opposite sense compared
to the previous layer. Notably, high strain-rate simulations of Mg plasticity will not observe these
hc + ai mechanisms contributing significantly to plasticity since at 108 s−1 or more, a dislocation
which moves at only 30m/s will be negligible. For this reason, we predict that hc + ai movement
has much higher strain-rate sensitivity than other plastic modes in Mg.
These dislocations demonstrate an ability to widen their cores dynamically without climb, as
seen in figure 6.10. Notably, despite the complex movement of partials, there are not a lot of
stacking faults left by this process. A few atoms near the core shuffle as prismatic and pyramidal
partials pass on either side of them, but the basal plane faults left by the mixed Shockley partials
are erased by later mixed Shockley partials on the same planes. The final effect is that the I1
stacking fault is moved upward two basal planes and no other stacking faults remain. This process
has been described previously as compensated climb [312], but we find the description based on
dislocation reactions more compelling. With complex reactions occurring in such a small area,
neither description could reasonably be called more accurate than the other.
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In generally, the exchange of Shockley screw partials enabling the structure to glide one layer
appeared to be proportional to the distance between the hc + ai partials on the basal plane, with
the movement rate dropping to nearly indiscernible as the width grew beyond approximately 12.
This was observed for both NNP63 and RANN movement and was not affected noticeably by the
applied stress.

6.6

Conclusions
In conclusion, several main points may be drawn from this work. When we began this work

with the goal of developing a basis for a new alloy potential, we did not expect to find significant
new insights for pure Mg. However, the low speed easy movement of hc + ai edge dislocations
is significant and it shifts the focus of alloy design. We consider the results to be reliable since
two independently developed potentials agree that low stress mobility occurs. Previous efforts
have considered encouraging cross-slip to Pyr. I or discouraging the basal dissociation of the
hc + ai to enhance mobility. These new results suggest that simply increasing the I1 fault energy
or finding other means to encourage the stable non-planar core to remain compact may be sufficient
to dramatically increase hc + ai mobility compared to pure Mg. Our specific conclusions may be
enumerated as follows:
1. 2nd order pyramidal hc + ai dislocations edge configurations have a very low velocity compared to other dislocations, but are not sessile. They have a complex migration mechanism
which could be described as compensated climb of the core resulting from its non-planar
dissociation. The migration can also be described using alternating dissociation and recombination with a Shockley which moves back and forth between the two hc + ai cores.
2. Because of this low velocity, hc + ai edge and mixed dislocations have a high strain-rate
sensitivity at molecular dynamics strain-rates. Thus, most hc + ai motion observed using
strain-rate controlled molecular dynamics will not replicate quasi-static behavior.
3. Both of the more accurate potentials demonstrated that at lower strain-rates, the 2nd order
pyramidal mode is strongly preferable over the 1st order pyramidal mode for both screw and
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edge configurations. Previous observation of the 1st order mode dominating in molecular
dynamics may be attributed to the high strain-rate sensitivity of both modes.
4. The mobility of the edge hc + ai cores was observed to be inversely proportional to their
width along the basal plane. Since the cores spontaneously widen over time, this renders
them increasingly slow eventually making them effectively sessile.
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Table 6.2: Fundamental material properties of Mg using following units: cohesive energy of HCP
phase Ec (eV), lattice parameter a (Å), elastic modulii Cxy (GPa), structural energy differences ∆E
(meV/atom), SFEs (mJ/m2 ), melting point of different phases (K). Diamond cubic, a15, simple
cubic, omega structure, relaxed stacking faults, pyramidal free surfaces, single vacancy, twin
boundary interface is not in the part of training dataset.
Mg
Expt.
DFT
RANN
 properties

a Å
3.209 (300K) [301] 3.189 [321] 3.197
c/a(ratio)
1.624 (300K) [301] 1.627 [321] 1.622
Ec (eV/atom)
-1.51 [301]
-1.51 [321] -1.51
Elastic constants (GPa)
C11
63.5 [265]
61 [321]
62.51
C12
25.9 [265]
28 [321]
33.02
C13
21.7 [265]
22 [321]
23.22
C33
66.5 [265]
64 [321]
65.48
C44
18.4 [265]
18 [321]
17.96
Energy difference (meV)
∆Ehcp→ f cc
13
12.33
∆Ehcp→bcc
29
28.66
∆Eα→diamond cubic
1989
398.56
∆Eα→a15
47
30.75
∆Eα→ω
28
30.07
Stacking fault energies (mJ/m2 )
γs f I2
34 [202]
46
γs f Pyr. I
161 [202]
155
γs f Pyr. II
165[202]
167
Free surface energies (mJ/m2 )
Basal (0 0 0 1)
550 [202]
549 [202]
550
624 [202]
627
Prism (1 0 1 0)
Pyr. I (1 0 1 1)
640[202]
642
Pyr. II (1 1 2 1)
732 [202]
727
2
Twin boundary energy (mJ/m )
γs f (1 0 1 2)
128.1 [202]
123
Vacancy formation (eV)
Ev
0.79 ± 0.03 [293]
0.796[202]
0.86
Melting point (K)
Tm
923[43]
910
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NNP63

MEAM

3.186
1.613
-1.51

3.187
1.623
-1.51

72
31
27
68
19

66
24
20
71
18

11
23
521
44
24

7
39
76
38
41

31
157
155

23
169
200

583
644
663
746

568
583
616
652

118.8
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0.735

0.908

∼ 900

Figure 6.2: GSFE is calculated using the same coordination as described by Kumar et al. [158].
The top half (shaded as green) for both planes are shifted along to the fault vector with additional
relaxation is applied normal to the vector. For completeness DFT data is extracted from [273] and
re-plotted here. It should be noted that, NNP63 is trained over all GSFE except prismatic planes,
whereas in RANN potential is trained without any GSFE.
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y normal to

Pyramidal I <c+a> screw
Screw component
Edge component

y normal to

Pyramidal II <c+a> edge

Pyramidal II <c+a> screw

y normal to

0.05

0.0

-0.05

Figure 6.3: Pyramidal 1 and 2 hc + ai dislocation core structure using RANN potential, which is
in close approximation with first principle calculation by Stricker et al [273].
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i.

ii

iii

iv

Figure 6.4: Dislocation core energy calculated by RANN potential
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Figure 6.5: Decohesion curves for basal, prism, pyramidal I and pyramidal II planes; comparison
between DFT, RANN, NNP63 and MEAM potentials. Only basal DFT data points are part of the
training set.
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Figure 6.6: (clock-wise) (a) hc + ai direction for both pyramidal planes (b) simulation box setup
with a void inside to ease dislocation nucleation (c) stress strain curve at c-axis deformation at
108 /s strain rate and compared to all three potentials, TEM images of 112̄2 h1̄1̄23i slip on 112̄2
surface (d)[277] (e) [?] (f)[210]
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of slip traces viewed from the basal plane for EAM(Liu), MEAM(Wu),
and RANN potentials. Each potential shows a distinct preference for 1st order hc + ai vs hc + ai
slip. The EAM potential uses almost exclusively 1st order hc + ai while the RANN potential has
primarily 2nd order hc + ai planes. The MEAM(Wu) potential has primarily 1st order slip but is
more mixed than the other two with a lot of cross-slip.

9ps

10ps

11ps

12ps

13ps

Figure 6.8: Evolution of the screw hc + ai core for 5ps. The core starts spread on the Pyr. II
plane (horizontal), gradually evolves until it is spread on the Pyr. I plane, and then back to Pyr. II.
During this time it moves upward and to the left. See figure 2 of [6] for comparable images of the
relaxed cores.
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118.8ps

119.0ps

119.2ps

119.4ps

Figure 6.9: Movement of the non-planar dissociated Pyr. II edge dislocation under an applied
stress of 25MPa in shear. The initial basal plane on which it dissociated is marked with a black
line. The stacking fault moves upward due to the glide of a pure screw Shockley partial dislocation.

Figure 6.10: Evolution of the Pyr. II edge dislocation by the NNP63 potential. The core evolves
its structure through several metastable states including a full decomposition, hc + ai → hai+hci,
followed by a recombination. The overall trends lengthen the I1 fault while the core glides moves
upward. The wider the fault, the slower the glide.
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CHAPTER VII
FUTURE DIRECTION: ALLOY DEVELOPMENT USING RANN POTENTIAL

7.1

Introduction
Density functional theory calculations have been used to generate machine learning potentials,

which can improve the accuracy and transferbility of interatomic potentials substantially. As a
result, MLPs are becoming helpful instruments for doing crystal simulations that would otherwise
be prohibitively costly using DFT computations. Several approaches for developing MLPs and
using them have been described during the last decade. Artificial neural network models [13,
12, 116, 29, 33, 179], gaussian process models [102, 171, 18, 278, 20] , and linear models
[170, 52, 308, 287] are among the approaches used to characterize the mapping from structural
characteristics to the atomic contribution.
It’s proven difficult to calculate multicomponent potential using machine learning techniques.
Only a few effective models have efficient potential because to the tradeoff between big acrhitechture
and a broad diversity of aotmic environments. Although the creation of multi-element potentials
has so far only shown a few alloy characteristics that have been explicitly trained. The majority
of them are in basic isotropic alloys [170, 185] for which traditional potentials are already quite
precise and computationally cheap. Due to the fact that such alloy potentials utilizing machine
learning techniques cannot surpass EAM or MEAM potentials, their use is neither advancing any
predictive analysis nor assisting material scientists in modeling difficult materials.
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The RANN formalism is used to create a binary potential here and the particular interest is
Ti-Al alloy, a challenging multi-component potential using traditional formalism. Ti-Al alloy is
of particular interest. High-temperature applications for Ti-Al alloys and intermetallic compounds
Low-pressure turbine blades are used in airplanes, whereas turbocharger turbine wheels and valves
are used in automobiles. Low mass density, high specific strength and stiffness, and exceptional
creep qualities up to 750 degrees celsius are only a few of their outstanding characteristics [188,
53, 9]. Because of their superior oxidation and burn resistance, they surpass titanium alloys. At
room temperature, titanium alumindas, unlike ceramic materials, may be deformed plastically.

7.2

DFT database for alloy development
In this work, structure generators are prototype structures reported as binary alloy entries in the

Inorganic Crystal Structure Database, allowing the data sets to span a wide range of configurations.
All structures are listed in table 7.3. The atomic locations and lattice constants of the structure
generators are thoroughly optimized by DFT computation to get their equilibrium structures.
Random lattice distortion, and atomic displacements are then introduced into a supercell of each
of the equilibrium structures, resulting in a structure in the data sets. The data is utilized for
previously published Ti potential data and a comparable style of Aluminum, in addition to the
binary structures and the equilibrium structures of the structure generators, for elemental Ti-Ti and
Al-Al interaction. The ultrasoft pseudo potential technique is used in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
exchange-correlation [216] functional, which is implemented in the Quantum espresso code [99],
to conduct DFT computations. The energy cutoff is set to 90 Ry. The total energies per supercell
converge to less than 10−3 meV.
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7.3

Structural fingerprints for Ti-Al binary potential
In addition to the pure element fingerprints, two novel fingerprints for Ti-Al interaction are

presented. Features for two-body term :
Fn;a,b =

Õ  ri j  t
j∈b

re

r

e

−αn riej

r − r 
c
ij
fc
Si j
∆r

(7.1)

r − r  r − r 
c
ij
c
ik
fc
Si j Sik
∆r
∆r

(7.2)

and for three body term
G m,l;a,b,c =

Õ

cosm θ jik e−βp,l

ri j +rik
re

j∈b,k∈c

fc

List of fingerprints are as followed:
Fn;Al,Al , Fn;Al,Ti, Fn;Ti,Al , Fn;Al,Al
G m,k;Al,Al,Al , G m,k;Al,Al,Ti, G m,k;Al,Ti,Ti, G m,k;Ti,Al,Al , G m,k;Ti,Al,Ti, G m,k;Ti,Ti,Ti
Using these fingerprints, the meta parameter used in feature construction is listed in table A.2.
There’s one characteristic worth mentioning: throughout all of these potentials development,
αn = α is utilized, the same α as in MEAM. There are several ways to set the value ofαn , and the
choice is dependent on the number of two-body features, to put it another way, multiple αn values
can be employed.
Because of the complexity of the database, here 2 hidden layer is used to have better convergence.
Each layer consists of 30 neurons. Therefore two separate network is created using the architecture
of 90-30-30-1 and 90-30-30-1 for Al and Ti element respectively. In this manner the constructed
potential will not loose any properties of pure Al or pure Ti. So the potential is still be effective
for pure elements as well as the mullti-component.
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Table 7.1: Meta parameters for pure Al, pure Ti, Al-Ti and Ti-Al features.

Variable parameters
m
n
re ( Å)
α
βk
rc ( Å)
∆r
Variable parameters
m
n
re ( Å)
α
βk
rc ( Å)
∆r

Al
Values
∈ {0...7}
∈ {−1...3}
2.853
4.64
1,2,4,6,9
6.0
Al-Ti
Values
∈ {0...7}
∈ {−1...3}
2.853
4.64
1,2,4,6,9
6.0

Ti
Values
∈ {0...7}
∈ {−1...3}
2.943
4.72
1,2,4,6,9
6.0
rc − re
Ti-Al
Values
∈ {0...7}
∈ {−1...3}
2.943
4.72
1,2,4,6,9
6.0
rc − re

7.4 Result and discussion
7.4.1 Pure Al properties
There are a number of interatomic potentials for bulk Aluminum that accurately reproduce
the majority of its properties. It is essential that the RANN potential matches, if not exceeds, the
properties of the Ti-Al alloy’s matrix Al material. As shown in Table 7.2, the bulk properties of FCC
Al have been determined by DFT, MEAM potential by Jelinek et al. and current RANN potential.
The values obtained from previous ab initio and experimental data for the lattice constant, bulk
modulus, and other elastic moduli are in good agreement. The DFT values of elastic properties are
accurately reproduced by the RANN potential with high precision.
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Table 7.2: Fundamental material properties of Al using following units: cohesive energy of FCC
phase Ec (eV), lattice parameter a (Å), elastic modulii Cxy (GPa), structural energy differences ∆E
(meV/atom), SFEs (mJ/m2 ), melting point of different phases (K).
Al properties
a
Ec
B
C11
C12
C44
Es f
E(1 1 1)
α(10− 6/K) (500K)

Expt.
4.05 [15]
3.39 [15]
72.2 [149]
118 [149]
62 [149]
32 [149]
135-166 [149]

DFT
4.045 [153]
3.057 [153]
79.1 [153]
119 [184]
64 [184]
36 [184]
126
720

24-26 [305]

RANN
4.039
3.39
78.58
120
58
37
121
738
24

MEAM(Jelinek) [140]
4.048
3.353
78.4
111
61
28
142
716
14

An essential feature related to the dissociation of a perfect dislocation into partial dislocations
as well as dislocation emission at a crack tip is the generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE). Figure
7.1 shows the GSFE of {1 1 1} plane along h1 1 2i direction, the energy of both stable and unstable
stacking faults are very close to the energies predicted by DFT.
The dislocation core structure is especially significant because it is directly connected to
dislocation motion and dislocation interactions with solutes and precipitates, and therefore lies
at the heart of metal plasticity processes. RANN potential is used to determine the strain field
of isolated screw and edge dislocation cores in aluminum. Shockley partial separation lengths
are properly limited using differential displacement fields. Figure 7.2 depicts the distribution of
the differential displacement around the equilibrated edge and screw dislocation core. Utilizing
RANN’s projected core separation distances of 7.2 (for the screw) and 9.4 (for the edge), prior
results using the atomistic approach and conventional interatomic potentials are no longer subject
to the same level of uncertainty[46, 269, 192]. The good agreement between the predicted and
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Figure 7.1: Generalized stacking fault energy curve of bulk Al along h1 1 1 2i direction, comparison
with DFT [153], RANN, and MEAM [140] potentials. The structures are not included in the training
data.

measured dislocation cores shows the need for novel atomisic modeling possibilities in dislocation
cores.
Because the database utilized in the phase diagram of Ti is the same for Pure Ti potential, it
will not be discussed here for the purpose of repetition. As a result, the accuracy of any pure Ti
potential is unaffected.

7.4.2 Ti-Al binary potential’s results
7.4.2.1 Formation energy of Ti-Al system
Predicting the formation energy of an ordered structure with more accuracy is more difficult
since strong predictive power is needed for both the ordered structure and reference structures such
as hexagonal-close-packed Ti and facecentered cubic Al. The local geometry relaxation for the
ordered structure is critical for determining the formation energy as well, which is why it’s included
here. An accurate energy surface for initial and equilibrium structures can only be calculated using
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RANN. Table 7.3 shows the formation energy of various configuration of Ti-Al system. Figure
7.3 illustrates the energy required to build various ordered structures based on predictions made
using the DFT and RANN potentials. The rms errors of the RANN or the formation energy is 2
meV/atom. It turns out that RANN has a lot of predictive potential for predicting the formation
energy in a wide range of structures, even if not every structure has been included in the training
data set yet.

7.4.2.2

Elastic constant of various formed structure

Table 7.4 shows the lattice constants and the elastic constants of structures with low formation
energy i.e., TiAl (L10 ), TiAl (B2), TiAl (B81 ), Ti3Al (D019 ), Ti3Al (D022 ), Ti3Al (L12 ), TiAl3
(D022 ), TiAl3 (D019 ), and TiAl3 (L12 ), which are anticipated using the RANN potential in conjunction with the lattice constants and elastic constants calculated using DFT. In the majority of
structures, the lattice constants predicted using the conventional potential may differ from those
derived by DFT computation. This difference may be due to the fact that conventional potentials
are often created by fitting to experimental lattice constants, therefore removing their descriptive
power. In comparison, the RANN can properly determine the lattice constants for all structures.
Despite the fact that all of these DFT data are included in the training dataset. If a property not
included in the training data is incorrectly predicted, it might be included in the training database.
This significantly increases the transferability of the RANN formalism.

7.4.2.3

γ-TiAl (L10 )to B2 Bain path

A comparison is made between the RANN-calculated energy profile and the DFT-calculated
energy profile along the bain path between the γ− TiAl (L10 ) and the B2 structures. When
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constructing the energy profile, the structures needed are created by changing the c/a ratio while
maintaining their volumes constant with the equilibrium L10 structure’s volume. After that, singlepoint calculations are used to assess the energy profile without considering geometry optimization
for the structures. Using the RANN potential and DFT computation, the energy profiles along the
bain path are shown in Figure 7.4. According to DFT calculations, the RANN’s energy profiles
along the bain path are identical.

7.5

Phase boundary between the HCP and D019 phases
The equilibrium phase border between the HCP and D019 phases was the another feature

examined to determine the potential’s application. Due to the fact that the D019 phase structure
is based on the HCP lattice structure, this phase boundary can be easily calculated using a grand
canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulation. GCMC simulations allow for the modification of the
chemical type of individual atoms, their locations, and the sample dimension in each direction.
For example, the transition probability (P) for changing the chemical type of a Ti atom to an Al
atom is given by



m Al
P=
mTi

 32



−∆φ
exp
k BT


(7.3)

Here, m Al and mTi are atomic mass of Al and Ti respectively and ∆φ can be expressed as

∆φ = (E − N Al µ Al NTi µTi ) f inal − (E − N Al µ Al NTi µTi )initial

(7.4)

where E,Ni and µi reflects the system’s total potential energy, number of atoms and chemical
potential respectively. In the GCMC simulation, for a given temperature and chemical potential
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difference between Al and Ti atoms, an equilibrium volume, composition, and atomic configuration
are generated. This simulation provides a chemical potential difference between Al and Ti as well
as an equilibrium volume and composition for a particular temperature. Using hexagonal samples
of 864 atoms, Monte Carlo simulations were run up to 20,000 times with successively rising ∆µ
using an originally pure HCP Ti sample or lowering ∆µ sequentially using an initially D019 Ti3Al
sample. Figure 7.5 depicts the simulated change in Al content when ∆µ is varied at 1073 K. Both
curves, one with increasing ∆µ and the other with decreasing DELTA, exhibit hysteresis. Hysteresis
occurs as a result of the extended time required to attain equilibrium near phase boundaries inside
a two phase area, indicating the presence of two phase equilibrium. At a particular temperature,
the compositions that correspond to the hysteresis’s middle points can be considered the phase
boundary compositions.

7.6

Thermal coefficient
The temperature dependence of the thermal expansion, estimated using a quasiharmonic ap-

proximation, is shown in Figure 7.6) for Ti3Al (D019 ) and TiAl (L10 ), which are both seen
experimentally in the Ti-Al binary system. As shown in figure 7.6, the RANN potential successfully predicts the temperature dependence of thermal expansion in all configurations, despite the
fact that thermal expansion is more difficult to predict than phonon dispersion curves. The correct
prediction of thermal expansion demonstrates that RANN is capable of evaluating the volume
dependence of phonon frequencies throughout their whole frequency range.
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7.7

Conclusion
In conclusion, the RANN potential may be further enhanced by including more training data

containing a diverse array of Al solutes in a Ti matrix. The future development of the Ti-Al binary
potential should allow for precise prediction of the phase transition energy of Ti-Al systems under
various pressure and temperature conditions. The network may be optimized by removing the
three-body feature’s high cosine power terms. However, one should use further caution regarding
the correctness of optimized networks. Additionally, the capability for predicting the stacking
fault energies of gamma and alpha Ti-Al phases can be advanced. Having stated that, an effective
Ti-Al potential may be created by adding more DFT data. One thing to keep in mind is that
the majority of machine learning potential often exhibits only DFT accuracy when compared to
traditional potential. This is an erroneous analogy. Whereas machine learning potentials have
≈ 1000 parameters, conventional potentials have between 7 to 13. With such a limited number of
parameters, it will always be difficult to obtain an accurate DFT result. Rather than emphasizing
static correctness, developers should instead concentrate on how to apply these state-of-the-art
capabilities to resolving an existing material characteristic. A useful Ti-Al binary potential may be
created, in which the conventional potential is incapable of forecasting the melting temperature of
Al solutes in Ti matrix, the plasticity of titanium-aluminade, and so on.
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Figure 7.2: Differential displacement map of screw component of for the dissociated edge and
screw dislocation in pure Al using Ti-Al RANN potential. Results agree with previous DFT
calculation of core structure. [309] and predicts DFT accurate two Shockley partial separation
distances.
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Table 7.3: Formation energy of ordered structures of Ti-Al system. The italic structures are in part
of training database. All other formation energy is predicted value by RANN potential
Structure type

Al5W
Ni3Sn (D019 )
AuCu3 (L12 )
Al3Ti (D022 )

DFT
Ti5Al
-136

RANN

-135

-272
-264
-254
Ti4Al2
-53

-278
-263
-253

InNi2 (B82 )
CuZr2
Fe2P (C22)
FeSi2

-305
-269
-228
-7

-317
-268
-237
-7

Pd5Th3

-193

-204

Ga3Ti2
Si2U3 (D5a )

-331
-245

-333
-253

Nb3Te4

-329

-340

AuCu (L10 )
PbU
CoU (Ba )
CsCl (B2)
NiAs (B81 )

-404
-368
-283
-262
-251

-404
-366
-381
-262
-247

Ga3Ti2 (L10 )
Si2U3 (D5a )

-418
-72

-418
-72

Pd5Th3

-325

-324

MgZn2 (C14)
Co2Nd
CuZr2
La2Sb

-326
-315
-245
-239

-324
-317
-246
-240

Co5Fe11

-374

-373

Hg5Mn2

-289

-287

Al3Zr (D023 )
Al3Ti (D022 )
AuCu3 (L12 )

-403
-397
-370

-402
-397
-369

MoNi4 (LD1a )

-216

-214

Al5W

-180

-184

Hg5Mn2

-51

Structure type
Ti-rich structures
MoNi4 (D1a )
Ti3Al
Ni3Ti (D024 )
Al3Zr (D023 )
AlCu2Mn (L21 )
Co5Fe11
Ti2Al
CrSi2 (C40)
Fe2B
Cu2B (C38)

DFT

RANN

Ti4Al
-179

-180

-267
-259
-143
Ti11Al5
-236

-267
-258
-143

-186
-143
-139

-181
-137
-137

-288

-287

-217

-212

-250
-225
-173
-120
-71

-248
-221
-171
-119
-72

-310

-309

-284

-284

-230
-212
-195
-398

-230
-211
-192
-398

-338
-319

-333
-318

-235

Ti5Al3
Ti3Al2
Al3Os2
Ti4Al3
Cu4Ti3
Equal Ti-Al structures
TiAl
WCBh
ScTe
BiSe
FeSi (B20)
NaTl (B32)
Al-rich structures
T2iAl3
Al3Os2 Bh
Ti3Al5
Pd5Ti3
TiAl2
Cu2Sb(C38)
FeSi2
Fe2P(C22)
Ga2Hf
Ti5Al11
Ti2Al5
TiAl3
Ni3Ti (D024 )
Ni3Sn (D019 )
TiAl4
TiAl5
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Figure 7.3: In comparison to DFT, the enthalpy of production of stable or metastable intermetallic
compounds in the Ti–Al binary system was estimated using the present potential.

Figure 7.4: Bainpath along B2 to L10 phase of Ti-Al
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Table 7.4: Elastic constants of various formed structure. Units: Lattice parameter a, c (Å), elastic
modulii Cx y (GPa)
Property
a0
c0
C11
C12
C13
C33
C44
a0
c0
C11
C12
C13
C33
C44
a0
c0
C11
C12
C13
C33
C44

DFT
RANN
γ−TiAl( L10 )
2.823
2.824
4.079
4.080
195
197
61
57
89
87
173
175
113
113
α−Ti3Al( D019 )
5.726
2.824
4.646
4.080
195
191
90
81
70
70
232
210
59
62
α−TiAl3( D019 )
5.563
5.564
4.726
4.715
209
202
67
67
60
69
167
161
65
65

DFT

RANN
TiAl( B81 )
2.879
2.873
9.263
9.258
136
132
96
91
74
74
223
219
75
70
Ti3Al( D022 )
3.960
3.943
8.444
8.451
173
168
97
91
87
88
167
163
87
87
TiAl3( D022 )
3.841
3.842
8.608
8.623
196
195
87
84
47
41
220
217
95
94
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DFT

RANN
TiAl( B2)
3.182
3.190
74
136

74
131

66

69
Ti3Al( L12 )
4.035
4.044

175
89

171
84

90

88
TiAl3( L12 )
3.979
3.979

191
66

187
64

77

78

Figure 7.5: Grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulation for the hcp/D019 two-phase equilibrium in
the Ti–Al binary system using the present potential. Change of Al content (X Al ) with varying
chemical potential difference (∆µ) at 1073 K.

Figure 7.6: Thermal expansion coefficient of L10 and D019 phases of present potential, compared
with previous ab initio and experimental observations.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION

The length and/or time scales needed in meaningful MD simulations (hundreds to thousands
of atoms for thousands to millions of individual time steps) entail such massive computational
costs that many such simulations are arguably out of reach for all but the largest supercomputer
users. Interatomic potentials, i.e. empirical, simplified models of forces acting on atomic nuclei
via a potential energy stated as an explicit function of nuclear positions, can be employed when a
length scale free description in terms of continuous fields is certain to miss the necessary processes.
Assumed electron energies have relaxed into their ground state, and follow adiabatically the slower
growth of nuclear coordinates. There are no views on what functional forms such a potential
should utilize, save in really simple instances. Intuition, guesswork, and some trial and error have
been utilized to build useful models. Over time, the assumed functional forms got increasingly
complicated, and nonlinear empirical parameters multiplied. It was generally assumed that such
potentials have struck a "plateau" in terms of accuracy, reliability, and broad application. Even
with simple materials, the ability to make accurate conclusions depends on a heady combination of
knowledge, effective use of transferability (fitting to one property and calculating another) and, in
certain cases, plain luck. Complex materials like oxides, interfaces, and chemically altered surfaces
were largely off-limits. Long ago, multipole expansions may be employed to explain electrostatics
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in molecular systems and to compute and fit response functions. This is more challenging for
solids as there is no unique mechanism to split a securely bonded solid into interacting electrostatic
multipole sources. ML may be used to identify the best partitioning and fit its response functions,
and then used to fit the remaining short-range interactions.
Transferability is perhaps the most challenging issue. This may be handled by creating models
that function in a hierarchy of spaces, starting with lower dimensional representations that offer
less accurate but robust predictions, and gradually upgrading them using richer representations
and more accurate fits. It’s feasible to derive some of these lower dimensional representations for
atoms from their interactions, but we need to acquire the right representations from the data itself
to avoid the body-order growing exponentially.
A novel way to deriving molecular liquid equations of state and dynamical features, ML potentials may be able to merge the worlds of reactive materials modeling (dominated by DFT) and
wavefunction-based quantum chemistry. Numerous machine learning models have been presented
during the last decade to attain DFT accuracy in molecular simulations. In the majority of situations, the model accurately predicts DFT findings and compares them to conventional interatomic
potentials. Nonetheless, this comparison is unjust. The conventional potential requires 7-13 parameters to fit the functional forms, but the ML potential requires 1000 parameters. Only a few
ML potentials have been shown until today, to solve real-world material issues, which are hard to
describe at the atomic level using conventional potentials.
This thesis proposes a new machine learning technique called rapid artificial neural network
(RANN) based on the MEAM formalism, which includes exponential decay of interaction strength
with distance, the general form of the Rose universal equation of state, angular dependent inter160

actions, and the use of known modulus and nearest neighbor distance to guide the determination.
Numerous effective potentials have been created using this effective tool, which have been used to
solve genuine material science problems. The first technique included simulating HCP materials
with a c/a ratio greater than the optimum 1.632. It is established that conventional potential does
not adequately model these materials. The suggested potential may accurately anticipate the right
ground state structure with a temperature-dependent c/a ratio. This will allow for the first time
ever to simulate Zinc on an atomic size, which has never been done before owing to a lack of
dependable potential.
Mg is a very frequent and popular MEAM potential. For magnesium, the present conventional
potential can yield an accurate DFT result. Mg’s simple structure enables accurate prediction of the
majority of its characteristics. However, the ongoing controversy over the preferred slip plane and
active dislocation motion cannot be predicted using conventional potential theory. The variations
in movement of Pyr. II edge dislocations were significant when the RANN potential was used,
showing that <c+a> cores move easily. The MEAM potential needed 450MPa of compression
in the c-axis, but the RANN potential only required 25MPa. This is noteworthy since the basal
dissociated <c+a> dislocation was previously believed to be sessile.
Predicting multiphase marterials modeling is another major challenge of interatomic potential.
No traditional potential has ever been documented that can properly anticipate the phase transition,
at least to an empirically measured value. The suggested RANN potential for Titanium and
Zirconum accurately predicts the triple point. To date, this is the most accurate projected phase
diagram at the atomic scale of these critical minerals. In addition to phase prediction, the current
potential demonstrates their capacity to properly anticipate plastic behavior. These potentials
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would be extremely valuable in understanding dislocation locking, gliding behavior, and fracture
propagation, which are all phenomena that standard potentials fail to anticipate. This excellent
potentials development should help to usher in a new age of materials modeling. It should be noted
that because to the structural forms of machine learning potentials, it is quite difficult to reach
traditional MD speed. However, in terms of precision, these potentials outpace any traditional
interatomic potential. For the goal of material modeling progress, developers should be more
concerned with modeling the materials at the atomic scale that are failed by traditional potential
rather than just demonstrating improvement in some magnitude for GSFE, elastic constant, meling
points than interatomic potential.
RANN potentials are capable of successfully modeling multicomponent potentials while maintaining their pure elemental characteristics. The following formalism may be useful in the future
for modeling bismuth, magnetic Fe, and its alloys, as well as polymers. Due to their predictive
capabilities, RANN potentials can be extremely valuable in determining the fundamental physics
of several materials that have not been discovered yet. With that stated, the new age of materials
modeling enables the discovery of hitherto unknown properties of materials on an atomic scale.
By and large, the performance of RANN potentials demonstrates that each material has a
governing equation that explains all of its characteristics in terms of specific input variables. This
means that a closed form calculation can estimate the governing equation to any degree of precision.
The techniques shown here may be utilized to swiftly generate precise atomic-scale potentials for
virtually any material. If comparable approaches are used to larger scales with the right input
variables and approximation schemes, macroscale structure behavior may become completely
foreseeable in terms of basic physics. Surprisingly, the dependability of this approach of scaling
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and approximation appears to be unrealistically excellent, as has been previously reported even for
empirical models. Although further research is necessary to properly grasp this, it appears that the
renomalization group’s impacts can account for this windfall. This has exposed new frontiers of
the unknown in some respects; much remains unclear about the use and function of neural networks
themselves. However, the emergence of neural networks is comparable to the advent of computers
in terms of science as a whole. What formerly needed lengthy hours of laborious computation and
analysis may now be automated.
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APPENDIX A
MACHINE LEARNING MODELS FOR PREDICTIVE MATERIALS SCIENCE FROM
FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS: AN APPLICATION TO TITANIUM AND ZIRCONIUM
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A.1

DFT training database

A large database, spanning a range of structures, is needed to accurately model the wide range of
atomic environments. The energies and forces of different structures are calculated using Quantum
Espresso [99] with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation functional
and PBE [218] pseudo potential. A 20×20×20 K-point grid was used for calculations of hcp, bcc,
fcc and ω unit cells, with equal densities in K-point space being used for larger supercells. For all
DFT calculations, the kinetic energy cutoff is taken as 90 Ry and 0.02 Ry as a Gaussian spreading
for brillouin−zone integration. In all DFT calculation Marzari−Vanderbilt [187] type smearing is
used. The training database is created in a manner that should allow the machine learned interatomic potential to reproduce various distorted lattice structures, thermal perturbation, defects and
free surfaces.

A.2

RANN metaparameters

A description of the RANN formalism and its associated metaparameters can be found in the
literature [66, 67, 204]. Table A.2 briefly summarizes the metaparameters used in the creation
of the Ti and Zr RANN potentials. The structural fingerprints incorporate angular screening as
described in [67].

A.3

Phonon spectra

In addition to the material properties used as validation (see Table 1 in the main text), surface
and defect energies, as well as a few low energy interfaces were calculated using the ANN potentials
and compared to DFT. The results are shown in Table A.3. Despite many of the surfaces not being
included in the training database, agreement is excellent for all properties considered. Finally,
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the phonon spectra for all three phases of Ti and Zr were calculated using the ANN potentials
and compared with DFT results. These spectra are particularly important for Ti and Zr, where
anomalies cause the phase instability of the β phase relative to both α and ω. The results are shown
in figure B.1. As the networks were trained using thermally perturbed data which should implicitly
account for the phonon spectra, the agreement is quite good. The mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) of frequency of ANN potential compared to DFT is 15.6%, 4.2%, 14.2%, and 2.9% (Tiα), and 9.6%, 13.4%, 2.8% and 3.2% (Zr-α) for the Γ, H, K and ∆ points respectively. The current
potential also accurate in describing phonons in the ω phase for both Ti and Zr, with a MAPE value
of 17.6%, 8.8%, 11.6%, and 6.6% (Ti-ω), and 8.3%, 7.1%, 11.2% and 5.2% (Zr-ω) for the same
points. Both potentials successfully identify the imaginary phonons for L − 23 [111] and T − [110],
which cause the instability leading to the β − ω and β − α transformations, respectively.
Figure A.2 shows the Energy-volume curves for both potentials existed to high hydrostatic
compression ( 20%) and tension up to the cutoff radius, where the potentials treat each atom
as isolated to demonstrate the stability under extreme conditions. No false minimum or other
anomalies are observed and the energy smoothly increases to zero at large separation for all the
experimentally observed phases. Additionally, the core structure of screw dislocations in the
prismatic and pyramidal planes were determined from the potentials (Figure A.3). The Ti core
structure looks qualitatively similar to previous results from DFT [97]. Finally, Table A.3 shows a
comparison between DFT and RANN values for a number of static defects, including free surfaces,
vacancies and interstitials, and twin boundaries. Excellent agreement is observed for all of these
properties.
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Table A.1: DFT database used for features in input layers of Ti and Zr ANN potential
Ti
Sample description

FCC unit cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
BCC unit cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
HCP unit cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
A15 unit cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
ω unit cell w/ strains
up to ± 15%
ω 3 × 3 × 2 non-orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
FCC 2 × 2 × 2 orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
BCC 3 × 3 × 3 orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
HCP 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
HCP 2 × 2 × 8 (0 0 0 1) and (1 0 1 0)
free surface with 8Å vacuum
HCP 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
with one tetrahedral or octahedral interstitial
BCC 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
with one tetrahedral or octahedral interstitial
HCP 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
with mono vacancy
BCC 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
with multiple vacancies
HCP 4 × 4 × 1 mono layer
Amorphous
Total

Zr

Atoms
per
simulation
4
2
2
8

Number
of
simulation
1000
999
1082

Total
atomic
environment
4000
1998
2164

Number
of
simulation
1000
1000
1082
99

Total
atomic
environment
4000
2000
2164
792

3

909

2727

977

2931

36

1398

50328

1300

46800

32

1000

3200

500

1600

54

1485

80190

985

53190

54

1580

85320

11880

106740

55

510

28050

682

37510

55

510

28050

554

29916

55

460

25300

399

21945

53

362

19186

680

36040

50
16
24- 29

187
499
39
12020

9350

254
366
40
11781

12700

1016
312872

1042
357786

Table A.2: Meta parameters for Ti and Zr
Variable parameters
m
n
re ()
α
βk
rc ()
∆r
Cmin
Cmax

Ti
∈ {0...7}
∈ {−1...3}
2.943843
4.72
1,2,4, 6,9
8.0
rc − r e
0.49
0.9
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Zr
∈ {0...7}
∈ {−1...3}
3.234381
4.45
1,2,4,6,9
8.0
rc − r e
0.49
0.9

Figure A.1: Phonon spectra comparison with DFT for both potentials in all three phases. The solid
black lines and dashed red lines are from DFT and the RANN potentials respectively.

Figure A.2: Energy-volume curve of Ti and Zr from 20% compression of unitcell to beyond the
cutoff radius.
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Figure A.3: Screw dislocation core structure for prismatic and pyramidal planes using RANN
potential. For Ti, the RANN potential reproduces similar prismatic hai core as ab initio calculations
reported by [97].
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Table A.3: Comparison of material properties of pure Ti and Zr for both α and ω phases using
following units: free surface (mJ/m2 ) , vacancy and interstitial energy (eV), twin boundary energy
(mJ/m2 ). Atomic positions were allowed to relax fully for each simulation while simulation box
parameters were held fixed at the bulk 0K values. Dumbbell indicates the interstitial relaxes to a
[0001] dumbbell configuration, as has been observed elsewhere [120].
Properties
Free surface
α − E(0001)
α − E(0 1 1 0)
α − E(1 2 1 0)
α − E(1 0 1 1)
α − E(1 1 2 2)
ω − E(0001)
ω − E(0 1 1 0)
ω − E(1 2 1 0)
ω − E(1 0 1 1)
ω − E(1 1 2 2)
Interstitial and vacancy energy
α − Eoctahedral
α − Etetrahedral
α − Edumbbell
mono
α − Evac
mono
ω − Evac
Twin boundary energy
α − Eh1 1 2 2i mirror twin
α − Eh1 0 1 1i mirror twin

DFT (Ti)

RANN (Ti)

DFT (Zr)

RANN (Zr)

1945.84
1917.16
1822.96
2424.41
1877.91
2204.27
2147.24
2421.69
2215.81
2448.45

1942.32
1928.86
1918.13
2264.36
1898.90
2259.71
2075.30
2387.89
2333.09
2101.89

1592.93
1896.04
1755.14
1995.15
1640.95
1807.41
1703.23
1587.92
1991.69
1740.12

1601.74
1904.83
1786.511
2055.95
1719.57
1915.67
1716.39
1630.93
2090.35
1773.16

2.51
dumbbell
2.53
2.11
2.91

2.74
dumbbell
2.53
2.25
2.75

2.71
dumbbell
2.86
2.02
3.21

2.73
dumbbell
2.91
2.06
3.28

315.96
272.39

339.91
285.623

476.84
210.32

554.28
220.55
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EAM(Liu)

MEAM(Wu)

RANN

Figure B.1: Phonon dispersion curves comparison between EAM, MEAM and RANN potential.
Solid black lines are from present DFT calculation.

B.1

Phonon Spectra
The RANN’s prediction ability for phonon characteristics is investigated. The phonon characteristics and thermal expansion are computed using the PHONOPY code’s finite displacement
technique. The phonon dispersion curves for the HCP structure predicted using the EAM, MEAM,
and RANN potentials are shown in Figure B.1. The supercells necessary for computing phonon
characteristics are produced by expanding the structures’ regular unit cells. The supercells contain 54 atoms. Figure B.1 shows the comparison of phonon spectra curves for all these potentials. Liu(EAM) has noticeably lower accuracy, compared to DFT data, than the other two
potentials. The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of frequency of EAM potential compared to DFT is 2.78%,3.51%,2.92% and 2.68% for Γ,M, K and A band respectively. The
MEAM(Wu) potential and ANN potential produce nearly identical curves to DFT. MAPE for
MEAM is 1.13%,2.62%,1.53% and 1.02% and ANN is 1.24%, 0.88%,1.03% and 0.92% for similar bands. Such concurrence of ≈1% MAPE ensures the prediction at DFT accuracy of thermal
conductivity and mechanical behavior by our ANN potential.

B.2

DFT training database
Table B.1 shows the DFT database using the Mg potential development.
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Table B.1: DFT database used for features in input layers of RANN potential
Sample description
Simple cubic cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
FCC primitive cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
BCC primitive cell w/ strains up to ± 15%
HCP unit cell w/ strains up to ± 10%
FCC 2 × 2 × 2 orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
BCC 3 × 3 × 3 orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
HCP 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
w/ strains up to ± 5%
HCP 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
with one tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial
HCP 4 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
with vacancy cluster
HCP {0001}
free surface 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell

HCP 101̄0 free surface 3 × 3 × 3 non-orthogonal supercell
HCP {0001} monolayer 4 × 4 × 4 non-orthogonal supercell
Total
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Atoms
1
1
1
2

Sims.
500
500
500
2700

Env.
500
500
500
5400

32

500

16000

54

500

27000

54

2000

108000

55

200

11000

67
54
54
16

100
500
100
500
8600

6700
27000
5400
8000
315000

